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ABSTRACT
Design thinking requires students to generate roughly formed prototypes, share imperfect,
early stage solutions with others, and give and seek critical feedback on the path to iteration
and innovation. It seems that the individual variable of perfectionism could manifest in
interesting ways as a student progresses through the phases of design thinking. The purpose of
this study is to examine the variable of perfectionism in relation to the design thinking process
in middle school girls, which was completed through the analysis of the Innovation Nation
program that took place in 2019.
Innovation Nation is a 3-day program that immerses students in the design thinking process at
Lincoln School, which is an all-girls’ independent school, in Providence, Rhode Island. In
order to complete the analysis, a mixed method approach was used. Analyses were conducted
over quantitative measures, which include the Pre-Program Measure, Post-Program Measure,
Perfectionism Self-Presentation Scale Junior, and the Posterlet online simulation, and
qualitative measures, which included one-on-one interviews with participants who were
considered low perfectionists and high perfectionists. After the Innovation Nation program
and compared to the low perfectionists, the high perfectionists were less likely to seek
positive feedback in the Posterlet online simulation, were more likely to seek critical feedback
in the Posterlet online simulation, were equally likely to revise and iterate their work based on
feedback in the Posterlet online simulation, and showed greater growth in their positive
attitudes towards collaboration. High perfectionists and low perfectionists did not differ in
design thinking knowledge retention after the intervention, however they both demonstrated
learning of the definition and steps of the design thinking process. In effect, perfectionism is
just one of the many personality traits that can be explored in terms of how individuals may
experience the design thinking process differently, so the continued exploration between the
intersection between personality traits and the design thinking process is compelling.
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INTRODUCTION
There is ample research on perfectionism in female adolescents and there is limited research
on perfectionism in single-sex educational environments. However, research on design
thinking in elementary and secondary educational settings is a relatively new area of inquiry,
as there is little to no research examining how individual differences may impact students’
engagement in the design thinking process. This study fills this gap in the literature by
providing insight on how the individual personality trait of perfectionism affects a student’s
experience of the design thinking process. In order to provide background to this study, an indepth review of the literature was conducted. The focus of the literature review was on design
thinking, design thinking in schools, women in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math
(STEM) fields, STEM curriculum in single-sex schools, and perfectionism.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Design Thinking
Design thinking is an iterative and innovative problem-solving technique that involves a
human-centered approach. Design thinking challenges participants to delve into
understanding the users and the users’ respective needs and subsequently create a solution that
addresses these underlying needs (Brown, 2008). This human-centered approach differs from
traditional problem-solving approaches, as design thinking emphasizes the creation of a usercentered solution. In the design thinking process, users are the people who use a good or
engage with a service.
The design thinking process first begins with a design challenge. A design challenge is the
problem that the users face and the participants endeavor to solve. Design thinking unfolds
through five delineated steps that prompt participants to understand their users and create a
solution that directly addresses their users’ unmet needs. While these steps provide a general
outline for the design thinking process, participants often cycle back between steps as
necessary.
The first of these steps calls for participants to empathize with their users. In this stage,
participants are challenged to gain deep empathy and understanding for their users.
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Participants must immerse themselves within their users’ environment. In order to effectively
engage in the empathize phase of the design thinking process, participants are encouraged to
observe their users (Brown, 2008). Many times, it is common to for participants to complete
site visits, which allows participants to see users interact their own environment. While on site
visits, participants are challenged to interview users to better understand their experiences.
The empathize phase enables students to gain insights that are essential in the users’
experience (Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford, 2010).
The participants then move into the define phase of the process. In this stage, participants are
able to compile their information they learned from their site visits, including both the
observations made in the field as well as interviews conducted with users. These insights
about the users’ experience are the basis used to determine the exact problem the users face.
Participants, then, analyze these observations to come up with meaningful conclusions about
the essential aspects of the users’ experience (Brown, 2008). These meaningful conclusions
allow that the participants to better define the problem that the users face, which they are
ultimately seeking address with their solution (Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford,
2010).
After clearly defining the problem that the users face, the participants move into the ideate
phase of the design thinking process. In this stage, participants transition from thinking about
the problem to brainstorming potential solutions to this problem. Participants are challenged
to think of innovative solutions that meet their users’ needs (Brown, 2008). In this stage, idea
generation is not constrained by conventionality, as imagination and innovation are
encouraged (Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford, 2010). No idea is discouraged in
this stage, as participants are encouraged to think ‘outside-of-the-box’ for solutions that would
improve the users’ experience. After the initial brainstorm of ideas, participants must select
one or more solutions that meet the users’ needs to bring into the next phase of the process.
The next phase of the design thinking process is the prototype phase. In this stage, participants
begin to create tangible representations of the solution selected during the ideate phase
(Brown, 2008). Often these prototypes begin with storyboards, which are four panel rough
illustrations that show the user interacting with the proposed solution and how their
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experience will be improved by the solution. After participants have thought through the
mechanics of their proposed solution, that is how the proposed solution would serve the users’
needs, then the construction of the prototype begins. This physical object or virtual
representation is not the final solution, instead participants must generate an early stage,
roughly formed prototype of their proposed solution.
This imperfect, early stage solution is shared with others during the test phase, which is the
final stage of the design thinking process. In this final stage, participants are encouraged to
seek feedback from their users (Brown, 2008). This feedback comes in two forms: positive,
that is the aspects of the proposed solution that the users liked, and critical, that is the aspects
of the proposed solution that the users thought could use improvement. Critical feedback is
essential in this phase. Then, this feedback is gathered and used to make adjustments to the
prototype. Feedback is necessary for the further iteration and improvement of the solution to
ensure it fits the needs of the users.
Although the steps of the design process may appear to be linear, the ultimate key to success
in the design thinking process consists in continual iteration. Participants cycle between the
prototype phase, where they make the adjustments based on feedback suggested by users, and
the test phase, where they solicit both positive and critical feedback from the user to improve
their solution, until their solution completely meets the users’ needs (Hasso Plattner Institute
of Design at Stanford, 2010). Feedback from the user drives the design thinking process, as
the feedback allows participants to completely develop a solution that enhances the users’
experience and solves the initial design challenge that the users faced.
Originally, design thinking began in the engineering field, wherein engineering firms
pioneered the process to design solutions and products that met the specific needs of their
clients (Mootee, 2013). Businesses have embraced this user-centered methodology, as design
thinking allows these companies to create products and deliver services that more closely
meets the needs of their users compared to solutions derived from traditional problem-solving
techniques. Businesses adopted the design thinking methodology in order to remain
competitive and innovative in their respective corporate spaces.
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Design Thinking in Schools
In addition the adoption of the design thinking process within professional fields, many
elementary and secondary schools have begun to integrate the design thinking process into
their curriculum to introduce their students to the user-centered methodology (Coleman, 2016;
Chin et al., 2019). By teaching design thinking at schools, educators are ensuring that their
students are equipped with the tools and knowledge they will need to be successful in a
variety of organizational settings. Design thinking in educational settings allows for the
creation of more “student-centered classrooms” (p.63), which positively affected both
students and educators (Coleman, 2016). Also, design thinking allows educators to teach
students transferrable 21st century skills, such as critical thinking, communication,
collaboration, and creativity through an integrated approach (National Education Association,
2012). During the design thinking process, students must think critically to understand the
root of the issue that their users face in order to craft a solution with their users’ unmet needs
in mind. In order to fully understand their users’ needs, students must be able to communicate
with their users. Students also must be able to effectively communicate and collaborate within
their teams to craft a creative and innovative user-centered solution. In addition, design
thinking curriculum has taught students about gaining deep empathy for their users. Design
thinking allows educators an opportunity to consciously teach about the importance of
empathy, which is another desired 21st century soft skill.
Adoption of the design thinking processes in classroom setting has yielded positive results in
terms of students’ improved understanding of classroom materials and improvement in
students’ ability to gain different perspectives and learn about empathy (Coleman, 2016). A
group of first graders embraced design thinking to make an improved home for the pigs in
The Three Little Pigs, while gaining a better understanding of the story and its characters than
with other traditional methods of teaching literature (Coleman, 2016). The design thinking
process enabled students to improve their connection to the subject matter they were learning.
The classroom also became a more collaborative environment. This level of collaboration
within the classroom afforded by the design thinking process is not achievable through
traditional classroom teaching techniques.
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In addition to the benefits of increased comprehension of subject material and the intentional
cultivation of empathy and other 21st century skills within the student population within
traditional classroom settings, design thinking is also connected to teaching in non-traditional
classroom settings like maker spaces. The construction and popularity of maker spaces,
including robotics labs and STEM facilities, have increased in recent years in schools. Design
thinking provides a curricular framework with which educators can effectively teach their
students in these environments.
Women and Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM)
It is important to teach design thinking principles to girls, as design thinking is classified
under the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) field due to its origins in the
engineering space. Design thinking provides an entry point for women in the STEM fields.
Historically, women have been proportionally outnumbered by men in these professional
fields due to inherent gender stereotypes (Stannard, 2013). These inherent gender stereotypes
lead to a lack of confidence in women’s ability to be successful in STEM fields in the future
(Rice, Lopez, Richardson, and Stinson, 2013; Stannard, 2013). This feeling often alienates
women from the study of STEM subjects in higher education and the ultimate pursuit of
careers in STEM fields in the future.
STEM Curriculum in Single-Sex Schools
However, it is important to teach young women about these STEM subjects in a single-sex
educational environment, which is free of the threat of gender stereotyping that is inherent in
traditional, coeducational school environments (Cherney and Campbell, 2011). With a
reduction in the pressure of gender stereotyping that contributes to the decreased number of
women in the STEM fields, young women can experience classroom programs in the STEM
fields unaffected by the gender dynamic. While there is no proven correlational relationship
between girls in single-sex educational environments and increased participation in STEM
fields, the classroom focus is more on equipping girls with the skill sets and confidence to
pursue careers in the STEM fields rather than combatting the engrained gender stereotypes
(Cherney and Campbell, 2011). Through the elimination of the inherent gender dynamic,
educators in single-sex educational environments are able to place greater emphasis on
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teaching STEM curriculum and instilling confidence in female students regarding their ability
to succeed in STEM fields in the future.
The single-sex educational environment allows for the nurturement of several other variables
critical to the development of middle school girls. Girls in single-sex educational
environments “had significantly higher self-esteem and higher achievement motive than girls
in coeducational schools” (Cherney and Campbell, 2011 p. 721).
Perfectionism in Females
While the institution of a design thinking program in a single-sex educational environment
may mitigate the effects of gender stereotyping, there are other challenges that are unique to
an all-girls educational environment. In terms of the middle school population, girls are more
likely to be perfectionists compared to boys (Kramer, 1988). In addition, girls felt that
perfectionism was more of a negative trait compared to boys (Slaney and Ashby, 1996). In
addition, girls feel more peer pressure than their male counterparts in relation to perfectionism
(Francis 2000; Van Houtte 2004). These pressures, both intrinsically and extrinsically
imposed, and an increased levels of perfectionism within female populations complicate
teaching a problem-solving technique like design thinking which underscores the importance
of trying ideas out, producing rough prototypes, and soliciting critical feedback which is key
to iteration. These central ideas may be incompatible with perfectionists, who typically want
to plan things out before executing and showing them to others.
Perfectionism, by definition, is “a personality trait characterized by striving for flawlessness
and setting excessively high standards for performance accompanied by overly critical
evaluations of one’s behavior” (Smith, Saklofske, Stoeber and Sherry, 2016 p. 670).
Perfectionism is a trait that has two main elements: a self-imposed element, as perfectionists
set extremely high standards for themselves, and an others-imposed element, as perfectionists
have a desire for others to perceive them as faultless.
Perfectionism has been a variable that has been studied in connection with various different
populations, including academically gifted students and students in all-girls schools. The
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relationships between perfectionism and these respective populations is unique, as the
manifestations and the connections are unique to each.
Perfectionism has been a variable that has long been studied in the context of academic
settings, especially in relation to academically gifted students. Female academically gifted
students have high standards of achievement ingrained in them from external forces, including
their parents and teachers (Tan and Shun, 2014). As such, these female students feel pressure
to perform at school. In effect, perfectionism is one of the elements, along with curiosity, that
motivate gifted students (Siegle and Schuler, 2000). In fact, gifted students consistently “set
unrealistic standards for themselves” (p. 39), which relates to the fact that perfectionism is a
major motivator for them (Siegle and Schuler, 2000).
Studies found gifted students have “higher expectations and perfectionistic tendencies than
other students their age” (Siegle and Schuler, 2000 p. 39). In a study conducted within a gifted
population of female middle school students, researchers found that their worry about making
mistakes, which is a facet examined in relation to perfectionism, increased between Grade 6
and Grade 8 (Siegle and Schuler, 2000). Indeed, another study confirmed perfectionism
within female students increases with age, as the trait is on the rose from middle school years
through the high school years as well (Kline and Short, 1991).
In previous studies, conscientiousness has emerged as a factor that influences the
development of perfectionism (Stoeber and Dalbert, 2009). There is a predictive relationship
between conscientiousness and academic achievement (Noftle and Robins, 2007; O’Connor
and Paunonen, 2007). In comparison to men, women tend to be more conscientious in terms
of their academics (Keiser, Sackett, Kuncel and Brothen, 2016). This higher level of academic
conscientiousness in women has translated into better grades. In fact, when compared to male
students who earned similar scores on standardized university admission tests, female
students earned higher grades during their college careers (Keiser, Sackett, Kuncel and
Brothen, 2016). Similar to the connection between conscientious and academic achievement,
there is a connection between the overall trait of perfectionism and academic achievement as
well. In study of 10,000 students ranging from middle school age to college age, perfectionists
in the sample earned higher grades than non-perfectionists (Madigan, 2019).
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this study is to examine the variable of perfectionism in relation to the design
thinking process in middle school girls. Design thinking requires students to generate roughly
formed prototypes, share imperfect, early stage solutions with others, and give and seek
critical feedback on the path to iteration and innovation. It seems that the individual variable
of perfectionism could manifest in interesting ways as a student progresses through the phases
of the design thinking process. This study explores whether middle school girls who score
high in perfectionism experience the design thinking process differently than middle school
girls who score low in perfectionism.
The study about the personality trait of perfectionism and its intersection within the design
thinking process focuses on the middle school girls who participated in a design thinking
intervention program called Innovation Nation program in April 2019.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The overarching research question that oriented the research and subsequent analyses in this
study was: How does perfectionism intersect with the design thinking process overall? The
overall hypothesis for this study is that high perfectionists may experience more difficulty in
embracing the design thinking process.
To specifically examine this intersection, three more specific research questions explored the
compatibility of perfectionism with central tenets of the design thinking process, which are
included below.
1. How does perfectionism influence a design thinker’s ability to seek critical
feedback and revise and iterate work based on this feedback?
Hypothesis 1: High perfectionists may have a harder time giving and
receiving critical feedback. High perfectionists may also have a harder
time making adjustments to their solutions based on critical feedback.
o Rationale: High perfectionists worry about how other may perceive
them and they may be hesitant to revise solutions that they envisioned.
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2. What is the relationship between perfectionism and teamwork?
o Hypothesis 2: High perfectionists may find working closely in teams
more difficult compared to low perfectionists.
o Rationale: Collaboration within teams requires the high perfectionists
to give up control.
3. What is the relationship between perfectionism and the retention of design
thinking knowledge?
o Hypothesis 3: High perfectionists may receive higher design thinking
knowledge scores compared to the low perfectionists.
o Rationale: High perfectionists likely have higher levels of academic
conscientiousness, which translates into earning better grades.

METHODOLOGY
Innovation Nation
Innovation Nation is a partnership between Bryant University and Lincoln School, which is
an all-girls’ independent school located in Providence, Rhode Island. Innovation Nation is a
three-day intervention program that immerses middle school students in the design thinking
process. The program is based on the IDEA program, which is a 3-day design thinking course
that all Bryant University freshmen take.
During these three days, Lincoln School suspends the regular curriculum and Professor
Allison G. Butler, Ph.D. and a team of Bryant University students teach the Lincoln School
students about the design thinking process. All sixth, seventh, and eighth graders at Lincoln
School participate in the Innovation Nation program.
Professor Butler has partnered with Lincoln School and has been successfully executing the
program since 2017. Innovation Nation 2019 took place from April 16, 2019 to April 18,
2019, which was the third year of the program. All of the data analyzed was related to the
2019 program.
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In the program, the Lincoln School students were divided into four cohorts, each with a
unique design challenge. Within each cohort, there were four smaller teams of four to five
Lincoln School students. There were two Bryant University teachers who, along with a team
of Lincoln School teachers, taught students about the design thinking process. Students used
the design thinking process to solve an issue that their community faces. An example of a
design challenge from Innovation Nation 2019 was: “How might we reimagine dog parks to
better meet the users’ needs?”.
During the three-day program, the students followed the aforementioned five steps of design
thinking to solve an issue that their community faced. On the first day of the program, the
students went through the empathize phase of the design thinking process. Students went on
site visits to understand their users of their design challenge. During these site visits, the
students made observations about the users and conducted interviews with users.
At the beginning of the second day, students moved in the define phase of the design thinking
process. During this phase, students compiled the observations that they made on their site
visits to come up with insights and made meaningful conclusions about their users. During the
late morning, the students moved into the ideate phase of the design thinking process, wherein
they brainstormed solutions that fit their users’ needs based on insights from previous step.
During this phase, no idea is discouraged, as all students were encouraged to brainstorm as
many solutions as possible without concern for feasibility. After the students’ brainstorming
concluded, each team had to decide on two solutions to move forward with in the design
thinking process through ‘dotmocracy’. During ‘dotmocracy’, each team member was given
six stickers with which they were able to choose which ideas she, as an individual, wanted to
prototype. After all of the votes were cast, the team tallied all of the stickers and decided to
move forward with two different ideas based the number of votes the two ideas received.
Once the team decided on two ideas they wanted to develop further, they created two rough
storyboards. Storyboards are the four panel drawings that illustrate the user’s experience with
the proposed solution. At this stage, each team pitched their proposed solutions to their
cohorts for feedback. In giving this feedback about the proposed solutions, students were
encouraged to use the format ‘What did we love?’, which is positive feedback, and ‘Have you
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considered?’, which is critical feedback. The design thinking process underscores the
importance of presenting roughly formed solutions and soliciting critical feedback, both of
which are key to iteration. Subsequent to receiving feedback, teams took the feedback that
they received into consideration and chose which of the two proposed solutions they wanted
to prototype. The team, then, moved into the prototype phase at the end of the second day.
At the beginning of the third day, the students continued prototyping by building the physical
prototype of their proposed solution. Students pitched their prototypes and received feedback
during the test phase, which helped them to make their final modifications. After these
adjustments, the students presented their final prototypes at the Judging Showcase at the end
of the day. During the showcase, students explained their solutions and the design thinking
process that they used to come to this solution to judges, parents, and other Lincoln School
community members.
Program Participants
Since Innovation Nation took the place of traditional curriculum for three days, all middle
school students (n=66) participate in the intervention program. Data from the students who
completed the Pre-Program Measure, Post-Program Measure, and Perfectionism SelfPresentation Scale Junior (PSPS Jr.) were included in the analyses (n=53). The study includes
data from 15 sixth grade students, 22 seventh grade students, and 16 eighth grade students.
Since Innovation Nation is held annually, the seventh grade and eighth grade students, unless
they were new to Lincoln School during the 2018-2019 school year, had participated in this
design thinking intervention program previously. Within the seventh grade population, there
were 18 students who had participated in Innovation Nation previously, 2 students who were
new to Lincoln School and had not previously participated in the program, and 2 students who
omitted the question concerning previous experience in Innovation Nation. Within the eighth
grade population, there were 11 students who had participated in Innovation Nation
previously, 2 students who were new to Lincoln School and had not previously participated in
the program, and 3 students who omitted the question concerning previous experience in
Innovation Nation. Out of the 11 eighth grade student who had gone through Innovation
Nation, 10 had participated two times previously and 1 had participated one time previously.
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Quantitative Measures
Since Innovation Nation is a three-day intervention program, there was an opportunity to
collect data before and after the program, which measured the impact of the program on the
student population. The four quantitative measures administered to the Lincoln School
students are detailed below.
Pre-Program Measure and Post Program Measure
The Pre-Program Measure and the Post-Program Measure were self-report measures
that collected data about students’ attitudes toward collaboration and design thinking
knowledge.
Within the measures, there were two questions that measured the students’ attitude
towards collaboration. These two questions asked students to rate their level of
agreement with statements concerning teamwork and collaboration on a likert scale
from one (strongly disagree) to six (strongly agree). These two statements were: ‘I
think that groups can do better work than individuals working alone’ and ‘I think I
work well in teams’. The maximum score students could earn on this measure was a
12.
Design thinking knowledge was measured through a design thinking knowledge
check, which is similar to a quiz. Students were given two open response questions
concerning design thinking, the first asking them to define design thinking in their
own words and the second asking them to list its five steps. The maximum score
students could earn on this measure was eight.
The Pre-Program Measure is included in Appendix A and the Post-Program Measure
is included in Appendix B.
Posterlet Online Simulation
Posterlet is an online, direct measure simulation developed by researchers at Stanford
University.
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In this online simulation, in which students were asked to design posters for a
fictitious community event. To do this, students were given the option to choose
graphics and add text in order to convey the location, timing, and details about the
event. After they were finished with their posters, the students submitted the posters to
cartoon animals for judgement. Once the students submitted their posters for
judgement, they had the opportunity to choose three animals to give them feedback.
Students chose whether they wanted to receive green speech bubbles, which
represented positive feedback, or red speech bubbles, which represented critical
feedback. Based on this feedback, students made revisions to their poster and were
able to repeat the process of seeking feedback and adjusting the posters three times.
Perfectionism Self-Presentation Scale Junior (PSPS Jr.)
The Perfectionism Self-Presentation Scale Junior (PSPS Jr.) is an 18-item, published
self-report scale, adapted from the Perfectionism Self-Presentation Scale to measure
perfectionism in adolescents. The PSPS Jr. Junior measures an individual’s need to
appear perfect to others (Hewitt et al., 2011). The PSPS Jr. has a minimum
score of 18, which indicates a low-scoring perfectionist, and has a maximum score of
90, for the high-scoring perfectionists. Cronbach’s alpha reliability estimates for this
measure from previous studies ranged from 0.62 to 0.88 (Chen et al., 2012). The PSPS
Jr. can be found in Appendix C.
Interviews
In addition to the quantitative measures, individual interviews were conducted with
Innovation Nation participants. Since the Lincoln School students were minors, approval from
the Bryant University Institutional Review Board (IRB) was required prior to conducting
interviews with the participants. On May 10, 2019, approval was received to proceed with the
interview process as long as the researchers were granted parental consent by the participants’
parents and student assent from the participants themselves. The IRB Approval letter can be
found in Appendix D.
These one-on-one interviews centered on each student’s personal experience during
Innovation Nation. In selecting participants to interviews, scores on the PSPS Jr. were
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examined. Ten of the highest high scoring perfectionists and ten of the lowest low scoring
perfectionists were asked to participate in one-on-one interviews about their personal
experiences during Innovation Nation. Parental Consent Forms were sent to these 20 students.
The Parental Consent Form can be found in Appendix E.
While the full list of the 16 interview questions can be found in Appendix G, five interview
questions are included below to convey the types of questions participants were asked.
•

How did you feel about working with your team during Innovation Nation? Did
you like the team aspect, or would you have preferred to work alone?

•

Since we only had 3 days to complete the entire design thinking process, we had
fast moving days. Over the course of the three days, did you feel any time
pressure?

•

When you received feedback within your cohort after presenting your initial two
storyboards, how did you feel? Did you like the format of ‘What did we love?’ and
‘Have you considered?’?

•

Was it easy or difficult to come up with feedback to give other groups? Please
explain why.

•

How did you feel during the judging process? What was it like for you to interact
with the judges at your table?

Procedure
Lincoln School students completed the Pre-Program Measure on April 15, 2019, which was
the day before Innovation Nation began. Lincoln School students completed the Post-Program
Measure on April 23, 2019, which was the second day after students returned to school after
Innovation Nation. These measures have been administered every year during the three years
of the Innovation Nation program and are a component of Professor Allison G. Butler’s
ongoing research on the intervention program.
In addition to the Pre-Program Measure and Post-Program Measure, Lincoln School students
have completed the Posterlet online simulation over the past three years as part of Professor
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Allison G. Butler’s ongoing research. To complete this measure the students were divided in
half, as one half completed the measure before the intervention program and the other half
completed the measure after the intervention program. This method of administration was
suggested by the developers due to the potential for practice effects.
In addition to the data collected that was collected as part of the ongoing Innovation Nation
research, the Perfectionism Self-Presentation Scale Junior (PSPS Jr.) was added as an
additional quantitative measure to complete this study which examines the intersection
between perfectionism and an individual’s experience in the design thinking process. The
PSPS Jr. was administered to students on April 15, 2019, which was the day before the
Innovation Nation program started.
In order to address the aforementioned research questions, a mixed method approach was
completed. Quantitative analyses were conducted over the data collected from the subscales
within Pre-Program Measure and Post-Program Measure as well as the Posterlet online
simulation. The Pre-Program Measure and Post-Program Measure measured students’
attitudes towards collaboration and design thinking knowledge. The Posterlet online
simulation measured each student’s tendency to seek out positive feedback, tendency to seek
out critical feedback and tendency to revise work.
Based on the students’ scores on the PSPS Jr., all of the scores were ordered numerically from
lowest score to highest score. Then, the data as separated in half using a median level split.
Subsequently, two groups were created, as the higher scoring half were labelled ‘high
perfectionists’ and the lower scoring half were labelled ‘low perfectionists’. This median level
split allowed analyses to be completed that compared the performances of both groups on the
subscales measures within the Pre-Program Measure, Post-Program Measure, and the
Posterlet online simulation as well as examine how these two groups’ experiences may have
differed in the design thinking process.
Five weeks after the program, individual interviews were conducted with Innovation Nation
with students who had received parental consent. Prior to each of the interviews, the students
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agreed to participate after reading and signing the Student Assent Form which is included in
Appendix F.
The interviews regarded the Innovation Nation with a sample of the high perfectionists and
low perfectionists regarding their experiences during Innovation Nation 2019. The focus of
the interviews consisted targeted of questions related to the essential aspects of design
thinking process that the students experienced in the Innovation Nation program.
In total, transcriptions of these interviews totaled over 150 pages. Given that this Honors
Thesis centers on design thinking, the creation of journey maps was chosen as an effective
way to begin to unpack this qualitative data. In doing this, two personas were created, one for
high perfectionists going through the design thinking process and the other for low
perfectionists going through the design thinking process. These two personas enabled
researchers to trace the experiences of high perfectionists and low perfectionists going
through the design thinking process. These interviews provided a connective tissue which
answered the three specific research questions as well as the main research question overall.
Both the high perfectionists and low perfectionists on the PSPS Jr. were asked the same 16
questions about Innovation Nation during the interviews. These 16 questions were designed to
explore areas in the process where high perfectionists and low perfectionists could have
experienced the design thinking process differently.

RESULTS
Quantitative Full Sample Results
In order to understand the impact of the Innovation Nation intervention program, it is
necessary to examine the results from the quantitative measures for the full sample of Lincoln
School students (n=53) before examining the results under the lens of perfectionism.
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Table 1 – Overall Quantitative Scores Before and After Innovation Nation

Attitude Towards Collaboration

Before Innovation
Nation
M (SD)
7.86 (2.05)

After Innovation
Nation
M (SD)
8.06 (1.61)

n=53

n=53

1.46 (2.46)

5.89 (0.97)

n=53

n=53

3.22 (2.52)

2.57 (1.99)

n=23

n=21

5.78 (2.52)

6.43 (1.99)

n=53

Design Thinking Knowledge
n=53

Tendency to Seek Positive Feedback
n=44

Tendency to Seek Critical Feedback
n=44

Number of Posters Revised

n=23

n=21

1.69 (1.11)

2.33 (1.02)

n=23

n=21

n=44

Students’ attitudes towards collaboration were measured both before and after Innovation
Nation by means of the Pre-Program Measure and Post-Program Measure. The maximum for
this measure was a 12. The means and standard deviations are included in Table 1.
The midpoint of this attitude towards collaboration measure was 6. In effect, before and after
Innovation Nation, the full sample showed favorability towards collaboration and teamwork
overall. There was a slight increase in the favorability after Innovation Nation.
Design thinking knowledge was also measured before and after Innovation Nation by means
of the Pre-Program Measure and Post-Program Measure. The maximum score for this
measure was an 8. The means and standard deviations are summarized in Table 1.
It is not surprising that the scores were fairly low before Innovation Nation, as the maximum
score of this measure was eight. Scoring was strict in grading the responses. The Before
Innovation Nation score was not a zero was because the majority of the full sample (n=29)
had participated in Innovation Nation previously, albeit the experience was a year before the
2019 program. After the program, the full sample experienced gains in their ability to define
design thinking and list its five steps.
In addition to these self-report measures, Lincoln School students also completed the Posterlet
online simulation which was a direct measure. As was suggested by the developers of this
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online simulation, half of the Lincoln School students took this measure before Innovation
Nation and half took this measure after Innovation Nation.
There were 23 students who completed the Posterlet online measure before the Innovation
Nation program and there were 21 students who completed the measure after the Innovation
Nation program. It is important to note that the half of the eighth grade students who were
supposed to complete the measure after the Innovation Nation program did not complete the
measure.
The Posterlet online simulation gave students an opportunity to receive positive feedback on
the posters they created. The students’ choices quantified their tendency to seek positive
feedback. The maximum score for this measure was a 9. The means and standard deviations
are summarized in Table 1.
The midpoint of the tendency to seek positive feedback was 4.5. In effect, before and after
Innovation Nation, the full sample showed did not show a favorable tendency towards seeking
positive feedback overall. There was a slight decrease in the number of times students chose
to receive positive feedback after Innovation Nation.
Also, the Posterlet online simulation gave students an opportunity to receive critical feedback
on the posters they created. The students’ choices quantified their tendency to seek critical
feedback. The maximum score for this measure was a 9. The means and standard deviations
are summarized in Table 1.
The midpoint of the tendency to seek critical feedback measure was 4.5. In effect, before and
after Innovation Nation, the full sample showed a favorable tendency towards seeking critical
feedback overall. There was a slight increase in the favorability after Innovation Nation.
In addition, the Posterlet online simulation gave students three opportunities to revise the
posters that they made based on the feedback they received from the animals in the
simulation. The students’ choices quantified their tendency to revise and iterate work based
on the feedback they received. The maximum score for this measure was 3. The means and
standard deviations are summarized in Table 1.
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Prior to Innovation Nation, students were inclined to revise just over 1.5 posters on average.
After Innovation Nation, students were inclined to revise over two posters on average. This
means that the students’ tendency to revise and iterate their work based on feedback increased
after the program overall.
Finally, the level of perfectionism within the sample was measured by the Perfectionism SelfPresentation Scale Junior (PSPS Jr.). The minimum score for this measure was 18, while the
maximum score for this measure was 80. The descriptive statistics for the full sample of
Lincoln School students are as follows:
•

Minimum: 24

•

Maximum: 79

•

Range: 55

•

Mean: 46.69

•

Median: 47

•

Standard Deviation: 13.17

Additionally, the students’ scores on the PSPS Jr. are represented graphically in the scatter
plot below.

Figure 1 – PSPS Jr. Scores for Full Sample
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The average score for the full sample of Lincoln students (n=53) was 46.69. In effect, the full
sample is not an overly perfectionistic group, considering that the midpoint of the scale is 54.
As was aforementioned, a median split was performed on the sample to create two groups:
‘low perfectionists’ and ‘high perfectionists’. This means that any students who scored less
than 47 on the PSPS Jr. were considered low perfectionists (n=26) and were represented by
the dark green data points on the scatter plot. Conversely, any students who scored greater
than or equal to 47 on the PSPS Jr. were considered high perfectionists (n=27) and are
represented by the dark blue data points on the scatter plot.
Quantitative Results by Level of Perfectionism
Now, the data will be analyzed under the lens of perfectionism, through mean comparisons
between high perfectionists and low perfectionists. While t-tests used to compare the means
did not yield any measures of statistical significance, compelling patterns were illuminated
within the data.
In order to answer the first specific research question which was: “How does perfectionism
influence a design thinker’s tendency to seek positive feedback?”, data from the Posterlet
online simulation was examined.
The Posterlet online simulation quantifies how many times students selected to receive
positive feedback, which were represented by the green speech bubbles in the simulation.
Students had nine opportunities to receive feedback within the simulation, so the maximum
score was 9. The positive feedback scores that students earned before and after the program
are summarized in the Table 2.
Table 2 – Tendency to Seek Positive Feedback Score by Level of Perfectionism

Low Perfectionists
n=24
High Perfectionists
n=20
Overall Participants
n=44

Before Innovation Nation
M (SD)
3.25 (2.63)
n=12
3.18 (2.52)
n=11
3.22 (2.52)
n=23
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After Innovation Nation
M (SD)
2.83 (1.95)
n=12
2.22 (2.11)
n=9
2.57 (1.99)
n=21
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The positive feedback scores that students earned before and after the program are
summarized graphically below.

Figure 2 – Tendency to Seek Positive Feedback Scores
During Innovation Nation, students were trained to seek out critical feedback, instead of
positive feedback. Prior to Innovation Nation, both low perfectionists and high perfectionists
sought more positive feedback than they did after Innovation Nation. The high perfectionists
experienced a greater decrease in their tendency to solicit positive feedback compared to the
low perfectionists.
Additionally, data from the Posterlet online simulation was used to answer the “How does
perfectionism influence a design thinker’s tendency to seek critical feedback?”. The measure
quantifies how many times students selected to receive critical feedback, which were
represented by the red speech bubbles in the simulation. There is an inverse relationship
between seeking positive and critical feedback in Posterlet, so the maximum score was 9. The
critical feedback scores that students earned before and after the program are summarized in
Table 3.
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Table 3 – Tendency to Seek Critical Feedback Score by Level of Perfectionism

Low Perfectionists
n=24
High Perfectionists
n=20
Overall Participants
n=44

Before Innovation Nation
M (SD)
5.75 (2.63)
n=12
5.82 (2.52)
n=11
5.78 (2.52)
n=23

After Innovation Nation
M (SD)
6.17 (1.95)
n=12
6.78 (2.11)
n=9
6.43 (1.99)
n=21

The critical feedback scores that students earned before and after the program are summarized
graphically below.

Figure 3 – Tendency to Seek Critical Feedback Scores
Prior to the program, high perfectionists and low perfectionists were choosing to seek critical
feedback essentially at the same level. Innovation Nation underscores the importance of
seeking out critical feedback. Critical feedback is essential to iteration, which is central to the
design thinking process. After the training in Innovation Nation, high perfectionists
experienced greater gains and were seeking critical feedback at a rate higher the low
perfectionists.
The final research question answered through the examination of the Posterlet online
simulation data was “How does perfectionism influence a design thinker’s tendency to revise
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and iterate work based on this feedback?”. The measure quantifies how many posters students
chose to revise based on the feedback, either positive or critical, they received. In the Posterlet
online simulation, participants were given the opportunity to revise their posters up to three
times, so the maximum score was 3. The tendency to revise work scores that students earned
before and after the program are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4 – Number of Posters Revised by Level of Perfectionism

Low Perfectionists
n=24
High Perfectionists
n=20
Overall Participants
n=44

Before Innovation Nation
M (SD)
1.92 (0.97)
n=12
1.45 (1.21)
n=11
1.69 (1.11)
n=23

After Innovation Nation
M (SD)
2.33 (0.99)
n=12
2.33 (1.12)
n=9
2.33 (1.02)
n=21

The scores for the number of posters that students chose to revise before and after the
program are summarized graphically below.

Figure 4 – Number of Posters Revised Scores
Prior to Innovation Nation, high perfectionists were not initially inclined to revise their
posters based on the feedback that they received. High perfectionists showed more growth in
the intervention in terms of their tendency to revise and iterate their work based on feedback
than the low perfectionists. After the training during Innovation Nation, high perfectionists
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experienced greater gains and were revising posters at the same frequency as low
perfectionists.
In order to answer the second specific research question which was: “What is the relationship
between perfectionism and teamwork?”, data from the Pre-Program Measure and PostProgram Measure were examined. In these measures, the students’ attitudes towards
collaboration were measured before Innovation Nation and after Innovation Nation. This twoquestion measure had a maximum score of 12. The attitude toward collaboration scores that
students earned before and after the program are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5 – Attitude Towards Collaboration by Level of Perfectionism

Low Perfectionists
n=26
High Perfectionists
n=27
Overall Participants
n=53

Before Innovation Nation
M (SD)

After Innovation Nation
M (SD)

8.27 (1.78)

8.23 (1.45)

7.46 (2.25)

7.89 (1.76)

7.86 (2.05)

8.06 (1.61)

The students’ attitude toward collaboration scores earned before and after the program are
summarized graphically below.

Figure 5 – Attitudes Toward Collaboration Scores
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Prior to Innovation Nation, low perfectionists showed a more favorable attitude towards
collaboration than the high perfectionists. For the low perfectionists, there was little change in
terms of their attitude towards collaboration after Innovation Nation. However, the high
perfectionists showed improvement in their attitude towards collaboration after the
intervention, which requires all students to work together in small groups to solve real world
problems.
In order to answer the third specific research question which was: “What is the relationship
between perfectionism and the retention of design thinking knowledge?”, data from the PreProgram Measure and Post-Program Measure were examined. The students’ scores from the
design thinking knowledge checks before Innovation Nation and after Innovation Nation were
compared to answer this question. This two-question open response measure had a maximum
score of 8. The design thinking knowledge check scores that students earned before and after
the program are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6 – Design Thinking Knowledge Scores by Level of Perfectionism

Low Perfectionists
n=26
High Perfectionists
n=27
Overall Participants
n=53

Before Innovation Nation
M (SD)

After Innovation Nation
M (SD)

1.58 (2.10)

5.81 (0.98)

2.33 (2.76)

5.96 (0.98)

1.96 (2.46)

5.89 (0.97)

The design thinking knowledge check scores that students earned before and after the
program are summarized graphically below.
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Figure 6 – Design Thinking Knowledge Scores
As was aforementioned, the design thinking knowledge scores were not zero, as the majority
(n=29) of the Lincoln School students had completed Innovation Nation previously. However,
these students completed the intervention program a year prior to the 2019 program and their
responses were graded strictly. There is no substantial difference between the design thinking
knowledge scores for high perfectionists and low perfectionists. It is, however, important to
note the increase in design thinking knowledge after Innovation Nation, which shows that the
students increased their ability to define the design thinking process in their own words and
list its five steps.
Qualitative Results by Level of Perfectionism
During the school days on May 29, 2019 and May 30, 2019, interviews were conducted with
nine of the highest high scoring perfectionists and eight of the lowest low scoring
perfectionists. This sample of low perfectionists (n=8) and high perfectionists (n=9) had
received parental consent for participation and also agreed to participate in these interviews
themselves. The interviews centered on the experiences of two groups’ experiences during
Innovation Nation 2019.
As was mentioned before, the method used to organize and present the qualitative interview
data was through the creation of journey maps. Journey maps are used in design thinking to
what a user is thinking, how a user is feeling, and what a user is doing during their journey. In
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this case, the user is the Lincoln School student experiencing the design thinking process
during the 2019 Innovation Nation program. The focus of these interviews was to see if the
high perfectionists and the low perfectionists experienced the design thinking process
differently. Within these journey maps, illustrative quotes from both low perfectionists and
high perfectionists to illustrate each group’s unique experience with the design thinking
process during Innovation Nation.
There were 17 total interviews conducted, nine interviews were conducted with high
perfectionists and eight interviews were conducted with low perfectionists. The students who
were interviewed are represented graphically, in terms of their scores on the PSPS Jr., on the
scatter plot below.

Figure 7 – PSPS Jr. Scores of Interview Participants
The students who were interviewed are represented by the green data points, while the
students who were not interviewed are represented by the dark blue data points. The green
data points closer to the top of the scatter plot represent the high perfectionists who were
interviewed. Conversely, the green data points closer to the bottom of the scatter plot
represent the low perfectionists who were interviewed.
The journey maps that were created included the various stages of the design thinking
process, including the team contract portion, storyboarding phase, and Judging Showcase. The
questions asked in the interviews provided insight about areas where it was considered that
high perfectionists and low perfectionists might have experienced the process differently.
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The team contract portion is the first part of the students’ journeys that was analyzed. In
Innovation Nation, students work together in teams to produce a user-centered solution to a
real-world problem. The team contract is a consensus building exercise that focuses on how
the team will come together over the three-day intervention program and aids in the
development of team norms. It was believed that working in teams may be difficult for high
perfectionists, so interview participants were asked: “How did you feel about working with
your team during Innovation Nation? Did you like the team aspect, or would you have
preferred to work alone?”. There are two illustrative quotes, one from a low perfectionist and
one from a high perfectionist, in the table below that provide insight on each group’s view on
the aspect of teamwork during Innovation Nation.
Low Perfectionists
“I like the team aspect. I think like working
in groups is just more fun than working
alone… And it's not just your ideas. And it's
nice to have other people, like help you.
Like if you have a weakness, like other
people might have it as their strength.”

High Perfectionists
“I liked the team aspect a lot because I feel
like when you present something and you
have few people there that are backing you
up on the idea... But if you look and there
are a few people behind you that are, you all
brainstorm this together and we're like,
“yeah, that is a good idea, that would help
them”… then, you kinda feel like they’re
kind of there like, like supporting you, like
that is a good idea”

Through the interviews, no distinct differences between the high perfectionists' and low
perfectionists’ attitudes towards collaboration were found. Both groups appreciated the team
aspect and saw the value of working with others over the course of the Innovation Nation,
albeit the two groups appreciated different aspects of working with their teams. The thoughts
and feelings of the two groups’ attitudes toward collaboration are summarized in the piece of
the journey map below.

Thinking
Feeling

Low Perfectionists
Values others’
ideas
Groupmates’ skills
complement their own
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High Perfectionists
Teamwork helped improve
quality of solution
Supported by
groupmates
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Through the interviews, insights about what both groups of students though while engaging
with their teams were uncovered. While both groups valued the collaborative nature of
Innovation Nation, each group had unique thought processes that led them to this conclusion.
The low perfectionists valued the innovation and creativity that their teammates brought to the
design thinking process. They also understood that this project was large and required
collaboration to complete. The high perfectionists emphasized that the team aspect elevated
the quality of the solution rendered.
The interviews also explored how the two groups felt about working with a team. The low
perfectionists recognized their team members each brought unique skills, which together
helped to create a well-rounded team. The low perfectionists were able to able to recognize
each team member’s strengths and unique contributions to the team. The high perfectionists
felt that their teammates provided a support system, especially during the parts of the program
that required the students to present their ideas. The team aspect helped to build the high
perfectionists’ confidence level in their proposed solution, as the high perfectionist’s
teammates provided assurance. Overall, low perfectionists and high perfectionists expressed
favorable attitudes towards collaboration.
The next part of the journey examined through the interviews was the storyboarding phase of
Innovation Nation. Storyboarding occurred during the ideate phase of the process. Each team
created two storyboards, which are rough four-panel illustrations that conveyed how their
proposed solutions improved their users’ experience. After 30 minutes of storyboard creation,
each team pitched their two storyboards to other members of the cohort. In giving feedback,
students were encouraged to use the format of ‘What did we love?’, which is positive
feedback, and ‘Have you considered?’, which is critical feedback. This feedback is central to
the design thinking process, as it is key to continual iteration and refinement of the proposed
user-centered solution. In order to understand how high perfectionists and low perfectionists
felt about the format used to give feedback, interview participants were asked “Did you like
the format of ‘What did we love?’ and ‘Have you considered?’. There are four illustrative
quotes, two from low perfectionists and two from high perfectionists, in the table below that
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provide insight on each group’s view on the format of feedback encouraged during Innovation
Nation.
Low Perfectionists
“No because when you say, “Have you
considered”, it just makes it seem like it's
not sincere because like, personally, I
wouldn't take any offense if you just didn't
say it like “have you considered”, it makes it
more straightforward and meaningful to me”
“I liked it, but I mean, sometimes I wish I
could just—like, I liked ‘what do you
love?’. But I feel like the, like, ‘have
considered’ it, is more helpful. But yeah, I
like them both.”

High Perfectionists
“Yeah, I feel like it's kind of not-- not super
critical, but still giving good feedback that
people need.”

“I feel like that was more of a not attacking
thing like, ‘oh we don’t like this’ and we
don’t like that’. It was more of a
constructive way so I liked that.”

Through the interviews, the low perfectionists and high perfectionists expressed differing
opinions about the feedback format during Innovation Nation. Low perfectionists would have
preferred a more direct manner of receiving feedback. On the other hand, high perfectionists
enjoyed the gentler format used to communicate feedback during Innovation Nation. The
thoughts and feelings of the two groups’ experiences during the storyboarding phase are
summarized in the piece of the journey map below.

Thinking
Feeling

Low Perfectionists
Not a direct
feedback format
Desire to have more
critical feedback

High Perfectionists
Good balance of positive
and critical feedback
Comfortable with
receiving feedback

The interviews provided insights into how the low perfectionists and the high perfectionists
felt receiving feedback on their storyboards. The low perfectionists thought that this feedback
for format was not as direct as they would have preferred. The low perfectionists expressed
that they would not have taken offense if the feedback was given in a more direct manner.
The low perfectionists were not as focused on receiving positive affirmation on their proposed
solutions, but, instead, desired to seek more critical feedback in order to improve their
solutions. The high perfectionists expressed a more positive outlook related to this feedback
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format, as the high perfectionists stated that they enjoyed this manner of receiving feedback.
The high perfectionists found this format allowed for a balance of positive feedback, which
affirmed that the proposed solutions were on the right track, and critical feedback, which was
constructive and helped with further development on their solutions. The high perfectionists
felt that this format for receiving feedback was helpful, as this format allowed them to receive
both positive and critical feedback in a manner that was perceived as non-hostile. This, in
turn, made the high perfectionists more comfortable.
After the students’ received initial feedback on their two initial storyboards, they were given
time to make adjustments. In order to understand how high perfectionists and low
perfectionists felt about making changes to their storyboards based on the feedback received,
interview participants were asked “What kind of emotions did you experience when you had to
adjust your storyboard based on that kind of feedback?”. There are four illustrative quotes,
two from low perfectionists and two from high perfectionists, in the table below that provide
insight on each group’s feelings about revising their storyboards based on feedback received
from their cohorts during Innovation Nation.
Low Perfectionists
“I felt honestly really excited because that’s
where we got the idea of making it all art,
you know, painting and stuff. And so it kind
of shifted our thing, … And I felt excited
because I got to see something form that I
liked even more than our original one.”

High Perfectionists
“I feel like originally, we were kind of
overwhelmed with how much stuff we had.
So it was kind of a relief that we didn’t have
to do so much stuff in the prototype stage.
So, that was really nice.”

“I sort of felt good to try and make it better
and just-- we didn't win anything, but we
had a lot of fun just trying to make it as best
I could.”

“It was a little frustrating at times because I
felt like originally, we were kind of
overwhelmed with how much stuff we had.
So it was kind of a relief that we didn’t have
to do so much stuff in the prototyping stage.
So, that was really nice. Plus like, it’s hard
to, like, change it even though you have this
specific idea in mind. But again, this is
really good to have the feedback. And like
things that you wouldn’t have seen other
people can see. So that’s good to like patch
up the holes.”
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Through the interviews, the low perfectionists and high perfectionists noted that they
experienced different types of emotions when they adjusted their storyboards based on the
feedback that they received from their cohort. Low perfectionists expressed feeling positively
about making modifications to their ideas. On the other hand, high perfectionists stated they
initially felt overwhelmed by the amount of modifications that they needed to make to their
ideas. The thoughts and feelings of the two groups’ experiences making adjustments to their
storyboards are summarized in the piece of the journey map below.

Thinking

Feeling

Low Perfectionists
The possibilities and
transformations the solution
would make
Excited to improve their
solutions based on feedback

High Perfectionists
Large amount of
modifications that need to be
made
Overwhelmed and frustrated
at first

The interviews provided insights into how the low perfectionists and the high perfectionists
felt about making modifications to their storyboards based on the feedback that they received.
The low perfectionists seemed enthusiastic about making modifications based on the feedback
that they received from their cohort. The low perfectionists recognized that this feedback
aided in the improvement of their ideas overall, as this feedback helped to propel their ideas
into new directions that their teams had not initially thought. The high perfectionists, on the
other hand, found making modifications to their storyboards based on this feedback more
distressing. Initially, the high perfectionists felt overwhelmed by the amount of critical
feedback they had received. The high perfectionists found the amount of critical feedback
more frustrating since they had expressed confidence and emotional investment in the initial
ideas presented to the class, and they were more hesitant to change the ideas. Once the high
perfectionists, however, were able to sift through the feedback they received within their
teams and remove lessen their emotional attachment to their initial ideas, they were able to
apply this critical feedback to improve their ideas.
The final part of the journey explored in the interviews was the Judging Showcase. The
Judging Showcase was the celebration that occurred during the afternoon of the third day of
the program. The students presented their solutions to judges, who were teachers and
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members of Lincoln School administration, as well as parents and their fellow classmates. In
order to examine if high perfectionists and low perfectionists experienced this process
differently, interview participants were asked, “How did you feel during the judging process?
What was it like for you to interact with the judges at your table?”. There are four illustrative
quotes, two from low perfectionists and two from high perfectionists, in the table below that
provide insight on each group’s experience during the Judging Showcase.
Low Perfectionists
“I think it was really easy to just sort of
explain it once it's all done because I didn't
have to worry about anymore creating like
new ideas and just like redoing old ones.
And I felt like it was really nice just to, like,
tell everyone-- tell the judges, like what we
had done and how it turned out. And I think
it was really good.”
“Oh, it was pretty good because I'm very
comfortable speaking in front of people …
we had a system worked out”

High Perfectionists
“It was terrifying because I just saw them
take notes and I was like, ‘Oh, no, are they
saying something bad or good?’ But after
they left, I realized that even if we didn't win
or whatever, we still worked really well as a
team.”

“It was a little bit nerve wracking, cause you
weren’t really sure like, oh will they like this
idea? Do they think it’s a good idea? Will it
really help a community or something? But,
I think it was really fun to like share our
ideas.”

The interviews provided insights about how the high perfectionists and low perfectionists
experienced the Judging Showcase differently. During the judging process, high perfectionists
wanted to please the judges. The low perfectionists, however, were not emotionally invested
in the judges’ opinions of the solutions. The low perfectionists expressed enthusiasm about
interacting with judges and community members and explaining final products their teams
produced. The thoughts and feelings of the two groups’ experiences during the Judging
Showcase are summarized in the piece of the journey map below.
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Thinking
Feeling

Low Perfectionists
Proud of their solution
Enjoying the Judging
Showcase and sharing their
solution

High Perfectionists
Wondering if the judges
like their solution
Nervous and apprehensive

Through the interviews, the low perfectionists and high perfectionists noted that they
experienced different types of emotions during the Judging Showcase. Low perfectionists
expressed pride and relief in sharing their final solutions with judges and other Lincoln
School community members. The low perfectionists also enjoyed speaking about their final
solutions during the Judging Showcase as well. On the other hand, high perfectionists
wondered whether or not the judges liked the solutions that their teams had produced. The
high perfectionists desired to please the judges, so they felt nervous during the Judging
Showcase. The high perfectionists’ emotional investment in the judges’ appraisal of their
solutions manifested in the high perfectionists’ apprehension and nervousness about the
judging process overall.

DISCUSSION
This study examined perfectionism and its intersection on an individual’s experience in the
design thinking process in middle school girls. The central tenets of design thinking, which
include receiving critical feedback and sharing early stage-rough prototypes, seem to be in
opposition with those of perfectionism. To further explore this connection, quantitative
measures were collected before and after the Innovation Nation program to measure the
program’s impact. Additionally, individual interviews were conducted with the highest
scoring and lowest scoring perfectionists in the sample. These interviews focused on the areas
of the design thinking process where the two groups may have experienced the process
differently. This study was completed through the quantitative and qualitative data analysis of
the Innovation Nation 2019 program.
Response to Feedback
The first research question aimed to examine how perfectionism influences a design thinker’s
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ability to seek critical feedback and revise and iterate work based on this feedback. The initial
hypothesis was that high perfectionists may have a harder time giving and receiving critical
feedback. In addition, it was hypothesized that high perfectionists may also have a harder time
making adjustments to their solutions based on critical feedback. The data from this study did
not support this hypothesis.
After the Innovation Nation program and compared to the low perfectionists, the high
perfectionists were less likely to seek positive feedback in the Posterlet online simulation and
were more likely to seek critical feedback in the Posterlet online simulation. This decrease in
tendency for high perfectionists to seek positive feedback is consistent with a finding in a
2004 study by Besser, Flett, and Hewitt. Researchers who conducted this study, which
examined the relationship between perfectionism and feedback, concluded that perfectionists
do not place high emotional value in positive feedback since the perfectionists know that the
task they are trying to achieve will never be fully perfect (Besser, Flett, and Hewitt, 2004). In
this study, it seems that the high perfectionists in the current study experienced similar
feelings about positive feedback, as they opted to receive more critical feedback from the
animals in the simulation to make a poster that best fit the needs of the users. In addition, high
perfectionists are less likely to “sett[le] for reasonably good solutions” (Boyes, 2020 p.3).
This means that they are willing to seek out critical feedback, which they view as essential for
creating the best possible solution for users.
In addition, the high perfectionists were equally likely to revise and iterate their work based
on feedback in the Posterlet online simulation compared to the low perfectionists after
Innovation Nation. It possible that the high perfectionists learned the facets of the design
thinking method better, as they showed greater improvement in using the feedback received to
revise their posters compared to low perfectionists. There is also potential that this greater
improvement could signify a compliance effect, as the high perfectionists are aware that
continual iteration based on feedback is expected of design thinkers. Studies have shown that
female students who have the trait of perfectionism have high standards imposed on them by
external forces, like teachers (Tan and Shun, 2014). It is possible that the high perfectionists
knew that their teachers would expect them to employ the design thinking techniques that
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they learned during Innovation Nation and, in effect, chose to revise their posters based on
these expectations.
Collaboration
The second specific research question aimed to examine how perfectionism influences a
design thinker’s ability to seek critical feedback and revise and iterate work based on this
feedback. The initial hypothesis was that high perfectionists may find working closely in
teams more difficult compared to low perfectionists. The data from this study did not support
this hypothesis.
Through quantitative analysis, high perfectionists showed greater growth in their positive
attitudes towards collaboration after the Innovation Nation program than the low
perfectionists did. This improved attitude towards collaboration after Innovation Nation
means that the high perfectionists grew in their belief that teams are able to produce higher
quality work than individuals working alone and that they are able to work well in teams. This
favorability echoed the quantitative findings regarding the students’ favorable attitude
towards collaboration. Both the high perfectionists and low perfectionists recognized the
value of working together in teams, as both groups recognized that their large-scale projects
required collaboration to complete. High perfectionists in this study expressed positive
attitudes towards collaboration and felt supported by their teammates. None of the high
perfectionists in this study expressed negative feelings toward their teammates nor did they
note inequity in work distribution within their teams. This preference for group work
disproved a previous study completed by Schuler (2000), which found that perfectionists
“disliked being held accountable for others' work” and “completed group assignments by
working harder and spending more time on assignments” (p.190). This favorability towards
collaboration expressed by this particular population could be due to the tight-knit community
feel that is unique to Lincoln School. Most of the students are familiar with one another, even
if they do not know each other well, so they were more comfortable working with other
Lincoln School community members on a team.
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Retention of Design Thinking Knowledge
The third specific research question examined the relationship between perfectionism and the
retention of design thinking knowledge. The hypothesis was that high perfectionists may
receive higher design thinking knowledge scores compared to the low perfectionists. The data
from this study did not confirm this hypothesis.
Finally, there was no difference between the two groups in terms of design thinking
knowledge and their respective scores on the design thinking knowledge checks. Both high
perfectionists and low perfectionists demonstrated learning of the definition and steps of the
design thinking process and, therefore, earned almost the same grade on the design thinking
knowledge checks after Innovation Nation. This study’s finding disproved a study conducted
by Madigan (2019) that perfectionists, in a sample of 10,000 students between the ages of 12
and 21, earned higher grades than non-perfectionists. The population of Lincoln School
students are a high academically achieving population overall, so it is not surprising that there
was not a marked difference in the design thinking knowledge retention between high
perfectionists and low perfectionists.
Overall, the Lincoln School middle school students had a robust response to the Innovation
Nation program. In terms of the entire sample, the students experienced growth in terms of
their attitudes toward collaboration, design thinking knowledge, and tendency to seek critical
feedback. All of these areas of growth are central tenets of the design thinking process.

LIMITATIONS
During the course of the research, there were several limitations that impacted the study. The
first limitation faced involved the measurement of students’ proclivity for the design thinking
process. There is no published design thinking measure, which standardizes the evaluation of
students’ capacity to be a successful design thinker. In order to compensate for this, there
were subscales included in the Pre-Program Measure, Post-Program Measure, and the
Posterlet online simulation that measured tenets that researchers considered to be essential for
effective design thinking. These subscales measured students’ attitudes towards collaboration,
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tendency to seek critical feedback, tendency to revise work based on feedback and design
thinking knowledge.
In addition, as was aforementioned, a portion of the Lincoln School population did not
complete the Posterlet online simulation after the intervention program. The eighth graders
who were supposed to complete the online simulation did not. In effect, research about grade
level effects on tendency to seek critical feedback and tendency to revise and iterate work
based on feedback were unable to be analyzed. In addition, since the eighth graders did not
complete the simulation after Innovation Nation, there was a smaller sample size for analysis
of these variables after the intervention program as well.
Also, it is important to note that the sample of Lincoln students differ compared to other
student populations that may be studied. Lincoln School students are a high achieving student
population and come from higher socio-economic background, as Lincoln School is a private
school. These attitudinal and demographical factors could have imposed limits upon the
findings of this study as well.

IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The study individual personality traits and their intersection with the design thinking process
is new field of research. The patterns illuminated in this study are encouraging to illicit further
study of the connection between individual personality traits and their potential effects on the
design thinking process overall. Perfectionism is just one of the many personality traits that
can be explored in terms of how individuals may experience the design thinking process
differently. Future research should focus on other individual traits and their effect on an
individual’s experience with the design thinking process.

CONCLUSION
Overall, the patterns illuminated from this study provided insights about high perfectionists
and low perfectionists experience the design thinking process differently. This study
contributed to the body of literature concerning the trait of perfectionism and its intersection
with an individual’s experience during the design thinking process.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A – Pre-Program Measure
INNOVATION NATION
Student Questionnaire
April 2019
Name_____________________________

Grade____________

* Did you participate in Innovation Nation last year? (circle) YES or NO
* Did you participate in Innovation Nation 2 years ago? (circle) YES or NO
This questionnaire is about how you see yourself and how you see people in general.
There are no right or wrong answers. We are interested in your opinions.
These first questions are about you. Please indicate how much each sentence describes
you by circling a number on the rating scale.
I am effective at solving problems.
1
Not true at all

2

3

4

5
Very true

3

4

5
Very true

2

3

4

5
Very true

2

3

4

5
Very true

I am good at coming up with creative solutions to problems.
1
Not true at all

2

I am good at coming up with new ideas.
1
Not true at all

I have a good imagination.
1
Not true at all

~ Turn to page 2 ~
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I have a lot of good ideas.
1
Not true at all

2

3

4

5
Very true

3

4

5
Very true

3

4

5
Very true

3

4

5
Very true

I am good at imagining new project designs.
1
Not true at all

2

I am good at planning new project designs.
1
Not true at all

2

I am good at building new project designs.
1
Not true at all

2

I think that groups can do better work than individuals working alone.
1
Not true at all

2

3

4

5
Very true

4

5
Very true

I am good at working with others on group projects.
1
Not true at all

2

3

~ Turn to page 3 ~
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These next questions are about people in general. For these next questions, please
indicate how much you agree with each item by circling a number on a rating scale.
Your intelligence is something very basic about you that you can’t change very much.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

You can learn new things, but you really can’t change how intelligent you are.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

No matter how much intelligence you have, you can always change it quite a bit.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

You can always substantially change how intelligent you are.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

You are a certain kind of person, and there is not much that can be done to really change it.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

~Turn to page 4~
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No matter what kind of person you are, you can always change substantially.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

You can do things differently, but important things of who you are can’t really be changed.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

You can always change basic things about the kind of person you are.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

~ Turn to page 5~
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These last items are about design thinking. Please use the space provided to tell us what
you know about it.
1. What is design thinking? If you don’t know, you can say “I don’t know,” or you can
take a guess.

2. What are the steps of design thinking? If you don’t know, you can say “I don’t
know,” or you can take a guess.

~Thank you for completing the survey~
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Appendix B – Post-Program Measure
INNOVATION NATION
Student Questionnaire
April 23, 2019
Name_____________________________

Grade____________

This questionnaire is about how you see yourself and how you see people in general.
There are no right or wrong answers. We are interested in your opinions.
These first questions are about you. Please indicate how much each sentence describes
you by circling a number on the rating scale.
I am effective at solving problems.
1
Not true at all

2

3

4

5
Very true

3

4

5
Very true

2

3

4

5
Very true

2

3

4

5
Very true

I am good at coming up with creative solutions to problems.
1
Not true at all

2

I am good at coming up with new ideas.
1
Not true at all

I have a good imagination.
1
Not true at all
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I have a lot of good ideas.
1
Not true at all

2

3

4

5
Very true

3

4

5
Very true

3

4

5
Very true

3

4

5
Very true

I am good at imagining new project designs.
1
Not true at all

2

I am good at planning new project designs.
1
Not true at all

2

I am good at building new project designs.
1
Not true at all

2

I think that groups can do better work than individuals working alone.
1
Not true at all

2

3

4

5
Very true

4

5
Very true

I am good at working with others on group projects.
1
Not true at all

2

3

2
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These next questions are about people in general. For these next questions, please
indicate how much you agree with each item by circling a number on a rating scale.
Your intelligence is something very basic about you that you can’t change very much.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

You can learn new things, but you really can’t change how intelligent you are.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

No matter how much intelligence you have, you can always change it quite a bit.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

You can always substantially change how intelligent you are.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

You are a certain kind of person, and there is not much that can be done to really change it.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

3
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No matter what kind of person you are, you can always change substantially.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

You can do things differently, but important things of who you are can’t really be changed.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

You can always change basic things about the kind of person you are.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

These next items are about design thinking in Innovation Nation. Please use the space
provided to tell us what you know about it.
1. What is design thinking? If you don’t know, you can say “I don’t know,” or you can
take a guess.

2. What are the steps of design thinking? If you don’t know, you can say “I don’t
know,” or you can take a guess.

4
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Please indicate how much you agree with each item below by circling a number on the
rating scale.
I did not like showing my early ideas (storyboard, first prototype) to others during the practice
pitches.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

I wish we had more time to discuss and plan out our solution during the program.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

I would have preferred to spend more time planning out one excellent solution to present at
the exhibition instead of sharing ideas along the way and getting feedback.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

I embraced design thinking and followed the process of design thinking to solve out teams’
challenge.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

I liked getting critical feedback during the storyboard and prototype pitches.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

5
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I did not follow the design thinking process of problem solving correctly.
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Mostly
Agree

4
Mostly
Disagree

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

These last items are about your experience taking part in the 3-day Innovation Nation
program last week. Please answer in as much detail as possible.
What are some key things you learned in the Innovation Nation program?

What did you like most about the Innovation Nation program?

What are some of the main “take-home messages” from the Innovation Nation program?

Do you have any suggestions for improving the Innovation Nation program or other
comments?

6
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Please circle the rating below that indicates your opinion of each aspect of the
Innovation Nation program.
Working in mixed grade-level teams
1
Poor

2
Fair

3
Good

4
Very Good

5
Excellent

3
Good

4
Very Good

5
Excellent

3
Good

4
Very Good

5
Excellent

2
Fair

3
Good

4
Very Good

5
Excellent

2
Fair

3
Good

4
Very Good

5
Excellent

Design thinking lessons and workshops
1
Poor

2
Fair

Design thinking workshop and materials in your folder
1
Poor

2
Fair

The Bryant University team members
1
Poor
Field research/ site visit
1
Poor

Team-building activities (wallet challenge, electric maze)
1
Poor

2
Fair

3
Good

4
Very Good

5
Excellent

2
Fair

3
Good

4
Very Good

5
Excellent

3
Good

4
Very Good

5
Excellent

The final exhibition
1
Poor

Your overall experience in the program
1
Poor

2
Fair

7
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Innovation Nation
Design Thinking Vocabulary Check
Directions: Choose the word from the word bank that best matches the definition and write it
on the line.
1. _______________________: A strategy for coming up with a lot of ideas or solution to a
problem

2. _______________________: Times or situations when people are frustrated, mad or
stressed out

3. _______________________: A 5-step process for solving problems or designing new
products or spaces that make things better for people

4. _______________________: People who use a product or service all the time or not at all;
people who love or hate a product or service; People who are very experienced at something
or have no experience at all

5. _______________________: To take the perspective of the people you are designing for
(i.e. the users)

6. _______________________: The people you are designing for or solving problems for
(example: students, teachers)

7. _______________________: A physical solution of your solution

8. ______________________ : Observations and interviews that help you to know the users
and what they need
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9. _______________________: Clever ways that people solve their own problems when the
product or solution they need is not available

10. _______________________: A conclusion or pattern you notice about the people you are
observing or interviewing

11. _______________________: A question that helps you narrow down and focus your
design challenge; the question that you answer when brainstorming

12. _______________________: A 4-panel sketch of your solution; it shows how people will
experience your idea or solution

13. _______________________: A brief verbal explanation or presentation of your solution

14. _______________________: A tool or graphic organizer that can be used to organize
field research data about your user

WORD BANK
Brainstorming

Prototype

Pitch

Pain Points

How Might We Question

Design Thinking

Insight

Empathize

Users

Workarounds

Storyboard

Field Research

Extreme Users

Empathy Map

Thank you for participating in Innovation Nation 2019!
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Appendix C – Perfectionism Self-Presentation Junior (PSPS Jr.)

PSPS-Jr

Listed below are a group of statements. Please rate your agreement with each of the
statements using the following scale. If you strongly agree, circle 5. If you disagree, circle 1.
If you feel somewhere in between, circle any one of the numbers between 1 and 5. If you feel
neutral or undecided the middle point is 3.
1
Disagree
Strongly

2

3
Neutral

4

5
Agree
Strongly

1.I think a lot about mistakes that I have made in front of other people .......... 1
2.I always have to look as good as I can .......................................................................... 1
3.I do not let other people know when I fail at something...................................... 1
4.It is important to act perfectly around other people ............................................. 1
5.I always have to look perfect ........................................................................................... 1
6.I feel bad about myself when I make mistakes in front of other people ........ 1
7.I have to look perfect around other people ............................................................... 1
8.I should always keep my problems secret ................................................................. 1
9.I want others to know about it when I do something well .................................. 1
10.I should fix my own problems rather than telling them to other people .... 1
11.Mistakes are worse when others see me make them ......................................... 1
12.I never let others know how hard I work on things ............................................ 1
13.If I seem perfect, other people will like me more ................................................. 1
14.I do not want my friends to see even one of my bad points ............................. 1
15.I have to look like I always do things perfectly...................................................... 1
16.It would be bad if I made a fool of myself in front of other people................ 1
17.I try hard to look perfect around other people...................................................... 1
18.I like trying to look perfect to other people ............................................................ 1
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3
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3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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Appendix E – Parental Consent Form
Statement of purpose
Your child is invited to participate in a study about middle school girls’ engagement in the
design thinking process during the Innovation Nation program.
I, Catherine Conroy, a junior at Bryant University, will conduct a brief interview with your
child about her experience in Innovation Nation. I was one of the eight students on the Bryant
teaching team during this year’s program. I am conducting this research in connection with
my Honors Program Thesis. Dr. Allison Butler, Innovation Nation Program Director, will be
the faculty supervisor on my research. I am hoping to learn more about how middle school
girls’ individual differences may impact their engagement in the design thinking process.
Your daughter was selected as a possible participant in this study because she participated in
Innovation Nation (April 16-18, 2019) at Lincoln School.
Description
If you decide to allow your child to participate, she will be answering questions pertaining to
her experiences with and feelings about the design thinking process and the Innovation Nation
program. She will participate in a 20-minute one-on-one interview with me. I will work with
school administrators and teachers to ensure that the interview is scheduled during a time that
minimizes disruption (e.g., over lunch, during a free period, etc.).
Confidentiality
Your daughter’s responses will remain confidential, will not be associated with her
specifically, and will not be disclosed to Lincoln School administrators, teachers, parents, or
the general public in a way that can be traced to your daughter. In any written reports,
presentations or publications, no participant other than the researchers will be identified, and
only anonymous and group data will be presented. ID numbers and pseudonyms will be used
in place of your daughter’s actual name.
This consent form, with your signature, will be stored separately and independently from the
data collected so that your daughter’s responses will not be identifiable.
Statement that Participation Is Voluntary
Your daughter’s participation is completely voluntary, and your decision whether or not to
allow your daughter to participate will not affect her future relations with Bryant University,
Lincoln School or its employees in any way. If you allow your daughter to participate, your
daughter is also free to discontinue participation at any time without affecting such
relationships. If you give your consent, your daughter will still be given an opportunity to
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provide her own assent to participate. She may choose to discontinue the interview at any
time without explanation.
Persons to Contact
If you have any questions, please contact my faculty supervisor, Dr. Allison Butler at
abutler@bryant.edu or me, Catherine Conroy at cconroy1@bryant.edu. If you have any
additional questions later, we will be happy to answer them.

Signature Indicating Informed Consent
Please sign below if you have decided to allow your child to participate. Your signature
indicates only that you are at least 18 years of age, have read the information provided above,
and provide consent for your child to participate. Your signature does not obligate your child
to participate, and you may withdraw her from the study at any time without consequences.

Signature of Parent or Legal Guardian

Date

Signature of Principal Investigator

Date
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Appendix F – Student Assent Form
Assent to Participate in a Research Study
My name is Catherine Conroy, and I would like to do talk to you about Innovation Nation. I
go to Bryant University.
This letter is to ask you if you would like to participate in a research study. If you decide to
participate, you will be asked to answer several questions. Both your parent or guardian, and
your school have said that it’s ok for you to do participate, if you want to.
You don’t have to do these tasks if you don’t want to. Please ask questions if there is
something you don’t understand.
For the interview, I want to ask you some questions about Innovation Nation. Don’t worry, it
is not a test, and it will not be graded. These questions are open ended and there is no correct
answer. These questions specifically address your experience during Innovation Nation. You
should answer to the best of your ability, but no one other than the researchers and school
administration will ever see your responses to these questions.
It’s ok if you don’t want to answer one or more of the questions. You can tell me that you
want to stop at any time. That is no problem at all.
If you would like to participate, please sign your name below:

_______________________________________
Name
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Appendix G – Interview Questions
These questions are a guiding framework. It may not be possible to cover all questions in
every interview.
1. Can you tell me a little bit about your experience in the Innovation Nation Program
last month? Was this your first time in the program?
2. What were your favorite parts of the program? What was most enjoyable to you?
3. Were there any parts of the program that you disliked or that you wish were different?
Can you tell me a little bit about why you disliked those parts?
4. You may remember that we filled out a team contract during the first day of the
program. Do you recall what you wrote down for your personal strengths and
challenges? Could you share that with me? As you look back on your experience in
the program, what would you say your strengths were? How did you help your team
the most? What tasks did you end up personally working on and how do you feel you
did?
5. How did you feel about working with your team during Innovation Nation? Did you
like the team aspect, or would you have preferred to work alone? Were there any times
where you disagreed with the decisions of your team mates or when the team had
trouble coming to a consensus? Can you tell me more about that?
6. Since we only had 3 days to complete the entire design thinking process, we had fast
moving days. Over the course of the three days, did you feel any time pressure? If you
did, can you please give an example and how you felt at this time?
7. How did you feel about the brainstorming process and the dotmocracy voting? How
did your group decide on the idea that you prototyped? How long did it take your
group to come up with your final idea?
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8. After the brainstorming, we asked your group to draw two rough storyboards. We
gave you 30 minutes to do this. Did you feel like there was enough time to make the
storyboards look the way you wanted them to? How did you feel about the time
constraint?
9. When you received feedback within your cohort after presenting your initial two
storyboards, how did you feel? Did you like the format of ‘what did we love’ and
‘have you considered’? What was it like when your group received feedback during
the ‘have you considered’ portion? What kind of emotions did you experience when
you had to adjust your storyboard based on this feedback?
10. When you went presented your initial prototypes to other groups from other cohorts
Thursday morning, how were you feeling? How did you feel about your idea after you
saw other solutions from other groups? Was it easy or difficulty to modify your
physical prototype based off the feedback you received during this time?
11. Was it easy or difficult to come up with feedback to give other groups? Please explain
why. Was it easier to come up with things that you loved about their idea or things
they needed to consider?
12. When we went outside and played the ball point game, which was the game where you
had to get the ping pong balls in the bucket, roughly how did your team do on the first
and second rounds? How did you feel when your mentors told you that some teams
were able to get over 200 after the second round? How did your team come up with a
new strategy in 2 minutes? What worked best for your team in terms of planning and
preparing for the next round?
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13. How did you feel having your teachers, family, and other students come to see your
solution on Thursday afternoon? What was that like?
14. How did you feel during the judging process? What was it like for you to interact with
the judges at your table?
15. How did you feel when the winners were announced? Were you thinking your team
might win? Did your team win?
16. On a scale of 1 to 10 (with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest), how confident
did you feel with the solution your group came up with? On a scale of 1 to 10 (with 1
being the lowest and 10 being the highest), how confident were you in the physical
prototype your group produced on the final day?
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Appendix H – Interview Transcriptions
High Perfectionist 1
Interviewer: So just before we start, I'm going to ask you to fill this out. But before I do, I
just want to tell you what it says. So basically, it's just saying that I'm doing a
project about Innovation Nation. So I'm going to ask you about your feelings
less about the structure of the program, more about your feelings about the
program and how you felt going through it. So your parents in your school said
it was okay for you to participate, but if you don't want to, that's okay. If there's
any questions that you don't want to answer, just say pass. And if at any time
you don't want to continue, you can just say, I'm finished and that's okay too.
So if you want to go ahead and sign that if you agree to all those things. Just to
reiterate, nobody will hear what you're saying except for me, and I just want
you to be super honest. What's your name? What grade are you in?
Speaker:

My name is [redacted]. I am in sixth grade.

Interviewer:

All right. So before we start, I'm just going to start with a quick review of the
program. I'm just going to kind of get it back into your head because it was
over a month ago. So the first day you'll learn about the design thinking
process, you got your project reveal. You opened up the present with the poster
board. You went on your field visit, you wrote down all your observations or
post-it notes. You thought on a second day, that's when you thought of your
how might we questions, you brainstormed your solutions and you voted on
those solutions within your groups. We went outside. We played the ballpoint
game, which was with all the ping pong balls, and that's when we made the
storyboards and received the feedback. And then on the third day, that's when
you came up with the prototype. You received more feedback from other
groups. Then you made your final tweaks and then you were able to present
your ideas to your parents, your teachers and your classmates at the Expo. So
just to start off, can you tell me a little bit about your experience at Innovation
Nation last month?

Speaker:

Yeah, I guess it was better than I thought. I think going into it-- I don't really
like building stuff. I'm more like I write it down kind of person. So I was like
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it's going to be awful three days. But it was actually better than I thought
because it was actually more fun. And they're actually good tools and stuff that
I learned and all the people were really nice.
Interviewer:

Cool. So this was your first hand program because you were in sixth grade. But
what cohort were you in?

Speaker:

Three? It was the playground one.

Interviewer:

Did you like that one?

Speaker:

Yes.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. And what was your team's final solution? What did you guys
come up with?

Speaker:

Uh, we, we-- basically a lot of what we found was kids weren't being very
creative when they played on playgrounds, more just structures and climbing
and stuff. So we made sort of a little imaginary village. But there's also like
swings and monkey bars and stuff. So they can get exercise and play around,
but they can also be more creative.

Interviewer:

That’s really cool. So what were some of your favorite parts of the program?
What do you find most enjoyable?

Speaker:

I liked the how might we questions because I heard like we're going to make
how might we with questions, and I was like really? And then when I did it,
there was actually a lot of ideas. And then I was like, just brainstorming
because you could say, like, whatever.

Interviewer:

Cool. Were there any parts of the program that you disliked or you wish were
like a little bit different?

Speaker:

Um, I didn’t love the ballpoint game thingy.

Interviewer:

And why did you really like that?

Speaker:

I guess it's just not my style. I'm sort of like an indoor and like a composed
kind of person. So, kind of having everything kind of like crazy and having to
figure stuff out because I like having a plan before I do stuff. So, I guess just
having it figured out as I go.
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Interviewer:

All right. So you might remember on the first day you filled out a team
contract and you wrote down kind of your strengths and your weaknesses. You
recall what you maybe wrote down as your strengths and weaknesses. And if
you don't, kind of what are your strengths and weaknesses?

Speaker:

I feel like some mistakes are like a good leader, I guess. And I kind of enjoy
taking charge and I'm good at coming up with the plans. But then weaknesses,
I'm bossy. So it's kind of like if things don't go like in the order or whatever
that I want them to I kind of like freak out. And then there's one more. I'm not- so I'm going to like coming up with the plans. I just don't love actually doing
them. It's sort of like building stuff, it’s not really my style.

Speaker:

Do you like more like the overview? Like coming up with how to do it?

Speaker:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

Ok, so more big picture?

Speaker:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

Okay, cool. And then as you look back on Innovation Nation, did you-- did
these strengths come out? Can you give me some examples of how your
strengths came out?

Speaker:

Yeah. So my group was me, a seventh grader, and two eighth graders and I feel
like the eighth graders were kind of more laid back and more chill. And then
me and the seventh grader both were kind of really like ready and want to do it
. But I feel like I kind of was a leader because like I kind of told people what to
do because everyone was like ‘Carmela do you want me to do this?’ and ‘like,
what should I do now’? So I kind of took charge.

Interviewer:

Cool. And how did you help your team the most?

Speaker:

Sort of what I just said.

Interviewer:

And what task do you personally end up working on? And how did you feel
that you did?

Speaker:

Um, I feel like before we actually started building, there is a lot of planning
stuff which I did a lot of. And then also that sheet that we had to fill out before
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we presented. I did that. And just I guess some of the building I didn't do a lot
of that.
Interviewer:

That totally makes sense. So how did you feel about working with your team
during Innovation Nation? Did you like the team aspect, or would you prefer to
work by yourself?

Speaker:

I am like a person who works by-- I like to work by myself. I don't always—I
don’t want to say I don't get along with people, but I feel like I have my own
idea and I don't really I'm not great at like compromising, I guess. So, I feel
like it would have been easier for me to do it alone. But I feel like I had good
people on my team and we worked well together.

Interviewer:

Okay. So were there any times that you disagreed with some of the decisions
that your teammates were making, or were there any times that you can kind of
recall that your team had trouble coming to a consensus?

Speaker:

I don't really think so. I think we all had the main-- big idea. There was one
point where someone came up with like a brainstorm idea that was kind of
crazy. But some people really, really, really wanted to do it. But then, like I –
like me and one other person were kind of like it's not like we can't we're not
gonna make it in time. We had a little back and forth about that, but that was
really it.

Interviewer:

And how did it end up coming out at the end?

Speaker:

We didn't really do it because it was kind of crazy. But it was fine because we
like incorporated some of the ideas from that into what we did do.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. So, after brainstorming, we asked your group to draw two rough
storyboards. We gave you 30 minutes to do that. Did you feel like there was
enough time to make the storyboards look the way you wanted them to? And
how did you feel about the time constraint?

Speaker:

Like time constraint for the storyboards?

Interviewer:

Yeah. And I'll talk about the time like in general and ask you some questions
later.
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Speaker:

I feel like, well, we didn't actually do either of our storyboard ideas. We went
completely different. But I think we actually had a lot of time after we finished
our storyboards. So we just had to sit there. So yeah, I feel like it was a good
amount of time because we got to go back and change anything that we
thought we could clean up.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And so, since we only have three days to complete the entire design
thinking process, we have very fast-moving days over the course of the three
days. Did you feel any time pressure? And if you did, can you recall some
examples for me?

Speaker:

I feel like when I started, I was like, okay, it's going to be well spaced out. And
it was it was like a lot of information, but it wasn't like, like stressful, I guess.
Except for the very last day, where I didn't eat lunch because I was working on
the project because we made like a bunch of little house things and we only
had like one done and we had like 20 minutes. Gosh, I feel like we had two
days to actually build it, that would be—that would’ve been better for me.

Interviewer:

How did you feel like on that third day?

Speaker:

I was kinda, a little stressed out because I didn’t feel like we were going to
finish. Because we had the thing where we brought what we had to show to
other cohorts, we only had two things and we were just saying this is going to
be here and here.

Interviewer:

And did your other teammates-- did all your teammates end up skipping lunch
to, to help?

Speaker:

Me and one other did.

Interviewer:

Was it the seventh grader that you were talking about earlier?

Speaker:

Yeah . And the other two, they came in a little later.

Interviewer:

So when you received feedback with your cohort actor presenting your two
initial storyboards, how did you feel?

Speaker:

I felt like we got pretty good-- because there wasn't a lot of negative feedback,
but I guess I didn't end up going with that idea because it was it was really
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simple and it was something that already had it's like an idea that's already
happened and stuff. But we didn't get a lot of bad feedback.
Interviewer:

So did you like the format of what do we love and have you considered?

Speaker:

Um, not really. Partially because I don't like getting negative feedback, but,
also, I feel like how to explain it. I just don't love it. I don't love this saying
have you considered. I'm more of a person who is-- if I get feedback, I want to
be like, this doesn't look good or just like maybe this or that.

Interviewer:

So what was it like for you personally when your group received feedback
during the have you considered portion?

Speaker:

I guess a lot of the negative feedback going out we got was like just silly and
there wasn't a ton of negative feedback. Some of that was like crazy stuff. Like
how have you considered making it a rainbow or something like that? So, I
felt-- I felt pretty good. I saw first it was like disconcerting—because at first
when she said, let's do have you considered like everyone’s hand went up. So,
I was like, oh, god. But it wasn't as bad as I thought it would be. (11:08)

Interviewer:

And what emotions did you experience when you had to adjust your
storyboard based on this feedback?

Speaker:

I was kind of like-- I guess it was like nerve wracking because I had this idea
in my head, like I mentioned before I’m the person who is like has a like a
plan. I had that idea in my head and then we had to completely rearrange it I
guess. And I was like-- I got a little stressed out. Like we’re not going to time
and stuff because I had like mapped it out and then I had to change it.

Interviewer:

So when you went and presented your initial prototype to other groups, the
other cohorts on Thursday morning, how were you feeling? in terms of how
were you feeling about your idea and how were you feeling about your
prototype?

Speaker:

Our idea-- I felt like our idea was really strong. It was a good idea. Like we
only had-- we're gonna have like a whole kind of field of like buildings and
stuff. We really only had two up at the time. So, it was awkward, I guess,
because I was like, I promise it's better than what it looks like right now. So, I
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was a little worried. But then, I saw some other groups where like ahead or
they weren't finished or whatever. And I was like, it's okay.
Interviewer:

How did you feel about your idea when you saw-- you touched on this already
a little bit-- after you saw other solutions from the other groups?

Speaker:

I still thought it was a good idea. I feel like our idea was really just—making
ours more creative and I feel like we did that in a really nice way. I feel like it
had like physical activity, but also creativity in it, which is what we're going
for.

Interviewer:

So, was it easy or difficult for you to modify your physical prototype based on
the feedback that you received during that particular feedback time?

Speaker:

It was also just really simple because we didn't get a lot of negative feedback
and I feel like even if we did, there wasn't a ton we could do about it. It was
like—cause say like [inaudible], so there’s not a ton you can do except fix the
swing. We felt pretty good about the feedback.

Interviewer:

So, for you personally, was it easy or difficult to come up with feedback for
other groups?

Speaker:

It was difficult for me. I'm sort of insecure, so I'm always worried about what
people are going to think of me. And I'm like, if I tell them theirs isn’t great,
then what are they gonna think? So that part is part of it. And, also, just coming
up with things that people are already said or like new ideas.

Interviewer:

That totally makes sense. For you personally, was it easier to come up with
things that you liked about people's ideas or things that they needed to work
on?

Speaker:

For things I liked because even if they didn't think they were like amazing
ideas, I could still say because they were still good ideas and there would still
like work in the prototype. So it’s a lot easier.

Interviewer:

And so we went outside and we played the ballpoint game, which was that
ping pong ball game that we talked about briefly. How did your team do on the
first and second rounds?
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Speaker:

We did really bad. So basically the eighth graders, they weren’t supposed to
say like, this is how you do it. But they did. But then we couldn't just do that
because we had to try a new idea. So we had to just do a bunch of sort of
random other ideas that didn't work as well. And then eventually we got in the
two-tiered circle after they told us to do that. And then we got-- and then we
won.

Interviewer:

How did you feel when they told you initially?

Speaker:

I was like, wow. I sort of felt like it would be better because I was like, okay,
because someone would have come up with it. It's a good idea. But I was also
like I was confused a little bit cause they didn't really explain it.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel when your mentors told you that some people were able
to get over two hundred after the second round?

Speaker:

Well, I was like okay. I'm like I'm not one of those people because we had
gotten I don't remember how many we had gotten, but we thought it was pretty
good. But then we're like wait what?

Interviewer:

And what worked best for your team when you guys were strategizing, like
what happened in your circle that you felt you were most, you know, was most
effective?

Speaker:

It was kind of really-- it was like really crazy. Nothing really went very well
except for at the end when we started doing five balls at a time and stuff. But I
feel like we're all kind of mad at each other. So, we didn’t really do great in
general.

Interviewer:

How did you feel having your teachers, your family and other students come to
see your solution on Thursday afternoon? What was that like for you?

Speaker:

I like, like-- I enjoy sort of presenting and I'm not like—I don’t have stage
fright or anything. I like, sort of, having people focus on me. So I think a lot of
people worry about like are they going to like this or not? And I think it's
already done. There's nothing I can do about it. Might as well just put it out
there. It was it was it was fine.
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Interviewer:

How did you feel during the judging process? What was it like for you to
interact with the judges at your table?

Speaker:

Well, I actually knew a couple of them, so that was nice. But also, when they
asked how did you change your idea based on feedback? We kind of didn't
really have an answer. I kind of made it up because we didn't really change
anything based on our feedback. So I think I was like a really tough spot for us
during the judging. But other than that, it was good questions.

Interviewer:

How did you feel where the winners were announced? Do you think that your
team might win?

Speaker:

No. I feel like we were in the top seven. But I don't think we're going to win,
but I still got a water bottle because my friend didn’t want one.

Interviewer:

All right, so on a scale from one to 10, with one being the lowest in 10 being
the highest, how confident did you feel or do you feel right now with this
solution that your group ended up coming up with?

Speaker:

Seven. I think because it was it was a good solution. And I feel like it could
actually happen sometime and it would benefit people.

Interviewer:

And then on the same scale, with 1 being the lowest and ten being the highest,
how confident are you in the physical prototype that your group ended up
producing?

Speaker:

Six because I feel like if we had more time, we could have made it better. We
could have done like more things that we wanted to put on there. And we also
could have come up with better answers to some of the questions.

Interviewer:

And let's see, is there anything that I didn't cover that you kind of want to talk
about-- about Innovation Nation?

Speaker:

I’m not sure, I guess I really liked all of the people who came. All of the cohort
leaders were all really nice. it's like why I was late because I was-- I was like,
maybe I should just be sick for three days. But then I was like, okay, they’re
nice. Cool. It ended up being pretty fun. Yeah, they're all supportive, they’re
not like that's never going to work.

Interviewer:

Oh yeah. Well you're looking forward to it next year then?
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Speaker:

Yes.

Interviewer:

Cool. All right. That's awesome. Thank you so much.

Speaker:

Thank you.

Interviewer:

Have a great day.

Speaker:

You, too.
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High Perfectionist 2
Interviewer:

So basically, I'm going to go over this with you just to make sure that you're
okay with everything so basically just as my name's Catherine , that I'm a
junior at Bryant and I'm doing my project on Innovation Nation. Basically, this
form is asking you to participate. Both your parents and your school said that it
was okay for you to participate and I just want to be double check that it is
okay with you. I won't share any of your responses with your school or with
your parents. Don't worry about that. So, I do just ask that you're super honest
with me. My questions are super open ended and there are no right or wrong
answers. I just want to look at the design thinking process as a whole. So, I'm
looking more about your feelings going through it and less about the structure
of the program. If you don't want to answer a question, that's totally fine. You
can say pass and any of the questions I'm on. Then if you don't want to
continue the interview at any time, that's totally fine too. You can just say it
and then we'll be done.

Speaker:

All right.

Interviewer:

So, what grade are you in?

Speaker:

I’m in eighth.

Interviewer:

And how long have you been at Lincoln?

Speaker:

This is my third.

Interviewer:

How's your year been so far?

Speaker:

Pretty good.

Interviewer:

Are you going to stay here for a while?

Speaker:

Yes.

Interviewer:

Well, that's awesome. So, I'm just gonna go in with like a really quick refresher
on the program. So, on the first day you began learning about the design
thinking process. Then you got your product reveal and you unwrapped the
present. Then you went on your field visit and wrote down all your
observations on the post it notes. On the second day you thought of your how
might we questions and started brainstorming. Then we went outside and
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played the ballpoint game with ping pong balls. Then you made up your
storyboards and received some feedback. Then on the third day you came up
with your prototype, you received some more feedback, made your final
tweaks, and then presented it to your classmates, friends and the judge. All
right. So, can you tell me a little bit about your experience in Innovation
Nation last month?
Speaker:

So, I was with the nursing home group with Matt and Amanda. Yeah. And I
thought it was really fun. I've done it in sixth grade. And I like I’ve like to
every year. I was a little more scared in sixth grade because I had two eighth
graders with me. I just I was like, really fun to be able to be with other grade
levels. And I feel like you not only talk to talk to you. And then when you're
like the eighth grader this year, then they're scared of you. But then you have
an opportunity to be like, oh wait, I'm not that scary. We can be friends. And I
think I liked it a lot more this year, because for some reason I feel like we did
more feedback this year than in the past years. And I like the games that we
didn't between like moving and stuff.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. So, can you tell me a little bit about your favorite parts about
the program? What was most enjoyable for you?

Speaker:

I liked the games because it was kind of like teamwork. I liked the field as it
was always really fun because you get to like, interview people and learn and it
really helps you with your final product. I like, I love the feedback and
presenting it to other cohorts. Like I was in Group B and we presented it to
other people in Group B and I really liked doing that. I think it helped a lot. It
really changed our final product a lot, so I really liked doing that.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. Was there anything that you disliked or any like tweaks that
you would make that you want to kind of talk about?

Speaker:

I think we should have a little more time to do storyboard, but overall, I think
we didn't have a lot of time for the final prototype. But that's kind of what
made it more fun just to have to like to go as simple as you can, but with little
details too.
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Interviewer:

So, on the first day, you might remember that we had you guys fill out a team
contract where you wrote down your strengths and your weaknesses. Can you
speak a little bit about what you put on those?

Speaker:

I had I knew so I had two sixth graders and a seventh grader with me. So I
decided that I believe I'm better at speaking, so that they would feel like, okay,
we don't always have to be like on interviews and stuff. But some other people,
I think was really varied because some people put like drawing some people
put taking notes and being super organized. So, I think it was I think it was
good that we did that just to kind of let everyone know like what… Because if
a sixth grader was really good at art, but they were a little too scared to be like
‘Okay, I can draw that.’ It was good that we all separately just passed paper
around, kind of like it at our table instead of like just being like, hey. Because
when I was in sixth grade we kind of just shouted out what we were good at.
So, I think was better because like this year because we just like basically
passed it around. I wrote my name and wrote with my strengths and
weaknesses we passed around. I mean, of course they saw, but they didn’t
judge you.

Interviewer:

So you said that your strength was like speaking. What else did you did you
say were your strengths and may what were some of the weaknesses you put?

Speaker:

For weaknesses, I think I put sometimes I’m not super organized. And for
strength, I think I said I work well under pressure, like if I have like five
minutes to do something.

Interviewer:

And as you look back on your three day experience, what would you say that
your strengths were during the Innovation Nation program this year?

Speaker:

I think it helped you a lot with time management has since I'm not super
organized, sometimes I have to spend a lot extra time doing organization stuff.
But I feel like-- It was, of course, messy because it was like scraps of stuff
everywhere. But like, I just feel like it really helped me like know when to
parse out my time and like, just like trust people. Oh, like even though like
she's doing that a little slowly, but then I though, oh she’ll figure it out, she’s
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fine. And just like I think off top, leadership, as the only eighth grader in the
group, I kind of like was able to show people how to do something like in a
nice way, not like boss them around.
Interviewer:

That's really good. How do you think you helped your team the most?

Speaker:

I think I--- I kind of gave kind, not bossy directions. And I think that helped
because I know that when I was in sixth or seventh grade, I was like, ‘okay,
what do I do now? I don't wanna do anything that she wants to do’ or
whatever. So I tried to that that… I was like, ‘who wants to do this?’ Instead of
being like, ‘you go do that.’ I think since I was the only eighth grader in the
group, I kind of like, ‘hey, who wants to do really good drawing? You want to
go do that?’ And there were like, ‘yeah!’

Interviewer:

And you're kind of like a delegator. Did you end up taking on any tasks like
personally that you can remember?

Speaker:

What you mean by personally?

Interviewer:

So like as you said that you like kind of gave tasks to other people. Were there
any tasks that you did like yourself?

Speaker:

Well, there are sometimes when someone was like, I don't know. Well, I do a
lot of craft rounds. I went downstairs without some stuff and I made one room
myself. But I think I was mostly just like looking over and kind of making sure
if someone was drawing something or needed some clay, I could go get them.
Just like planning out anything.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. How do you feel like you did with the planning and kind of
delegating?

Speaker:

Good, I think it was good. Well, with us when we were presenting, I like we
kind of all together decided like on like who says what and stuff. And I helped
write all the-- like what people were going to say and stuff. And I think our
presentations went really well. I mean, we won second place and so. Yeah, I
think that by planning I just had to like since I'm not very organized I had to
work on being more organized, and since they were all some of the rooms and
like the actual building, I thought that I had to take on the responsibility of like
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playing it out and what we're gonna say and how it's going to be set up and
how the rooms are gonna be like.
Interviewer:

So overall it went well. So how did you feel about working with your team
during Innovation Nation? Did you like the team aspect or do you prefer to
work alone?

Speaker:

I liked the team aspect a lot because I feel like when you present something
and you have few people there that are backing you up on the idea. Sometimes
when you're alone and you're presenting something, you can feel like all at
once. Like, if I was alone, I presented the idea what I was saying. And I've
been like, oh, wait , that wasn't a good idea because there was that one person
looking at just you . But if you look a few people behind you that are, you all
brainstorm this together and we're like, yeah, that is a good idea. That would
help them or would help that person. Then you kind of feel like they're kind of,
there like supporting you being like , ‘oh yeah, that is a good idea.’

Interviewer:

So, like the validation of the was helpful for you. Were there any times where
you disagreed with the decisions that your team members were making or any
time that your team kind of had trouble coming to a consensus?

Speaker:

Well, our original storyboard was nothing like the final one. So we had a
storybaord where we were focusing more on the mental aspects. But then we
thought since we're doing prototypes, we should probably figure out how to do
something more like physical. So there some people there was what some
people that wanted to still we had an idea of the pen pals. There's some people
I want to do that. And we decided on mentioning that in the presentation, but
just not showing it.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. So that's kind of how you came to that conclusion. Okay, perfect. So
after brainstorming, I know you touched on this a little bit so we can talk more
about it. So after brainstorming, we asked you guys to do the storyboards. We
gave you about 30 minutes to do that. Do you feel like we gave you enough
time to have the storyboards come out the way that you wanted them to?
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Speaker:

Yeah, I feel it the first time we had like not a lot of time. I don't know if, you
know, we had I think I got to be like we can use another 20 minutes or
something, but we did have the cleanup. But I think the second time after we
went to the feedback and then we came back, I feel like that was plenty of
time.

Interviewer:

So since we only had three days to do the entire design thinking process, most
of our days were pretty fast moving. So did you feel like you were under any
time pressure at any time?

Speaker:

Not the first day because the first day is kind of easy going and we went to the
site visits. second day. And then the second day was easy. I think the most time
of stress, like stressful day was probably like the last-- right before we
presented. We like finishing touches and there was also when we went to get
feedback, I loved getting feedback. It is actually super helpful because people
were point because sometimes when you create something you don't look at,
like what's wrong with it. It was like, ‘oh my God , it's amazing.’ But then
when people are like, ‘oh, well, this could be improved’ or ‘that's a really good
idea’. I could see the reinforcing idea or maybe helping you tweak your idea to
make it better. But I think at that moment we were kind of just like worrying
that we weren't out on time to finish it. It ended up being super helpful. But I
think, yeah , the most stressful was probably like the last hour when we were
finishing everything up .

Interviewer:

And how did you feel during that last hour?

Speaker:

I think I knew we're going to get it done because I had that--- I felt the same
feeling I felt in sixth, seventh and eighth, that happens every year. But I think
it's good that we don't have a lot of time because it shows you how to make
something good. But with very little time and you can just cause your show-it's like you can talk about it and it doesn't you don't need show every single
little aspect and it shows you didn't do something--- like it can still be detailed,
but like very simple .
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Interviewer:

Just like in general, when you do projects, you typically like to have a lot of
time to complete a project?

Speaker:

I actually don't like having all the time because when I don't have a lot of time,
it pushes me to just get it done faster and not like any less good, but just like it
pushes me to like… If I have two days to do a project instead of a week, it
pushes me to plan out my time better.

Interviewer:

So when you receive feedback, you touched on this with your cohort. Like
within your cohort, after pitching your two storyboards. How did you feel?

Speaker:

Can you repeat the question?

Interviewer:

Sure. So when you received feedback within your cohort after presenting the
storyboards—

Speaker:

The first time?

Interviewer:

Yes. How did you feel?

Speaker:

Well, I think I kind of went up there and we had-- we were pretty proud of
ideas . But then I kind of did. I was thinking about it more and it was like like
‘these are good ideas, but like, there's no way we can really represent this
physically.’ So, we kind of got up there and presented them. And so, someone
was taking notes, and everyone liked our ideas. But they also we also knew-that we had to like everyone's focusing on a specific role. So, what we did is-we kind of focused on just like the folks, that specifically focused on like
making all the rooms nicer.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. So in general, did you like the format of having the what do we love
and have you considered for feedback?

Speaker:

Yeah, I liked it a lot.

Interviewer:

And why do you think you like that?

Speaker:

Well, so for ‘what do we love?’, it's kind of like reinforcing like, oh, that's a
good idea. Because if they were just like poking out, like, ‘oh, had you thought
of?’ If there was just that, I think that you'd be like, ‘oh, is there nothing
good?’ But then when people are saying, ‘what do we love?’ It's a nice balance
between like you could fix this or tweak this but this is also a really good idea.
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Interviewer:

Gotcha. And so what was it like for your group when you considered feedback
during that ‘Have you considered?’ portion?

Speaker:

I think it was really helpful because like I said, we had our original idea. I
mean, we kept some aspects of it, but, I don’t know, it was really helpful to
consider some of the-- I can't remember all the stuff we use. I remember that
the notes that we took like it helped us definitely in our final. So, I kind of
preferred it to the ‘what do we love?’. Like, ‘what do you love’ is nice, but I
would like to, like, improve too.

Interviewer:

And what kind of emotions did you experience when you had to make the
tweaks to your storyboard?

Speaker:

I think-- I was kind is relieved because the first storyboard, I wasn't completely
set on it. So I got all this feedback and then suddenly like an idea like clicked.
And it was like I was kind of just like relieved. And we kept most—we kept
the original storyboard and kept some of the ideas that I think I was just-- I was
I wasn't sad about it. I was just really… yeah.

Interviewer:

So I know you talked about it a little bit when you went to go with the other
groups on Thursday morning and you showed your prototype. How are you
feeling about your prototype when you walked into that room?

Speaker:

I was pretty proud because it was not anything like the first storyboard-- or
there were some parts of our first storyboard. And it was like right in between
like-- in the middle of the final and the first, obviously. And I was proud of it.
But like I also we also did get some tweaks and really oh, raised guard and
stuff like that that really were helpful, like little things that could be helpful
though. So, I think that when you're looking at and think about it all day,
there's like, ‘oh, there's nothing that I could do to fix this’. But then when
people who have just seen it, never seen it, they just like have a blind eye to
find out this could be.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel when you saw other groups’ projects?

Speaker:

Umm, I saw some of them in other cohorts-- I was like, ‘oh, that's a really
good idea’. But like, I wasn't feeling threatened or anything, cause there's
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nothing I can do to change mine. But when I was in my own, I was like, ‘oh ,
that is a really good idea’. So it's a little like-- I was a little scared that our idea
wasn’t as good.
Interviewer:

Would you say I'm generally really a competitive person?

Speaker:

Yeah. Yeah.

Interviewer:

All right. And for you, after receiving the feedback from the other groups in
the other cohorts was easier or difficult for you to modify your prototype?

Speaker:

The first time it was really drastic changes. So it was a little harder to think a
little harder. But the second time it was pretty simple things that we just had to
add to our prototype. Yeah, that's good.

Interviewer:

And for you personally, is it easier or difficult to come up with feedback to
give other people?

Speaker:

I-- I really only give feedback if I really-- because there are sometimes
literally just one person, the group that commented every time. And I felt like,
‘oh, maybe I should’. But then I only really waited to give, like, valid, really
true feedback because like I didn't want to, like , give someone a ‘have you
considered’ if I didn't really mean it or like I try. I did a lot of like ‘oh, I love
this’ because like, there were really good ideas. But I only really good gave a
critical what I really thought, ’oh, that could help’ or I only really thought of
something.

Interviewer:

So, was it a little bit easier for you to come up with ‘have you considered’ or
was ‘what do you love’ easier for you?

Speaker:

Um, it was easier for what do you love—yeah what do you love.

Interviewer:

Okay. So when we went outside and play the ball one game, which was with
the ping pong balls. How did your team do during the first and second rounds?

Speaker:

We were kind of all over the place. It was mostly like-- there was, like I had
played it before, so I knew so I wasn't really giving any directions. But yes, our
teachers, we didn't give any direction like most of the eighth grade girls had
played it before and you had to do it. So, none of us giving directions. We had
only the seventh slash sixth run it. We've tried a lot of different ways. We did
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like circles and like, I don’t know, lines and all that stuff. I mean, I think-- I
think, out score ahead of all the cohorts. But for us, our final score was a high
score we got gotten the whole time, so we thought was a victory for us.
Interviewer:

And how do you think you've played it before as you probably heard it, but
how did everyone feel when Amanda said, ‘oh, some groups get over two
hundred?’

Speaker:

That's not possible. We were like did -- do they get more time than us? And it
was, like, our last try. We were like, ‘Really? Oh, my God. How do we do
this?’

Interviewer:

And then, um, what do you what would you say was the best in terms of
planning and preparing, like when your team is trying to come up with a new
strategy ? What was the best way that they did that?

Speaker:

I think we kind of just-- we did a few test runs, I think. We kind of just
imagined-- like for the ball to touch everyone. I mean, we had some time
where I was my hand was in the bucket and then they tried to throw the ball at
me. And I think we just kind of fun for like for me cause like I got to see all the
like the sixth and seventh and eighth to, like, run around like super excited
when the ball got in or whatever.

Interviewer:

How did you feel having your friends, maybe your family and your classmates
come to see your final idea?

Speaker:

I was pretty proud of it because we had worked really hard on it. And I
actually-- we all had that idea is really, really good. And I just was, just really-we're all pretty proud of ourselves.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. How did you feel during the judging process? What was it
like for you to interact with the judges?

Speaker:

The first time we were a little rusty, you know, was a little like… Like, we
didn't like perfectly say it all, but I think I like--- that because then some
parents came and some people who aren't judges and we got to practice a little.
So, I think it got better throughout. And I think that was pretty…. We knew the
idea very well. So, we knew what to talk about it and we knew what to say
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because we had been with it, been around it for like three days. So we like it
was pretty easy after a few tries.
Interviewer:

So I know that you said that your team did get second place. But thinking back,
how were you feeling when the winners were announced? Did you have a
feeling that you guys were going to win?

Speaker:

I mean, every year I'm like, ‘oh, what if we win?’ That'd be so cool. And I
guess every year everyone thinks that they're going to win because like at the
end of the day, you're like, wow . And everyone like I mean, everybody is
super good because they worked so hard on them for three days. And, um-- I
guess I didn't actually think I was gonna win because there's some part of you
that’s like, ‘oh, I am going to win’ but there's another part of you know, that
kinda knows , ‘oh, no, I'm not going to win.’ But umm—they announced the
third place, which was like Cohort 2, which was in the same cohort as me. And
I was like, ‘oh, there's no way we can win.’ Then we won. And I was like, I
was still really I was really happy, I guess, because I don’t know it just how
good to win it. I mean, it didn’t it mean that my idea is any better than others.
It just, I don't know…

Interviewer:

Yeah. So on a scale from 1 to 10, how confident were you in the solution? Like
the overall idea that you guys came up with? One being lowest and ten being
highest.

Speaker:

I think around like eight, because I think the -- I think, obviously, the most
helpful was going to the field was asking people and also not even just
interviewing, but just like looking around and noticing things. Umm because
we asked people how they felt and some of them saying they did like this.
They like this. But they're also just walking around and like, noticing
something like sounds. What you hear and what you see is happening.

Interviewer:

And then on the same scale, so one being lowest and ten being highest, how
did you feel that your physical prototype came out?
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Speaker:

I think it's pretty good. I think at the end, like the last room we made, which I
think was like the music room was a little rushed because we had like 30
minutes. But I think overall it was pretty good. We spent our time pretty well.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. One last question for you: So how did you feel about the
brainstorming process and the dotmocracy—like all the sticker voting?

Speaker:

I liked that a lot. It was pretty helpful and was hard to pick a specific blue one
or green—green and yellow. But I liked that a lot because it really narrowed
down because I'm kind of bad at making choices, because I liked all I liked all
that other people put. So I think that doing that was really helpful, just like
them laid out more and do—yeah…

Speaker:

And how did your group ultimately decide on the idea that you guys
prototyped?

Speaker:

So we took all the blue ones and kind of add them together. And so we took all
the ones that kind of had like the same theme, like maybe the food is bad or
the, the air smelled bad or something. We put together all of the things that
were relative to the place-- maybe to the smell of the place, maybe how it
sounds, how it's too loud. And we kind of included those then when it was like,
oh, it's really all we hear is beeping in there, then we thought, ‘how could we
get better music?’ And then we're thinking, what if some people didn't like
this? Then we felt like a room where there'd be music. I don’t know, we kind
of just like combined a lot of ideas and then found a specific solution.

Interviewer:

And how long do you think it took you to come up with that final idea?

Speaker:

Maybe over all over like all three days, or like at least the last two days—it
took like an hour to brainstorm and think and then decide to narrow down and
take out ideas and like yeah…

Interviewer:

And was it hard for you? Like what you feel and you have to cut down ideas?

Speaker:

I think. I don't know. I think it wasn’t-- It wasn't that hard because. We-- we
had to cut down most of the ideas from the first storyboard, but then our final
one was pretty different. And we had to cut down like, ‘oh, we don't need this.’
We don't have time to do that. Or maybe it wouldn't be that good. So I think
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that when we cut them down, kind of-- we were a little sad because we want to
make me make the room or something. We also realized, ‘oh, it wouldn't really
fit into our question.’
Interviewer:

Gotcha. And then just finally, is there anything I didn't cover that you want to
talk about for Innovation Nation? Any last comments?

Speaker:

Mm hmm. I don't think so.

Interviewer:

All right. So you're all set. Thank you so much for helping me. I really
appreciate it.
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High Perfectionist 3
Interviewer:

So I’m just going to run you through this document. And if you agree, then
you can sign it. So basically it says, you know, my name’s Catherine and then I
go to Bryant. Your parents said it was okay for you to participate and Lincoln
did, too. I’m not going to share your responses with them. So I do ask that
you’re just super honest with me. There’s no right or wrong answers. They’re
super open ended. I just want to learn about the design thinking process. And if
you don’t want to answer any of the questions, just say pass. And then if you
want to stop the interview at any time, that’s totally fine. And we can do that,
too. So if you agree to that, you can just sign that. And then just let you know,
I’m asking everyone the same questions so you. So just to give you—what
grade are you in?

Speaker:

Seventh.

Interviewer:

And how long have you been at Lincoln?

Speaker:

I have been having since 3rd grade.

Interviewer:

How’s the year been?

Speaker:

It’s been good. I’m excited to be in eighth grade. I’m a little bit nervous.

Interviewer:

Do you think you’re gonna go here for high school?

Speaker:

Probably. Yeah.

Speaker:

That’s good. At least you’re like used to it. That’s like, yeah, I’m the same
middle school as I did. The high school was such an easier transition. Like as
the girls who come in, they’re like, oh, my gosh, they’re so overwhelmed. I
feel bad for you. I’ve been here for so long. All right. So just as like a quick
overview, I’m just going to review what we did in the program, just like jog
your memory since it was over a month ago. So on the first day we learned
about the design thinking process overall and you got your project reveal and
you unwrapped the present and then we went on the field visit. And you wrote
down all your observations on the post. It notes that on the second day you
thought of your how might we questions you, brainstorm some solutions and
you voted on those solution using dotmocracy with the stickers. And we went
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outside and played the ballpoint game, which was with the ping pong balls. We
made our storyboards and then you received your feedback on the third day
you came up with the physical prototype. You received more feedback and
make your final tweaks and then you presented. So can you tell me a little bit
about your experience? Innovation Nation last month in terms of was it your
first time in the program? What cohort were you in to ask everyone and what
was your team’s final solution?
Speaker:

So I was in Cohort One. I’m going to say One C. Yeah, well, that was my little
group. And then it was my—Well, technically, third time doing Innovation
Nation because I did it once in fourth grade. But that was like a different thing
had to do with like gardening and stuff. And then I did it last year. I liked it. I
like brainstorming because I like seeing how many ideas I can come up with. I
also like building because I like doing stuff.

Interviewer:

I was just going to ask you your favorite part of the program. So you
anticipated that. And then were there any parts of the program that you disliked
or wished were a little different? And if there were, can you explain why if you
did?

Speaker:

I wish we had more time to like revising things after the second feedback,
because that was like we really had very little time to do that. And so I was like
running all over the place. I also had to carry a chair around, so that was
somewhat stressful but it was okay.

Interviewer:

And then, as you might remember, your team filled out the contract during the
first day of the program and we had you write down your personal strengths
and challenges, even if you don’t remember like specifically what you wrote
down. Can you speak to kind of what your personal strengths and challenges
are in general?

Speaker:

Um—I am creative I think and then, something I’m not good at it is —
Pprobably--- like I don’t know either. Oh god...

Interviewer:

You were in my cohort, you’re a good at a lot of things. Just say be confident
and say them!
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Speaker:

I’m good at coming up with ideas and then I think I’m good with an Exacto
knife. I mean, that’s what I’ve been doing for the past like six months in tech
class and then my handwriting is not good. It’s gotten better, though. I’m very
proud of myself. And then I’m like, so—socially awkward. So....

Interviewer:

Um could you share with me—So as you look back on your experience, what
would you say that your strengths were like during the three days?

Speaker:

I think I came up with a lot of brainstorm ideas. I really like brainstorming.
And yeah, I mean, I came up with the idea to use the chair. I think we should
have secured it more properly because it was like falling off. But, oh well...

Interviewer:

And then how did you feel like you helped your team the most?

Speaker:

I talked—I actually talked to a lot of people during the interview thing. We like
went off in groups of two. And then the first person we talked to, like didn’t
even look at it. She didn’t respond to us at all. So—And then we moved past
that and I talked to the next person. We got a lot of—we interviewed a lot of
people and we got a lot of observations. I think we interviewed like seven
people. We went up to like 15, but that’s pretty good.

Interviewer:

And then what tasks do you spoke about this a little bit, but what tasks did you
personally end up working on and how did you feel that you did doing them?

Speaker:

I did a lot of like the general structure. So like I did like the base and then
everyone else did the details. So I like hot glued the cardboard together and I
was one of the people who 88ttached it to the chair with the string—the knots
kept coming untied. So—Yeah, and yeah.

Interviewer:

How do you feel it came out overall?

Speaker:

I think, like I said, the attachment to the chair was an issue, but I think it came
out okay. Especially considering the amount of time we had. So....

Interviewer:

So how did you feel about working with your team during Innovation Nation?
Typically, do you like the team aspect or do you prefer to or would you have
preferred to work alone on the project?

Speaker:

I think for this setup it actually helps because like I said, we didn’t have much
time to build it. So we like split into groups and did separate things. Like
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someone like two people built the railing thing with all the buttons and stuff
and then me and another girl worked on the main part of the cart.
Interviewer:

So were there any time for you disagree with the decisions of your teammates
or your team had trouble coming to a consensus and if there were. Can you tell
me about it?

Speaker:

Yes. During the like dotmocracy type thing. We did, we like put stuff on there.
But then like the final decision of like picking the final two or three, we kind of
were a little bit not good. There were I think—there was one thing that I
disagreed with. It was like they wanted the carts to have like an Alexa or a Siri
in it. I personally am scared of having things that listen to you all the time
because they need to listen to you to hear their voice. So they’re always
listening to listening to you, which means that they could be saving what
you’re saying. And I just find that kind of creepy. So they disagreed with me
on that point, but we did resolve it. We decided that, like, you have to
manually press a button for someone to listen to you and it would be a person,
not a robot.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. So you kind of like took two ideas, like you took your feedback and
then they took what they wanted to do because it kind of came to a consensus
that makes sense. And so after brainstorming, we asked you to draw two rough
storyboards and we give you 30 minutes to do that. Did you feel like there was
enough time to make the storyboards look the way that you wanted them to?

Speaker:

Yes. If anything, I think we had a bit too much time because, like, we had time
to, like color in and stuff. And we were just kind of like, what do we do now?
So we were just like kind of walking around and yeah.

Interviewer:

And so since we only had three days to complete the entire design thinking
process, we had pretty fast moving days. And over the course of the three days.
Was there any time where you felt timepressure? And if there was, can you tell
me about it?

Speaker:

Definitely. Like at the end of the third day when like the presentation was
coming closer. After we got the feedback we had, like we had very little time
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to make the tweaks. I think a few people in my group, not me cause well....
Well, I didn’t. A few people in my group actually went back during lunch to
work on it. And then. Yeah. So I think that part was a little bit more stressful
than the rest.
Interviewer:

Gotcha. And so when you received feedback within your cohort after
presenting your initial two storyboards, how do you feel?

Speaker:

Can you repeat that question?

Interviewer:

Sure. So after you received the feedback from everyone in the cohort, after you
pitched your storyboards, how did you feel?

Speaker:

I felt fine. I mean, I was very happy that we got feedback because I think that’s
a lot more helpful than not getting any. So that helped. There were like some
things that they asked that, like, we’d just forgotten to cover, like forgotten to
say because we couldn’t show everything in like four panels. So there were
some things that they said, like we knew we had a solution to, but we couldn’t
respond to that. So that was a little bit difficult. But I think that probably
helped with time not having us respond to everything.

Interviewer:

And then overall, did you like the format of what do we love or have you
considered for feedback?

Speaker:

Yeah. The—we did it last year and actually this year and for the rest of last
year, I remember that like certain teachers would be like, no, you need to use
the Innovation Nation thing. You need to say, have you considered. So we do
actually use that.

Interviewer:

So it sticks around after three days. What was it like when your group received
feedback during the have you considered portions?

Speaker:

It was definitely helpful. Like I said earlier, it was a little bit and—kind of
annoying. But like at the end, I was like, whatever, they’ll get it when we
present. So like not being able to respond, but I don’t think we could have
gotten everyone’s otherwise.

Interviewer:

I mean, what kind of emotions did you experience when you had to adjust the
storyboard based on your feedback?
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Speaker:

I don’t know. I mean, I’m trying to remember. I don’t I don’t think I felt very
many emotions, I just kind of adjusted it.

Interviewer:

It’s just kind of like what you had to do. Yeah, I gotcha. So when you
presented your initial prototypes on Thursday mornings when the third day
when you showed everyone else from the different cohorts, how were you
feeling about your prototype?

Speaker:

I was kind of nervous because I was looking at other people’s and I was like,
oh, my God, these are so good. And then everyone was staring because we had
this like giant thing. And so also getting it down to the math room was very
difficult. We had to like carry it up and down stairs, but you couldn’t hold it
from one end to only one person could carry it. And that was me. I’m very
proud of me.

Interviewer:

How did you feel about your idea? So you spoke about that already, how you
felt about your idea when you saw the other solutions of the other groups. And
then was it easy or difficult for you to modify that physical prototype based on
the feedback that you got from other people, from other cohorts?

Speaker:

After we built it, we actually got feedback from teachers and adults too
about.... So originally we had the baby—Well, we still did after we had baby
carrying thing in front. And they were like, what happens if you crushed the
cart then the child is the first one to go down. And so that was kind of hard to
adjust because there was no room at the front of the cart, which was why we
had added to the end, because we had gotten it in feedback, but we couldn’t
shift the whole thing. So that was kind of hard to adjust, but. In ended up—
Well, yeah, putting a little wall thing around it. So it was slightly more safe,
like a bumper thing.

Interviewer:

There you go. And for you personally, was it easy or difficult to come up with
feedback to give to other groups?

Speaker:

I think this is kind of mean, I think it was easier for me to come up with like
critical feedback than compliments. I don’t know why, but I—I felt like like
someone would say a compliment and I would be like be like, oh, well, now I
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don’t know what to say. I felt like I had to compliment if I didn’t—if I like
gave critical feedback. So that was like kind of difficult. So I don’t think I
talked to nearly as much as a lot of other people.
Interviewer:

But you think like generally when you did come up with feedback, it tended to
be more that have you considered portion before?

Speaker:

Yes.

Interviewer:

Okay, and so when we went outside and played the ballpoint game, which was
the ping pong ball game roughly, how did your team do during the first and
second rounds?

Speaker:

Oh, we did not do well. We were kind of a mess. I think we only got like two
balls in the first one. Like, I mean, we moved up like four in the second.

Interviewer:

You doubled it. How did you feel when Katie and I said that some teams get
over two hundred after the second round?

Speaker:

That was like I I mean, I was like kind of like, oh, god, do they expect us to get
two hundred? That is not happening. But I know that other people were like
that like kind of empower them, inspire them or something like that to like get
it through. I just wanted to get like 50.

Interviewer:

And how did your team come up with the new strategy in two minutes? Like,
what was that? What was what worked best for your team in terms of planning
and preparing?

Speaker:

I think we had like problems with communication at first, like people were
talking all at once. So I think once we got the communication problem sorted
out, it was a lot easier for us to talk. So eventually we agreed on like that
donut-y shape. And then yeah. And eventually we got like we passed like two
at a time. So yeah.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel having your teachers, maybe your family and other
students come to see your solution on Thursday afternoon. What was that like
for you?

Speaker:

Um, it wasn’t as stressful as I thought it would be, I mean I’d done it last year
and it hadn’t been bad. But like I know, I was kind of freaked out.
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Interviewer:

Oh, why were you a little freaked out?

Speaker:

Because we haven’t had much time to do stuff after the second critical
feedback. I was like, oh, boy. People who were there for the second one are
going to be like, we didn’t change anything. So, yeah. And then there were like
little kids giving rooms that was so adorable. And they like played with the
fake iPad that we put on there.

Interviewer:

So you’re like, oh, those are some of my users over there. How did you feel
during the judging process? What was it like for you to interact with the
judges?

Speaker:

It was fine. And like I said, I’ve done it last year or so. Yeah, we took turns
talking about something, and then if we had several people out there at once. If
we had like one group of people and then another group came after that, like a
couple people would continue explaining what the other group and then
another person would explain to the new group just to kind of split it up.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And how did you feel when the winners were announced? Were you
thinking that your team might win?

Speaker:

I feel so bad—I was not because I was like, there’s like a lot of teams in here.
Chances are we’re not going to do so. Yeah, I had a general idea like who
might win. Also, just like it, I had predictions based on like my classmates and
how they behaved and how many things they want. I kind of had predictions
for who would win. So, yeah.

Interviewer:

Did your team win in the end?

Speaker:

No.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And then on a scale from 1 to 10, how confident were you in that
solution that you guys came up with, one being the lowest and10 being the
highest?

Speaker:

Oh, I don’t know. I’m not a very confident person, so I’m going to go with like
a five.

Interviewer:

And can you explain why I need a five or six?
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Speaker:

Probably because it was made out of cardboard, so it was like falling over. So
cardboard and tape are not quite the material that would probably be used in
like day to day life. And then.

Interviewer:

Yeah. And then on that same scale, what would you say that like the idea in
general, not just the materials, like the idea that you guys came up with on one
to 10, how would you say that that would score for you? How confident were
you in that--?

Speaker:

Confident that we could pull it off or like just like the idea itself?

Interviewer:

Like the solution that you guys came up with?

Speaker:

I’d probably say like a seven or eight point plan right in the middle.

Interviewer:

Would you say that?

Speaker:

Probably, because I feel like it had been thought of before. My older sister did
Innovation Nation, and after that I told her about it and she was like, oh, yeah,
like other girls have done that, too. So and then the question was really similar
to one from last year. I was like kind of nervous on whether it had been done
before and if it had like the judges had judged last year too. So like it would be
like, oh, this isn’t all that much.

Interviewer:

And then we have one more question. So how did you feel? So basically, you
touched on this a little bit. But I just want to ask, so how did you feel about the
brainstorming process in a dotmocracy voting?

Speaker:

I think it definitely helped. There were like so many thoughts on the thing that
it was like, oh, God, what do we do? And then, yeah. For me, I liked trying to
come up with as many sticky notes as I could.

Interviewer:

So did you come up with the most in your group?

Speaker:

Yeah, I went through several.

Interviewer:

How did your group decide on the final idea that you guys prototyped?

Speaker:

I think we kind of like compromised. We ended up merging two ideas together
to cover both of our questions. And yeah. So we compromised.

Interviewer:

And then how long would you say that it took your group to come up with that
final idea?
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Speaker:

I think it felt like a lot longer than it actually was. I think it was probably like
roughly five minutes, maybe a little bit more, I don’t know I don’t have a good
sense of time.

Interviewer:

Is there anything that I didn’t cover that you want to talk about? Any last
comments about Innovation Nation?

Speaker:

No.

Interviewer:

Well, thank you so much for helping me.
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Interviewer:

High Perfectionist 4
So basically, I'm going to go over this with you just to make sure that you're
okay with everything, so basically just as my name's Catherine, that I'm a
junior at Bryant and I'm doing my project on Innovation Nation. I was your
student mentor in Innovation Nation. Basically, this form is asking you to
participate. Both your parents and your school said that it was okay for you to
participate and I just want to be double check that it is okay with you. I won't
share any of your responses with your school or with your parents. Don't worry
about that. So, I do just ask that you're super honest with me. My questions are
super open ended and there are no right or wrong answers. I just want to look
at the design thinking process as a whole. So I'm looking more about your
feelings going through it and less about the structure of the program. If you
don't want to answer a question, that's totally fine. You can say pass and any of
the questions I'm on. Then if you don't want to continue the interview at any
time, that's totally fine too. You can just say it and then we'll be done.
Basically, that's what it says. So what grade are you in?

Speaker:

I'm in sixth grade.

Interviewer:

And how long have you been at Lincoln?

Speaker:

This is my second year.

Interviewer:

How's your year been so far?

Speaker:

Good.

Interviewer:

All right, so I'm just going to do a quick review of Innovation Nation since it
was over a month ago. It's on the first day we began learning about the design
thinking process. And you got your project revealed when you opened up the
present. You went on your field visit and you wrote your observations on postit notes. On the second day you thought of your helmet with questions and you
began brainstorming. You voted on your solutions using the stickers and
dotmocracy. We went outside and played the ballpoint game, which was with
the ping pong balls. You made your storyboards, so you received feedback.
And then on a third day you came up with your prototype. You received your
feedback and you made your final tweaks. And then you presented your ideas
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to the parents, teachers and classmates at the expo. So super quickly, can you
tell me a little bit about your experience at Innovation Nation last month? Was
it your first time in the program? I am going to ask you the same questions I
have been asking everyone. So what cohort were you in and what solution did
you think?
Speaker:

This was my first year doing Innovation Nation. I was in cohort one. We
thought of an app used to make grocery store shopping easier for people. And
it was a new thing for me to, like, think about and I think was pretty
interesting. It's a good way to think about anything in life. And it's cool. I like
break down stuff to have a-- an effective solution.

Interviewer:

And what were your favorite parts of the program? Like, what do you find
most enjoyable and why?

Speaker:

I like doing we field research and I also really liked prototyping because it's
kind of just helped me visualize like what exactly to be doing and like, how
might this actually help somebody-- not just in like a program , just actually in
real life.

Interviewer:

And was there anything that you disliked about the program or wish were a
little different and can you tell me why?

Speaker:

I really like the way the program was set up. The second day was a little slower
than like the first-- the first day and the third day. But I still feel like that was a
really important part of it.

Interviewer:

So you might remember on the first day we filled out that team contract and
you had to write down your strengths and weaknesses. So even if you don't
specifically remember what you wrote down, just like what in general are your
strengths and weaknesses?

Speaker:

I-- I think I'm pretty good at brainstorming different-- a lot of different ideas.
And I'm also good at giving critical feedback. And one of my weaknesses is
that I'm not very patient. And I mean, I think that everybody writing that down
is really helpful for the team effort.
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Interviewer:

And as you look back on your experience of the three days, where do you think
your strengths lay?

Speaker:

Brainstorming, definitely. Even though I mean, like we all came up with a
bunch of different brainstorms, which we kind of combined to make a different
thing. But all the brainstorms that we created were really helpful for finding
the thing that we were going to do. And for-- we had to tweak, too. And so
that's where critical feedback came in.

Interviewer:

And what tasks did you personally end up taking off and how did you feel that
you did and completing those tasks?

Speaker:

It's hard to remember a while ago, but we-- we did a lot of it together. Like a
lot of it, it wasn't really like every person had a specific task. It was more like
we were doing all of it together because that's how we can give you each other
feedback and see what's going on and see other people’s different ideas.

Interviewer:

How did you feel about working with your team during Innovation Nation?
Did you like the team aspect or would you have preferred to work alone?

Speaker:

I think the team was really helpful and I liked the size of the team, like a big—
like if whole cohort was working on one thing, I think that would have been
really chaotic. But the small groups are really helpful because you have
different perspectives and when you need more ideas is like other people there.
And I think it was really good.

Interviewer:

Were there any times where you disagreed with the decisions of your
teammates or any time that your team had a trouble like coming to a consensus
and if there were, could you tell me a story about it?

Speaker:

So, hmm-- first, our teams lakes are small groups split off into two really,
really small groups where we had two different ideas. One was to-- for elderly
people to help them out and to help. And the other one is to help people with
young children in grocery stores. So that was different for the first like two
days maybe, which is like a lot of the time when only three days. We were
separate had instead of separated—but we ended up going with one idea. And
even though there was like a little difficult because like I was on the-- I was
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with the idea that didn't we didn't use it was kind of it was a little difficult to
jump on board with the other one. But it was it was it was okay. It was good.

Interviewer:

And how is it a little bit difficult to jump on board for you?

Speaker:

Because like the other two people already had a lot of research done and like
already had some ideas. But like me and [my teammate] were pretty, uh, new
to the idea. And so they had a lot of stuff going already. We had just started so
we had to catch up with them.

Interviewer:

That makes sense. So after brainstorming, we asked your group to draw two
rough storyboards and we gave you 30 minutes to do this. Do you feel like
there was enough time to make the storyboards look the way that you wanted
to? Overall, how do you feel about that time constraint?

Speaker:

I'm not a very good artist, so I think quick sketches are good because like that,
I mean, the art on the storyboard isn’t super important. As long as it really
depicts what you're what you want to say. And I think we did a pretty good job
of that. So, I mean , I think 30 minutes is a good amount of time.

Interviewer:

And since we only have three days to complete the entire design thinking
process, we had pretty fast moving days over the course of the three days. Did
you feel time pressure at any time?

Speaker:

I really like the-- just like ‘get it done’ on this specific schedule. You have to
do it because like when you drag it out, it's a little-- it's just kind of slow and
it's harder for me to keep track of. But I really liked that we just like stopped
school and just did this because we could really focus on it. So that was why I
didn't really feel that much more time pressure.

Interviewer:

So you liked that school stops, so you could do this. And when you receive
feedback within your cohort after pitching your initial two storyboards, how
did you feel?

Speaker:

Hmm… I feel like it's really helpful to have different perspective before you
go to like the final presentation, because then you know what, like, all and all
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the sides of the spectrum are. So, I mean, that was really helpful to have like
the feedback and yeah...
Interviewer:

Did you like the format of ‘what do we love’ and ‘have you considered’?

Speaker:

Yeah, I feel like it's kind of not-- not super critical , but still giving good
feedback that people need.

Interviewer:

And what was it like when your group received feedback during the have you
considered portion for you? What kind of emotions did you experience?

Speaker:

I was really glad that there was something that we could keep going for-- like
keep fixing to make the product the best it can be.

Interviewer:

And what kind of emotions did you experience when you had to adjust your
storyboards based on the feedback that you got?

Speaker:

It was a little frustrating at times because like, it's hard to, like, change it even
though you have this specific idea in mind. But again, this is really good to
have the feedback. And like things that you wouldn't have seen other people
can see. So that's good to like patch up the holes.

Interviewer:

When you presented your initial prototypes on Thursday morning when you
went to like with the other cohorts. How are you feeling about your prototype
and your idea at that time?

Speaker:

It was-- It was like we were still a little bit working on it. But like we were we
were pretty confident with the ideas and stuff. And I mean, I think we might
have had to do a little more explaining than showing which we fixed later. But
yeah…

Interviewer:

And how did you feel about your-- your idea that your group had after you saw
the solutions of the other groups?

Speaker:

I think our idea was really good because like an app, people are always on their
phones now. And—and, a lot of people have access to that kind of thing. So
that's like kind of a really easy way to solve the problem.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And for you guys, was it easy or difficult to modify your physical
prototype based on the feedback that you got on Thursday morning?
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Speaker:

I think it was pretty easy, actually, because there was there was some but there
wasn't it wasn't drastic changes that we had to make.

Interviewer:

And for you personally, was it easy or difficult to come up with feedback for
other groups?

Speaker:

That is kind of hard for me because like, if it's really like not great, I mean,
then it's like easier to come up with stuff. Like everybody has some really good
ideas. And it's kind of hard for me to, like, really think about that one when my
mind's already racing about ours. But yeah. Feedback. I mean, it's—yes, I'm
good at it. But like, sometimes it's really difficult for thinking up feedback for
people who aren't in my group because like it's hard to really like, really see
what they did and really listen to them fully and really like be thoughtful about
the feedback you're giving them.

Interviewer:

And I know you said I was a little bit difficult for you to come up with
feedback, but in general, was it easier for you to come up with feedback into
‘what do we love portion’ or ‘have you considered’ portion?

Speaker:

Probably ‘what did we love’ because like, they all had really good ideas.

Interviewer:

So we when we went outside and play the ball one game which got us the ping
pong ball game roughly, how do your team do during the first two rounds?

Speaker:

How many did we play?

Interviewer:

So, we played five.

Speaker:

Okay, so the first two rounds were a little difficult. We were trying to really
like handle everybody on our team. Like-- handle what would be the most
effective way to get all the balls in the basket thing. But I mean, in the end, we
got we had a pretty successful solution. But the first two times, we got like two
ping pong balls in.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel when Katie and I told you that some groups can get over
200 after the second round?

Speaker:

I was like, whoa, we-- there is an effective solution. There is an effective
solution. And I mean, it's not like it's impossible, but we just have to really
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think about it and really like even with the time , we have to, like, kind of get
going and really think about how we can make it better.
Interviewer:

And how did your team come up with the new strategy during the two
minutes?

Speaker:

Well, we kind of looked around a little bit, see what other groups are doing and
see like what was effective for them. And like try to out maybe a little bit. And
so we saw it was effective for us with our different-- like our team members,
because there were other groups , of course .

Interviewer:

And then what works best for you in terms of planning and preparing for the
next round?

Speaker:

Yes, I think maybe I'm usually-- I usually talk a lot. I think listening actually
really helps me to sometimes like really see what is going on and see where we
can fix it and what's like really going right. So I can instead of like jumping in
all the time, I can really think about what people are saying.

Interviewer:

How did you feel having your teachers, maybe some of your family and other
classmates see your solution on Thursday? What was that like for you?

Speaker:

I was pretty proud of our solution. So I was pretty good with showing it off to
people. And I mean , it's kind of a lot easier to talk a lot like a lot of different
people, but I think it's pretty cool to be able to present that to a lot of people.

Interviewer:

How did it feel during the judging process? What was it like for you to interact
with the judges?

Speaker:

The judges-- so we wanted to have our best work, our best, like, answers and
stuff from the judges because they were the ones judging us. I was, like, a little
nervous talking to them. But I think the dynamic-- that the dynamics between
us were pretty good.

Interviewer:

And then how did you feel when the winners were announced? Did you think
that your team might have won leading up to it?

Speaker:

We were thinking maybe third place, if anything. I mean, because we didn't
see all the what everybody else was doing. But when we looked around at the
cohorts on both-- right before the expo, we were like, whoa! Everyone thought
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a really, really good ideas. Like, I don't know about ours, but like, ours is
pretty good. We were confident, but like, we didn't think that we'd get first
place or anything.
Interviewer:

How did it feel when you did win?

Speaker:

We were really surprised. We were really happy, but because, like , we really,
really worked hard on the ideas and the solutions.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. So on a scale from 1 to 10, how confident did you feel with
the solution? So the idea in general that your group came up? One being the
lowest and ten being the highest.

Speaker:

Well, I think maybe a nine because like we didn't do anything like super big
flashy , like a lot of people have like really big dioramas and stuff and we
didn’t really have that. But we still I think we were still really confident that
with our ideas, because we knew what like-- because of all the field research
we did. We saw that people would be most interested in and actually use it.

Interviewer:

And then from one to 10, how confident were you in the physical prototype?
So kind of like the physical manifestation of what you guys made. How
confident are you in that?

Speaker:

I think maybe a 10 like it looks really nice. [Her teammate] is a really good
artist and has nice handwriting and... Yeah, so it was it looked really nice and it
was like colorful. I feel like that would catch people's eye a little bit…

Interviewer:

And then I just have one last question for you: so, how did you feel during the
brainstorming process and the dotmocracy?

Speaker:

So what, the sticker voting?

Interviewer:

Yeah.

Speaker:

So the brainstorming, some of it was like really easy, like coming up with like
one general idea and like having a lot of tweaks to like-- think of other like
kind of sub-ideas , but they're like similar to the main idea. So some of it was
easy, but once I kind of ran out. It was a little difficult, which is why I'm so
happy that I had team members. And the dotmocracy, I think that was also
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really good to see, like, what ideas were actually going to work and what we're
like, cool, but like not really going to happen. So I think it was really good-kind of really got us thinking about what would work for people.
Interviewer:

Gotcha. And how did your group ultimately decide on the idea that you guys
prototyped?

Speaker:

Well, we thought a lot about that. We looked at our ideas, but we ended up
thinking about like the app because like apps people have like-- that's an easy
at pretty easily accessible for a lot of people. And like no other big things that
other groups had, I mean, we were in a little there, a little less easily accessible
for people. And we decided on the app because I mean, yeah, it was easy and it
was fast and to get people like what they needed as fast as possible.

Interviewer:

Ultimately, if like roughly how long did it take for you guys to come up with
that final idea?

Speaker:

So it didn't take us that long. I think maybe 10 minutes probably.

Interviewer:

And then just for my last thing is that I didn't cover that you want to talk about
for Innovation Nation or any last comment you have about it.

Speaker:

It was really good. I think that was a really helpful way to think about life in
general because like there's problems and need to solve them. So I think that's
a really good thing to teach people.

Interviewer:

Well, thank you so much.
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High Perfectionist 5
Interviewer:

What we’re doing to do is… basically what I’m doing is I’m just doing a study
about Innovation Nation as a whole. It is for one of my capstone projects for
my senior year, so I was a junior this year and I am going to be a senior this
year. So your parents said that it was okay and Lincoln said that it was okay for
you to do this, and I am just going to ask you questions about Innovation
Nation. If you don’t want to answer any of them, you can say no. If at any time
you want to stop doing this, that is totally fine too.

Speaker:

Okay.

Interviewer:

So if you do agree to this and you could sign this, that would be great.

Speaker:

Okay, I’ll use this pencil.

Interviewer:

What grade are you?

Speaker:

Eighth.

Interviewer:

How long have you been at Lincoln?

Speaker:

3 years, this is my third year.

Interviewer:

That’s awesome. Alright, so we’re just going to review the program overall. So
remember on the first day, we began learning about the design thinking
process. You got your project reveal, so you unwrapped the present. We on our
field visit, you wrote down all of your observations on post-its with your
group, you thought of your ‘How Might We’ questions, you brainstormed your
solutions, you voted on your solutions, you went outside and played the
point game, made your story boards and received feedback. Then on the
day, you came up with your prototype, received more feedback, you made your
final tweaks, presented your ideas to your parents, teachers and classmates. So,
we are going to start off with our first question: so can you tell me a little about
your experience with Innovation Nation.

Speaker:

Yeah, so this is my third year. So, I think my class is the first one to do it all
three years, so that is really cool that we get to see all the different projects and
how many different ideas we can think of. And, it’s really fun to, like, be in
mixed grade levels because I know that I don't really talk to many of the sixth
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graders or seventh graders. It is really fun, like, to be in a group with them and,
like, get to talk to all the different groups. So, that’s really cool.
Interviewer:

Definitely. So this wasn’t your first time in the program. So that cohort were
you in and what was your project.

Speaker:

I was in Cohort 3, I’m pretty sure and it was the playground. Umm, like, how
we can, like, get kids more, like, exercise or creative and stuff like that.

Interviewer:

And what was your solution?

Speaker:

We had different playground structures and, like, a community center so that
different families could, like, spend time there.

Interviewer:

What were your favorite parts about the program?

Speaker:

Uh, prototyping. I think our whole group came together on the last day and it
was really fun of thinking of ways to think of ways to, like, build it.

Interviewer:

So that was the most enjoyable for you?

Speaker:

Yes, I’d say.

Interviewer:

Are you a creative person?

Speaker:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

Alright, so were there any parts of the program that you disliked or wished

were a

little bit different?

Speaker:

I do like when we have more time to prototype because I feel like we kind of
rushed a lot. But overall, I really did like it.

Interviewer:

That’s awesome, uhh alright, so basically as we dive deeper into the questions
I am going to ask you more about how you felt going through the program as
opposed to the structure of the program itself. So just keep that in mind. So
you might remember, as a team, you filled out a contract on the first day. So
you recall what you wrote down as some of your personal strengths and some
of your personal challenges?

Speaker:

Yeah, I wrote down that my personal strength is, like, leadership. And I do feel
like I take the lead in a bunch of things and I think that also like being the older
person in my group that that was kinda eas-- natural. And I am also very
organized and I kinda kept the team working on track.
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Interviewer:

And you had been through it three times.

Speaker:

[Laughs] Yeah.

Interviewer:

And so you recall what some of your weaknesses were that you wrote down?

Speaker:

Uh, definitely like time management because even though I’m organized on
how it all works, I feel I’m kinda a perfectionist and time management isn’t
really my strong suit.

Interviewer:

I gotcha. Looking back on the program, what would you say your strengths
were? Looking back, do you think that leadership was one on your strengths?

Speaker:

Definitely.

Interviewer:

Can you tell me more?

Speaker:

I feel like I really took lead with the people who hadn't done it before because
there were new kids in my group and they had never done Innovation Nation
before, they’d never seen it before. I had been doing it a few times and it was
really helpful to them to, like, have me lead them through it and show them,
like, this is what we did last year and see the connections between all of the
years.

Interviewer:

That’s awesome. Uhh, how do you think you helped your team the most?

Speaker:

Umm, I think having, in the brainstorm session, I came up with a lot of ideas.
They also did too, but I think I had lots of out-of-the-box ideas when they had
a lot more, like, structured and this is what we can do. I feel like the out of the
box ideas really helped us to see what we really can do and not just close
minded things.

Interviewer:

That’s awesome. What tasks did you end up working on and how do you feel
like you personally did overall?

Speaker:

Yeah, I came up with more of the this is our brainstorm and tried to piece
together what things that we could do. And I feel that we did not want to go
too much but also didn-- wanted to have a variety of things. So, I feel like we
picked a, like, good middle ground of not too much stuff and not too little, but
a good, perfect, like, medium.
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Interviewer:

How did you feel about working on your team during Innovation Nation? Like
working with your team?

Speaker:

Yeah, our team was, like, worked very well together. I was very surprised. I
think we all kind of knew of each other, but not talked a lot. It was really cool,
like, we definitely bonded on the first day and we definitely became, like,
friends and it was really good for us to have a team where we all knew each
other.

Interviewer:

That’s awesome. Did you like the team aspect or would you have preferred to
work alone?

Speaker:

No, I definitely liked the team aspect.

Interviewer:

Were there any times that you disagreed with the decisions that your
teammates made or any times when your team had trouble coming to a
consensus?

Speaker:

I definitely think that a lot of us wanted more ideas instead of, like, limiting it
down. But I feel like if we had too many ideas we would lose the aspect of
what we really wanted to have and I think that was definitely something that
we had worked on because we didn’t know where our middle was. And I think
that we all worked together really well after that to get it to there.

Interviewer:

So you talked alot about your brainstorming, so after your brainstorming, we
asked your group to draw two rough storyboards. We gave you about 30
minutes to do this. Did you feel like we gave you enough time to do your
storyboards and they came out the way you wanted them to?

Speaker:

I definitely feel like we did not illustrate it as well as we wanted to, but we still
got the ideas down on the storyboard. So my group, we didn’t end up getting
to, like, draw all of our ideas but we knew what we wanted and we put them in
the storyboard. So, I feel like we had enough time to get our ideas on the
storyboard, but not enough time to illustrate them well.

Interviewer:

And how did you overall feel about the time constraint?

Speaker:

Really good. Well, I am not really good at time management, but one of the
people in my group is really good at time management. So they were one who
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was like “it’s like 11 o’clock and we need to get this done and this done.” It
was really good because I felt like we were on schedule and on time. And, we
worked really well and it was good for us.
Interviewer:

Since we had only 3 days to complete the entire design thinking process, we
had some really fast moving days. So, over the course of the three days, not
just thinking about the brainstorming, did you feel any time pressure?

Speaker:

Mmmm, I feel-- more on the prototype day. I feel like we definitely had a lot
of pressure to get it done and we skipped some of lunch so we could finish
because we wanted all of our things done and completed for the judging. So I
feel like that part we had a little bit of a time constraint so that was kinda it.
Overall, I feel like we had a lot of time to do every other thing.

Interviewer:

So, when you receive feedback within your cohort after presenting your initial
two storyboards, how did you feel?

Speaker:

Good! I-- we got a lot of positive feedback and some, like, things that we
should change. I think in our storyboard initially we had a lot more ideas than
what we could really do. We had like 4 different sections and there was a lot.
We thought that-- our feedback was like maybe if you focused on a few more
things and made those better, then it would be better.

Interviewer:

Good, did you like the format of what did we love and have you considered for
the feedback?

Speaker:

Yeah! Yeah, I feel like that was more of a not attacking thing like oh we did
not like this and we did not like that. It was more of a constructive way so I
liked that.

Interviewer:

What was it like for your group when you received feedback during the have
you considered portion?

Speaker:

Ummmm, it was more of like have you considered doing this other thing and
this other thing, which we really liked because we didn’t really know, we
didn’t really have a clear direction of where we were going and that really
helped us find where we wanted to go.
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Interviewer:

What kind of emotions did you experience when you had to adjust your
storyboard based on that kind of feedback?

Speaker:

I feel like originally, we were kind of overwhelmed with how much stuff we
had. So it was kind of a relief that we didn’t have to do so much stuff in the
prototype stage. So, that was really nice.

Interviewer:

So, when you went to present your initial prototypes to the other groups in the
other cohorts on Thursday morning, how were you feeling?

Speaker:

Some of us were feeling a little nervous because we had never done it before.
But I had done it three times, so it was more that I knew how to do it and what
to talk about and, like, when we made what we were going to say we tried to
make it not too long and I feel like some of us were definitely nervous but I felt
like kinda confident and knew what to do.

Interviewer:

How did you feel about your idea when you saw other solutions from other
groups?

Speaker:

Umm, definitely we say that we had a lot of similarities. But, I feel like we
branched off of each other in our cohort together and that really made ours
both unique and kinda similar so we definitely had a little bit of the same ideas.

Interviewer:

And, what it is easy or difficult to modify your physical prototype based on the
feedback that you received on Thursday morning?

Speaker:

Umm, we definitely had to take apart a few things that we thought that we
could keep. And, so that was mmmm

Interviewer:

How did that make you feel?

Speaker:

That was a little nerve wracking that you had to take apart this thing that you
just made. And that was kinda like not great. But once we got together and
really realized what we wanted to accomplish, that was good.

Interviewer:

Was it easy or difficult to come up with feedback from other groups for you?

Speaker:

Umm, I’m not really great at formulating questions so that was harder for me.
But once I saw things that were similar and things that were different, it was
easier to create, like, a ques-- how might we question for them.

Interviewer:

And what it easier to come up with things that you loved or was it easier, for
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you, to come up with things that you wanted them to consider?
Speaker:

Um, it was easier for me to come up with things that they-- I loved.

Interviewer:

Are you typically more of a complimentary person?

Speaker:

Yeah!

Interviewer:

When we went outside and played the ball point game, so that was the game
with the ping pong balls, roughly how many balls did your team get on the first
and second rounds?

Speaker:

Umm, the first I feel like it is four, then the second it was like 20, then the third
it was like one hundred and something.

Interviewer:

Oh wow.

Speaker:

Yeah, once we realized what was really working, it clicked.

Interviewer:

How did you feel when your mentors told you after the second round, when
your group got like 20, that some groups get over 200 after the second round?

Speaker:

I feel like it was definitely trying to drive us to get more and definitely a
motivational thing. Like, these other people are doing better than you and you
have to step up.

Interviewer:

And you felt that?

Speaker:

Yeah

Interviewer:

Are you a little competitive would you say?

Speaker:

Yeah, very.

Interviewer:

How did your team come up with the new strategy in the two minutes?

Speaker:

We, since the eighth graders had done it before, we kinda stepped back and let
the seventh and sixth graders discuss it because we already knew most of the
solution and we wanted to get their ideas in before we told them what it really
was. And they had, like, ideas of forming lines and having runners and they
realized that that would tire people out. Then they decided to have a shape that
ev-- it can pass around.

Interviewer:

What would you say worked best for your team in terms of planning and
preparing for that next round?

Speaker:

Um, talking and discussing.
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Interviewer:

How did you feel having your parents, teacher and other students come to see
your final solution on Thursday afternoon? What was that like for you?

Speaker:

Um, it was nice to see my teachers who had seen me work through it and see

your

final, like, thing. That was really fun and to see how well our team worked
together and our final thing was. It was really cool to let other people see it.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel during the judging process?

Speaker:

Um, I feel like when we talked it wasn’t too long, so that was nice. Because I
remember in previous years, we talked for a lot longer than this time. It was
really great like we got our ideas across and got them out.

Interviewer:

What was it like for you to interact with the judges at your table?

Speaker:

It was good, they were asking questions that some of us hadn’t considered yet,

but

we were expanding on them and talking. It was a good ...

Interviewer:

Like back and forth conversation?

Speaker:

Yes, definitely.

Interviewer:

How did you feel when the winners were announced?

Speaker:

Umm, good. We didn’t win, but it was nice to like see the people we had
worked with and see them.

Interviewer:

Did you think your team could have won, like before the winners were
announced? Or how were you feeling?

Speaker:

Like, medium. I feel like we did really well and if we won that would be great,
but I also felt like we weren’t as strong as some of the other teams and that was
okay.

Interviewer:

On a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest, how
confident did you feel in the solution that your group came up with?

Speaker:

About a 7.

Interviewer:

Do you want to, maybe, expand on why a 7?

Speaker:

Yeah, sure. We, um, had a bunch of ideas, but a lot of them were very similar
to all of our other groups. And, we realized that like we all had like structures
based around activities and creativity. And even though that was our question,
it was kinda similar in the way that it came out.
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Interviewer:

On a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest, how
confident were you in the physical prototype you produced on the final day?

Speaker:

Like a 7 again. I feel like we really worked together when we built our stuff
and that was really good.

Interviewer:

Is there anything that I didn’t cover that you want to talk about?

Speaker:

Nope all good.

Interviewer:

Well thank you so much.

Speaker:

Thank you.
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Interviewer:

High Perfectionist 6
What we are going to do today is I'm just going to ask you a few follow-up
questions about your experience with Innovation Nation and all you have to do
is just tell me you're feeling. It's more about how you felt during the process
and less about the structure. If you don't want to participate, that’s ok. If
there’s any question you don't want to answer, you don't have to. And then if at
any time you don't want to do this anymore, just be ok, I am all done with this.
So, if you agree to all that, just sign here. I’m just asking everyone the same
questions so just want to get that out there too. What grade are you in?

Speaker:

I am in sixth grade.

Interviewer:

And how long have you been at Lincoln?

Speaker:

It’s my first year.

Interviewer:

So first, we’re just going to review the program overall. So remember on the
first day, we began learning about the design thinking process. You got your
project reveal, so you unwrapped the present. We on our field visit, you wrote
down all of your observations on post-its with your group, you thought of your
‘How Might We’ questions, you brainstormed your solutions, you voted on
your solutions, you went outside and played the ball point game, made your
story boards and received feedback. Then on the third day, you came up with
your prototype, received more feedback, you made your final tweaks,
presented your ideas to your parents, teachers and classmates who were at the
expo. So, we are going to start off with our first question: so can you tell me a
little about your experience with Innovation Nation. Can you tell me kind of
about it you know what team you were on, what cohort you were in and what
you final solution was, and like those kind of things?

Speaker:

Um, yah so, our final solution was basically a drive thru kind of thing. It makes
it faster for the customers kind of thing. It was really fun working together with
people in different grades. I was able to expand my friendships and meet
people from other grades. Also, working through challenges was really helpful.
I can apply these skills to my daily life.

Interviewer:

What were your favorite parts of the program?
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Speaker:

Probably getting feedback and learning how to apply that with what we are
doing. And learning about how to make that benefit the users.

Interviewer:

And that was your most enjoyable part too?

Speaker:

Yes.

Interviewer:

Alright, so were there any parts of the program that you disliked or wished
were a little bit different?

Speaker:

Umm. I wish we on the last day jumped straight into prototyping. I wish we
started on the second day, just a little bit. I believe we were a little bit rushed
on prototyping, but we did have decent amount of time to prototype.

Interviewer:

Do you wish you had a little more time to prototype?

Speaker:

Well, on the last day I feel like we were a little bit rushed, but I still think we
did a pretty good job.

Interviewer:

That’s awesome, so you might remember, as a team, you filled out a contract
on the first day. So you recall what you wrote down as some of your personal
strengths and some of your personal challenges?

Speaker:

For my strength, I remember I wrote down that I was good at writing and
drawing. And then for my challenges, I believe, it was sometimes taking
control and being a leader.

Interviewer:

Looking back on the program, what would you say your strengths were?

Speaker:

I would say that I improved on my ability to work together as a group and we
all contributed ideas.

Interviewer:

How did you help your team the most?

Speaker:

I think by encouraging other people, like saying “that’s a great idea” or
encouraging them.

Interviewer:

Like helping them build their confidence?

Speaker:

Yes!

Interviewer:

That’s awesome. What tasks did you end up working on and how did you feel
you did in those tasks?

Speaker:

Ummm. Ummm. I think, ummm. I think something that I can work on?

Interviewer:

Yah, something you can personally work on.
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Speaker:

Ummm. Probably working on not taking control of the situation.

Interviewer:

How did you feel about working on your team during Innovation Nation? Like
working with your team?

Speaker:

It was really good. We really helped to support each other and their ideas.

Interviewer:

Did you like the team aspect or would you have preferred to work by yourself?

Speaker:

Ohh I definitely liked the team aspect. We had a lot of different ideas. If we
were stuck on one idea, we could ask people what they thought of that idea. It
was really helpful.

Interviewer:

Were there any times that you disagreed with the decisions that your
teammates made or any times when your team had trouble coming to a
consensus?

Speaker:

Umm, yah. I think we, if we had a disagreement we were able to talk about
why we had a disagreement and made sure that everyone was ok with it.

Interviewer:

Can you remember any specific instance in which that happened?

Speaker:

Probably with our overall idea, like instead of doing a drive thru. We were
unsure if we wanted to do a drive thru, or something else.

Interviewer:

I got you. So you talked alot about your brainstorming, so after your
brainstorming, we asked your group to draw two rough storyboards. We gave
you about 30 minutes to do this. Did you feel like we gave you enough time to
do your storyboards and they came out the way you wanted them to?

Speaker:

Ummm, I wish we had a little bit longer. We were kinda rushing to make it the
most of what we wanted it to be. We did not have enough time to make it what
we wanted it to really be.

Interviewer:

How did you feel that time restraint?

Speaker:

We felt kinda rushed and a little frustrated that the time was done. We wanted
to feel accomplished in that we knew like “this is what we want to do”.

Interviewer:

Since we had only 3 days to complete the entire design thinking process, we
had some really fast moving days. So, over the course of the three days, not
just thinking about the brainstorming, did you feel any time pressure?
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Speaker:

Yah, a little bit. Like when we were building our prototype and when we were
working on deciding what our overall idea was going to be. But, I think we had
a pretty decent amount of time to do everything. Maybe just a little more time
overall.

Interviewer:

How did you feel during this time? Were are you feeling overwhelmed?

Speaker:

It wasn’t really frustrating, it was more like we just need to get this done.

Interviewer:

Umm, so when you received feedback on your two initial storyboards, how did
you feel?

Speaker:

Pretty good. We got some really good ideas that weren’t just added from the
four people in our groups. We got some new ideas and things that we did not
think of in the first place, which really helped with our idea.

Interviewer:

Did you like the format of what did we love and have you considered for the
feedback?

Speaker:

Yah, it wasn’t just what they really liked or what they really loved or hated. It
was a nicer way of being like “have you considered this” or “that”.

Interviewer:

What was it like for your group when you received feedback during the have
you considered portion? How did you feel when you were standing up there?
What were the emotions you were kinda feeling?

Speaker:

Umm. I didn’t feel like they were judging us. I felt really happy that they were
helping us with our idea by giving us feedback.

Interviewer:

What kind of emotions did you experience when you had to adjust your
storyboard based on that kind of feedback?

Speaker:

We felt pretty happy doing that, cause it allowed us to adjust our idea and
make it better.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. So, when you went to present your initial prototypes to the other
groups in the other cohorts on Thursday morning, how were you feeling?

Speaker:

Pretty good. I felt that we had spent a decent amount of time practicing and
working on our ideas. Even if we did not have enough time, I felt that we did
our best.
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Interviewer:

How did you feel about your idea when you saw other solutions from other
groups?

Speaker:

We felt pretty good about the idea, and really enjoyed seeing the other projects
and ideas, but we felt good about ours.

Interviewer:

And, what it is easy or difficult to modify your physical prototype based on the
feedback that you received on Thursday morning?

Speaker:

Umm. It was sometimes challenging, being like they said this, but I really want
to do that. But, thinking about what is best for your idea was what we did.

Interviewer:

For you personally, was it easy or difficult to come up with feedback from
other groups for you?

Speaker:

Umm, sometimes yes, but sometimes I felt like that was really good. And for
some I didn’t want to be like that's not really good. But I wanted to provide
feedback to help them.

Interviewer:

And what is easier to come up with things that you loved or was it easier, for
you, to come up with things that you wanted them to consider?

Speaker:

Umm. I think it was pretty equal. I wanted to be like you did a really good job
on this, but I also wanted to show them things that they could show to make it
better.

Interviewer:

When we went outside and played the ball point game, so that was the game
with the ping pong balls, roughly how many balls did your team get on the first
and second rounds?

Speaker:

Ummm, (laugh) I think we got, in the single digits on the first round, maybe
like five on the first round. Then, more like ten on the second try.

Interviewer:

How did you feel when your mentors told you after the second round, that
some groups get over 200 after the second round?

Speaker:

Ahh we felt a little frustrated, but that motivated us to keep trying, so that we
could do it.

Interviewer:

How did your team come up with the new strategy in the two minutes?

Speaker:

Well we came together, and everyone else has gotten this many balls, how can
we improve it? We started coming up with ideas to improve it.
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Interviewer:

What did you do to come up with ideas?

Speaker:

Based on what we were doing we were like how can we get more balls at once.

Interviewer:

How did you communicate in your group?

Speaker:

We like had one person talk at a time, and kinda went around the circle.

Interviewer:

How did you feel having your parents, teacher and other students come to
your final solution on Thursday afternoon? What did that feel like for you?

Speaker:

I really liked that. I felt like I made something and people were able to come
and see our solution that we had worked really hard on.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel during the judging process? What was it like for you
personally and your team as the judges came to interact with you at your table?

Speaker:

It was a little bit nerve wracking. It was kinda like are they going to like the
idea. Will they think it is going to help a community? But, I think it was really
fun to like share our ideas.

Interviewer:

How did you feel when the winners were announced?

Speaker:

Umm. I felt really excited and I was like hoping, I knew everyone had worked
really hard and was excited to see who won.

Interviewer:

And, before that did you think your team was going to win? How did you feel
about that?

Speaker:

I knew that there were a lot of really good ideas. We all had hope, since we put
a lot of hard work into our idea, and it paid off.

Interviewer:

How did it feel when you won?

Speaker:

We were really, really excited. We were all jumping up and down. Since it was
a really intense and hardworking week and we came up with a lot of ideas. We
had a lot of struggles, and it like paid off.

Interviewer:

On a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest, how
confident did you feel in the solution and why?

Speaker:

Umm, I would say an 8. I didn’t know if it was too unrealistic or if it was
already a thing. And, but, we all felt pretty confident.

Interviewer:

On a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest, how
confident were you in the physical prototype you produced on the final day?
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Speaker:

Umm, ummm, probably, an 8 or 9. We worked really hard on it, and it was
different than other peoples since it was interactive.

Interviewer:

How did you feel about the brainstorming process and the dotmocracy voting
system?

Speaker:

I really liked it. That helped us sort out our ideas and decide which ones to do
and which to not.

Interviewer:

Which category was your favorite? Was it the most user friendly, realistic, or
out of the box?

Speaker:

I think the most realistic was my favorite since it helped to narrow down the
ideas. Since the flying drone was the most unrealistic.

Interviewer:

How long did it take to come up with your final idea.

Speaker:

Originally, we had two different ideas about two different users. I think that
after we made our story board, and after we made our story board, it took us
about 15 minutes, 20 minutes to come up with it.

Interviewer:

Do you have anything else about Innovation Nation?

Speaker:

I don’t think so.

Interviewer:

Thank you!
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Speaker:

High Perfectionist 7
I'm gonna have you sign this document, but I'm gonna tell you what's in it first.
So basically it just says that my name's Catherine and that I'm doing a project
for Bryant University. I'm gonna be a senior next year. And so like I said, your
parents in your school both agreed that it was okay for you to participate, but
ultimately, it's up to you. And I won't share any of your responses with anyone
here or with your parents. Don't worry about that. There's no right or wrong
answer to any of the questions, so also, don't worry about that. It's not graded.
It's not going to affect your school in any way. I just want to learn more about
the program and practicing design thinking. It's more about how you felt going
through the program and less about the structure of the program itself. If you
don't want to answer a question, just say pass. If you don't want to finish the
interview, you can say no, thanks. It can be done. All right. So if you do agree
with that, you can just sign that. All right, so just to reiterate, nobody is going
to hear these answers except for me, and I just need you to be super honest if
you can. All right. So I'm just going to start off with easy questions, softballs.
Here we go. So what's your name? What grade are you in?

Speaker:

I'm [redacted] and I'm in seventh grade.

Interviewer:

How long have you been at Lincoln?

Speaker:

This is my second year.

Interviewer:

So before we dive in, I'm just going to review the program with you and just
kind of go through what we did because it was over a month ago at this point.
So on the first day you began learning about the design thinking process, you
got your project reveal when you unwrapped the present and you went on your
field visit, you made all your observations on post it notes. Then on the second
day you came up with your how might we questions, you brainstormed your
solutions and you voted on them. Then you went outside and we played the
ballpoint game, which was the ping pong balls. You made your storyboards
and then you received your feedback. And then on the third day you came up
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with your prototype. You received some more feedback, be your final tweaks,
and then you presented your ideas to your parents, your teachers and your
classmates at the expo. So heading into the questions, can you tell me a little
bit about your experience at Innovation Nation last month?
Speaker:

It was very fun. I really liked it more than last year because I don't know, I feel
like my group worked out better. I feel like it was cool to have visited like
different places, especially since we went to Wayland, which is like a place I
usually go to with my family. And I liked how we got to like ask different
people on Wayland like what their experiences because, you know, like, I got
to like like sort of like like compare my experience to theirs and I got to
realize, like the similarities and differences in them.

Interviewer:

And what was your team's final solution? What did you guys come up with?

Speaker:

Well, we came up with, like an indoor playground where, like the adults could
work and the kids could play and there'd be like a person like work-- like a
person watching the kids so the adults could work. And there's like this glass
so they could watch their kid. But the kid would also be watched by a different
person. And so the adults could get their work done, but the children can also
play.

Interviewer:

Well, that's really cool. So what was your favorite part of the program? What
did you find most enjoyable?

Speaker:

I really liked like the ball point game because, like, it got like our cohort to be
more close. Like, I realized that like like it was like you had to work as a team
and basically come up with a better way after like the first try. And that was
really fun.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. And were there any parts of the program that you disliked or
wish for a little bit different? And if they're working, could you tell me about
it?
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Speaker:

I feel like I got stressed about it after the tweaking, after the prototype, because
we only have like a couple more hours. So I had to go back and we had to like
change the prototype a bit. But other than that, everything was fine.

Interviewer:

Okay, so you might remember on the first day you filled out a team contract
where you wrote down your strengths and weaknesses. Could you tell me what
you wrote down if you remember and if you don't, what are your strengths and
weaknesses?

Speaker:

I think my strengths would have been that I, like, come up with lots of ideas.
And then my weakness is that I'm not really sure how to do like the diagram
sort of. And then yeah, that's basically it.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And as you look back on the program, what do you what do you think
that your strengths were over those three days?

Speaker:

I feel like working as a team was more strength builds and then like presenting
because I had to like-- we had to present each part. So I feel like after I
presented, it was easier because I got to be more social with the people
watching them.

Interviewer:

And how did you help your team the most? What do you think that you
personally contributed?

Speaker:

I think that like when we had to write down different ideas on the post its, I did
like multiple post its. And then when we had to change the idea, I think that I
helped, like, come up with a way that we could sort of tweak it a little sort of .

Interviewer:

And then were there any tasks that you ended up personally taking on and how
did you feel that you did completing those tasks?

Speaker:

I feel like the one task was like having to make like the indoor playground
structure. So I-- it was first really hard because I didn't know what an indoor
playground would have. But then later after, like I worked with the clay, I
decided that we should have lots of slides. So I helped make the slides
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Interviewer:

How did you feel they came out?

Speaker:

They were really good. Some of them were a bit flimsy, but that's okay.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel about working with your team during Innovation
Nation? Did you like the team aspect or would you have preferred to work
alone?

Speaker:

I feel like the team aspect was easier because everyone had their own job. Like
for me, I feel like my job was more like coming up with the playground
structures while others was more like speaking during the presentation. But I
feel like the teamwork itself was better.

Interviewer:

And were there any times that you can remember specificslly where you
disagreed with the decision-- the decisions of your teammates or when your
team had any trouble coming to a consensus and if their were, you told me
about it?

Speaker:

Yes. So we were debating whether we wanted to have an outdoor cafe, which
with-- like a live music night or whether we wanted to have an indoor
playground. We decided that indoor playground because we said that would be
hard for the cafe to get people to come in and that like the indoor caf-- like that
outdoor cafe would have to be only in late summer/spring. So it wouldn't be
good for all seasons.

Interviewer:

And after brainstorming, we asked your group to draw two rough storyboards
on the poster board to give you about 30 minutes to do that. Did you feel like
that was enough time to make the storyboards look the way that you wanted
them to look?

Speaker:

I feel like yes, because if we had more time than those storyboards would be
too much in detail and less like a prototype.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel about that time constraint in general?
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Speaker:

Oh, it was so stressful because we decided for our group to be divided into two
like two and two. So one of them made a poster and the other made a poster.
But all in all, it worked good.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And so since we only have three days to complete the entire design
thinking process, we have pretty fast moving days over the course of the three
days. Did you feel any time pressure in general if you did? Can you tell me
about it?

Speaker:

I feel like it was more like in the ending when we had to come up with a whole
prototype. But after that, it was more relaxing and I was happy to get it done
with. Like it felt like an accomplishment.

Interviewer:

So during the prototyping phase, you said that you felt a lot of pressure. So can
you kind of describe that to me?

Speaker:

Sort of like I was like stressed because I thought we wouldn't make our
prototype in time because we painted the thing white but turned out not as
good because we ran out of white paint and the white paint wasn't drying fast
enough. So we decided to let it look like sort of messed up. But, other than
that, it was good, I guess.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel? So you said that you felt it looks like a little bit messed
up. How do you feel like showing that to people?

Speaker:

Oh, I felt nervous because, like, the box itself was really big and the white
paint wasn't covered. And I feel like the playground structure was a bit too tiny
or too large compared to the cafe. But other than that, it was okay.

Interviewer:

How did you feel when you received feedback within your cohort after
presenting your initial two storyboards?

Speaker:

I felt like we could have worked like on the storyboards like a tiny bit more,
but like I felt sort of stressed because I was like, oh no, we have to team so
many things. But turned out most of the things didn't really need changing.
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Interviewer:

Gotcha. And did you like the format of the feedback in the form of like, what
do we love and have you considered to do like that?

Speaker:

Yeah. Because it was better than some people saying like, I hated this. So I felt
like it was more open to receiving feedback and really taking it.

Interviewer:

What was it like when your group-- for you personally, what was it like when
your group received feedback during the have you considered portion?

Speaker:

For us, like during the have you considered we really like, we took notes like I
think I took notes on the one poster where I wasn't presenting and we really
like sort of considered it like we thought of how we could change it because
some people said like that having an indoor playground, because first we had it
as if there was an outdoor playground and an indoor playground. People said it
might just be too busy. So we took that idea and just made it indoor.

Interviewer:

That sounds good. And what kind of emotions did you personally experience
when you had to adjust your storyboard based on feedback?

Speaker:

I thought it would be really hard because we had to change so many things.
But after all, like after working as a team, we realized only like we compared
which ones that we really need to change. So we only changed like a couple.

Interviewer:

And then on Thursday morning you went and presented your initial prototype
to the other groups. How did you feel? How did you feel in terms of, you
know, your emotions and how did you feel about your prototype?

Speaker:

I really liked it because we got to, like see other people's ideas like from
different-- thier different how might be questions, but also like we got to
present ours and it kind of gave us like it-- kind of made the job later like
easier to do.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And how did you feel about your idea when you saw the other
solutions from the other groups, from like the other solutions?
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Speaker:

I felt-- I thought that they were all really smart and like, it helps, like kind of
change my solution a bit like I thought we could, like, make one more like
theirs or like change it a bit so that it's more different.

Interviewer:

And, for you, was it easy or difficult to modify the physical prototype that
based on the feedback that you just received?

Speaker:

It was difficult for me because I'm not very good with like building stuff, but I
feel like after life we worked as a team. Of course, like me, doing the
playground and then doing the cafe was sort of easier because we each had our
own part and then we realized like this, like we could change this a bit. So it
was sort of easy, but also very hard.

Interviewer:

And was it easy or difficult for you personally to come up with feedback for
other groups?

Speaker:

It was sort of well-- I feel it was hard because the feedback like, I didn't really
have any feedback because they were all really good. But other than that, like,
I feel like it was sort of hard.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And why do you think it was hard?

Speaker:

Because I feel like everyone's was really well. And then like, we had like
different-- like Cohort Four, like my group, we were group A and we worked
with the other A's from different cohorts. And so I feel like seeing the different
solutions that they came up with, it was sort of hard having because I didn't get
used to their how might we questions so I wasn't sure whether it would work
out the same as ours.

Interviewer:

And for you, was it easier to come up with the what do we love or have you
considered portion when you were giving feedback?

Speaker:

Probably. What do we love? Because I really liked all of the prototypes they
created.
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Interviewer:

And we went outside and play the ball point game, which you said you liked,
roughly how did your team do on the first and second rounds?

Speaker:

In the first and second round, we got around like 70, which was pretty good.
But then we decided that's easier from not going in like a straight line but and
having one person run around, but instead having a full circle where we could
just switch diagonally, sort of.

Interviewer:

Um, how did you feel when the mentor told you after the second round that
some groups can get over 200?

Speaker:

Oh, I felt so like mad and I felt like, oh, my gosh, we could have gotten two
hundred. But then I realized that they probably had-- like worked like more on
it, maybe like had more time. So I was like, OK. We still got a decent amount
of balls.

Interviewer:

And did that make you do that, motivate you? How did that make you feel for
the next round?

Speaker:

Oh, that did motivate me because I was like, OK, we got like 70, but let's at
least get 100. So it motivated us more. So I feel like that did push me a bit
more.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. I mean, how did your team come up with the new strategy in two
minutes? What worked best in terms of planning and preparing for your group?

Speaker:

I feel like everyone worked together. And we realized as we looked around the
other teams, not copying. As we looked around that they had the circle like one
of them had the circles and that they just cheered on that they got more. So
what we decided to do the idea and as it went through, it actually turned out
better. So we decided that was better.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And how did you feel having your teachers, your family and your
friends see your idea on display on Thursday afternoon? What was that like for
you?
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Speaker:

I thought it was a bit stressful because I wasn't sure if I'd be good at, like,
presenting. But after, like presenting, I realized that I wasn't as hard and that
like everyone-- like all the 16 groups did have to present. So it was easier for
me to do, I guess.

Interviewer:

How did it feel during the judging process? What was it like for you to interact
with the judges?

Speaker:

It was terrifying because I just saw them take notes and I was like, Oh, no, are
they saying something bad or good? But after they left, I realized that even if
we didn't win or whatever, we still worked really well as a team. And yeah.

Interviewer:

And what did it feel like for you when the winners were announced? You do
think that your team might win and did you win?

Speaker:

We did not win. I was like-- I thought maybe we could have gotten a place.
But there were lots of good prototypes. And I wasn't really upset that we didn't
win. But I wasn't like-- because we knew like our group did really well. It's
like for half of the time, one groupmate had to go. So like, I was sort of
stressful, but overall we did a really good job.

Speaker:

That's awesome. On a scale from 1 to 10 with one being the lowest and ten
being the highest, how confident were you in the solution that your group came
up with?

Speaker:

I think like an eight because we did a really good solution. I feel like we could
have worked a bit more so that it's more efficient for like-- more like the
parents who have to watch your kids, because even if there is a glass, they still
have to be worried about their kid. So maybe if we came up with another idea
for the parents

Interviewer:

And then on a scale from 1 to 10, again, with one being the lowest and ten
being the highest, how confident are you in the physical prototype that you
guys made?
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Speaker:

I'd say a 7 because like the prototype itself, you know, the white paint. So it
was a bit stressful. But other than that, I think like we worked pretty well for
what we had.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. I have one more question for you. So how did you feel about the
brainstorming process overall and the dotmocracy, which was like putting
stickers on each of the ideas? How did you like that?

Speaker:

I liked it because I thought I made the prototype easier because we had to like
we had to think. I think it was the blue one that had really wild ideas. So we
don't want to choose that because it would be hard to prototype it. But instead
we went with like a green or yellow, which had been easier to prototype and
easier if they actually created the model that we chose. It would have been
easier to construct.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. I mean, how did your group ultimately decide on the idea that you
ended up prototyping?

Speaker:

We fought over a bit, but then we realized like after getting all the like for the
two storyboards, after getting our feedback, we realized that like it would have
been easier if we just did the indoor playground. So that's what we stuck to.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And how would you say, like you said, you fought about it. So can
you talk about that a little bit?

Speaker:

Yeah. I feel like that I myself, like the cafe idea was good, but after like we
wanted like some people wanted the cafe and people wanted the indoor
playground. But then the ending, we realized that the seasons wouldn't work
out and if it rained, then the people would be mad at during the music night. So
we decided it's best if we did the indoor playground.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel when the idea that you had put a lot of thought into
wasn't the idea that you ended up choosing?
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Speaker:

It made me a bit frustrated, but then I realized that, you know, this is someone
else's idea and I should support it as well. So I just went with it.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And then just in closing, is there anything that I didn't cover that you
want to talk about for the Innovation Nation program?

Speaker:

No, not really.

Interviewer:

OK, well, I think you're good to go. Thank you so much for helping me.
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Interviewer:

High Perfectionist 8
I'm gonna go over with you just what it says in here. So it's just making sure
that you're totally okay with everything we're going to talk about. So what it
says basically is that I'm doing a project-- I go to Bryant about Innovation
Nation. It's less about the structure of Innovation Nation and more about how
you feel and how it was going through it. Like I said, your parents and Lincoln
both agreed that you can do this. And I won't share any of your answers with
your parents or Lincoln. I'm going to ask you some open-ended questions. So
there are no right or wrong answers. If there's any questions that we get to that
you don't want to answer, you can just say skip. And then if you want to end
the interview anytime, you're more than welcome to do that, too. So if you just
want to sign that, if you do agree that to that. So just before we start, no one
will hear these answers except for me and I just ask that you're super honest
with me. So first we're just to start off with some really introductory questions.
So what's your name?

Speaker:

My name is [redacted].

Interviewer:

And what grade are you in?

Speaker:

Seventh.

Interviewer:

How long have you been here?

Speaker:

Two years.

Interviewer:

Okay, so first, I'm just going to review the program just because it was over a
month ago and then I'll dive into the questions. So day one, we began learning
about the design thinking process and that's when you got to unwrap the
present that had your project in it. You went on your field trip and then you
wrote all your observations on post-it notes on the second day you thought of
your how might we questions, you brainstormed some of the solutions, and
then you did dotmocracy with your group and you voted on them. You went
outside, you play the ballpoint game, which was with the ping pong balls. You
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made your storyboards and you received some feedback. And then you came
up with your prototype. You received more feedback and made final tweaks
and presented your ideas to your parents, teachers and classmates at the Expo.
So, can you tell me a little bit about your experience at Innovation Nation?
Speaker:

It was pretty fun. I had a nice group. I had friends in it. And I think my group
worked pretty well together.

Interviewer:

That's good. What project you work on?

Speaker:

We worked on improving the lives of the senior citizens at the homes.

Interviewer:

So you've done Innovation Nation before, so you already kind of knew what
was going to happen?

Speaker:

Kind of. I was there last year for a day.

Interviewer:

Okay, so it's kind of like a new experience where you go. And what was the
final idea that you guys came up with?

Speaker:

To make a calm room that like to make a quiet room that residents could go
into if they were feeling stressed or like it, like it was too noisy.

Interviewer:

I like that a lot. So what would you say your favorite parts of the program
were? What was most enjoyable for you?

Speaker:

I really liked making the prototype and also interviewing everyone.

Interviewer:

Were there any parts of the program that you dislike or wish for a little bit
different?

Speaker:

I don't know. Maybe like taking the notes sometimes—it had gotten a little
annoying. I'm not very good at writing things.

Interviewer:

And so now we're going to dive in just about your experience. So you might
remember on the first day we came up with a team contract and we wrote
down, we had everyone write down their strengths and their weaknesses. Do
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you remember what you wrote down or just in general, what are your strengths
and weaknesses?
Speaker:

I think for strengths I wrote that I'm pretty good at talking to people and I'm
pretty creative and a good, like, artist. And then for weaknesses, I think it was
letting other people, like, take the lead for a little bit, too.

Interviewer:

That makes sense. And as you look back in your experience with the program,
what did you say your strengths were over those three days?

Speaker:

Pretty well, especially for like the making the prototypes thing.

Interviewer:

How do you feel you helped your team the most ?

Speaker:

I'm not sure-- Some people are kind of shy in our team so I think like I helped
like interview the people, like the senior citizens pretty well if they didn't really
want to talk to them.

Interviewer:

And what tasks did you end up personally taking on?

Speaker:

I made some parts of the prototype and usually I was the person who would
interview and not take the notes. So, I would be the person interviewing.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And how do you feel you did doing those things?

Speaker:

Pretty well.

Interviewer:

Do you feel like those kind of play to your strengths or how do--?

Speaker:

I think that they kinda played to my strengths because I like talking to people.

Interviewer:

And how do you feel about working with your team during Innovation Nation?
Did you like the team aspect or would you have preferred to work alone?

Speaker:

I liked working with the team because I got to meet two new people and they
were actually really nice and I haven't ever talked to them before.

Interviewer:

Were there any times that you experienced disagreement on your team or you
disagreed with the decisions of your teammates?
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Speaker:

No, not really. There were sometimes like when one teammate would make a
call and the rest of us would just agree. But we didn't really know that much.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And did your team have any trouble coming to a consensus at any
point? Could you tell me a story about that?

Speaker:

No, we didn't. We kind of already had our plan when we first heard about the
like-- the thing we kind of already had a plan. Well, well, for me at least, I felt
like everyone operating-- like we already had the plan set.

Speaker:

That makes sense. So after brainstorming, we asked your group to drop two
rough storyboards. We gave you like 30 minutes to do that. Did you feel like
there was enough time to make the storyboards and make them look how you
wanted them to come out?

Speaker:

Yes.

Interviewer:

Okay and did you end up-- So how did you feel about the time constraint of 30
minutes?

Speaker:

It was pretty good. I mean, like, we didn't really get to color or make it look
nice, but I think we got all of our ideas down on the storyboards, which was
good.

Interviewer:

And did you had you had more time, would you have wanted to color it in and
things like that?

Speaker:

I'm not sure. I don't particularly like coloring, but I'm not sure about the rest of
the people. Maybe they wanted to color it in.

Interviewer:

Okay, so just in general, we only had three days to complete the entire design
thinking process and in turn, those days were fast moving. So over the course
of the three days , was there any time in particular that you felt any sort of time
pressure?
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Speaker:

I'm not sure. Maybe making the prototype at the very end when they were like,
you have 30 minutes left and we were like, oh, no, we don't have enough time
to finish it all.

Interviewer:

So how did your team feel then?

Speaker:

Umm, we were kinda stressed. Because then everyone had to work like more
kind of we were kind of like doing it more relaxing and joking around and
stuff. But then after that, we all had to, like, really focus.

Interviewer:

All right. So when you receive feedback within your cohort after presenting
your two initial storyboards, how did you feel?

Speaker:

Pretty good. I think-- I'm not sure about what feedback we got. I remember we
didn't get that much. So I feel like I think that we felt pretty good.

Speaker:

Did you like the format of how we did it with the how do we love first? And
then have you considered second?

Speaker:

Yes.

Interviewer:

What did you like about it?

Speaker:

I liked that first you got to like kind of get the jitters about being like in front
of a bunch of people out first and then move on to like having someone
critique it.

Interviewer:

In general, do you like presenting in front of people?

Speaker:

It depends. If it's people I don't really know well, then no, not really. But if it's
people I know, then I'm fine.

Interviewer:

Why don't you really like going in front of people that you don't really know?

Speaker:

Because I'm like I don't know, like, what they're like. And I know like if I'm
talking about my friends, they'll be like, nice usually about it, but I don't know,
like about other people.
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Interviewer:

That makes sense. What was it like when your group received feedback during
have you considered Pausch and how did that make you feel?

Speaker:

Pretty good. A lot of the things that they brought up were like good ideas and
we incorporated most of them.

Interviewer:

And what kind of emotions did you experience when you had to adjust your
storyboard based on the feedback?

Speaker:

I don't know. Like fine, I guess, because it just was kind of stressful, like
figuring out where to put the new things in.

Interviewer:

So did you generally keep most of your ideas and add on instead of changing it
totally?

Speaker:

We added on.

Interviewer:

When you presented your initial prototypes to the other groups in the other
cohorts on the third day, how did you feel about your idea?

Speaker:

We were pretty like-- we were like okay, like this is good. We were pretty sure
about it.

Interviewer:

How did you feel about your ideas after you saw other groups’ solutions?

Speaker:

Good. I guess because I think most of the people in our cohorts had like
completely different ideas. Some still had like the quiet room or something, but
like they were kind of just like different.

Interviewer:

That makes sense. And did you find it difficult or easy to modify your
prototype based on the feedback that you received during this time?

Speaker:

Pretty easy because we basically just added on stuff instead of changing stuff.

Interviewer:

For you, was it easy or difficult to come up with feedback for other groups?

Speaker:

I am sure it was really-- It was kind of at first it was difficult. But then as they
explained it, you could see more like stuff.
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Interviewer:

And for you, was it a little bit easier to come up with things that you've loved
or things that you wanted people to consider?

Speaker:

It was easier to come up with things that I wanted people to consider. I'm not
sure. Maybe because like when they were explaining, I had like an idea I
started forming in my head that was slightly different. And then I also solved
the small problems that the other people had.

Interviewer:

That makes sense. So when we went outside and played the ballpoint game,
which was the game at the ping pong balls, roughly, how many-- how did your
teams do and how many balls did you get in in the first and second round?

Speaker:

In the first round, I think we got zero balls in. But then in the second round, we
discovered how we were gonna do it and like what we were gonna do. And
then after that, we kind of came up with more and more ideas that didn't work
out as well as the first one. But we still kind of went up still…

Interviewer:

And how did you come up with those ideas? What kind of communication
strategy did you guys use?

Speaker:

Well, first some people had already done it or something like it. So we kind of
followed from like them, from like their example. But after it was like we just
talked to each other and like we like made sure that everyone was always
aware of what was happening.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. So how would you describe it? Was it calm or was it kind of chaotic or
how would you describe it?

Speaker:

In the first couple, it was more calm. And then as we started like holding more
balls in our hands, then it got more chaotic because people were dropping
them.

Interviewer:

And when the mentors told you after the second round that some groups get
over 200, how did you personally feel?
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Speaker:

It was kind of surprising because we were like, wow, we did not do as well as
we thought we did.

Interviewer:

That makes sense. And so now we're gonna move on to when you presented
your idea. So how did you feel having your teachers, your family and other
students come to see your solution on Thursday afternoon? What was that like
for you?

Speaker:

At first, it was kind of nerve wracking because you didn't know a lot of the
people. But then after a while, like our team had already planned out what we
were gonna say, like we all had different parts. So it was a lot easier after a
couple of people came.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel during the judging process? What was it like for you
personally to interact with the judges at your table?

Speaker:

Well, a lot of us didn't realize they were the judges at first because a couple-more than like, I think it was like more than three judges came by once they
were finished, so we didn't realize which one was like an actual judge and
which one wasn't.

Interviewer:

That makes sense. And how did you feel when the winners were announced?
Did you think your team might win? Did your team?

Speaker:

Our team didn't win, but I think-- we didn't exactly think that we were going to
win. We didn't really think about it that much. But they kept calling up the
same cohort. And all of us realize, oh, we might win this time, but we didn't.

Interviewer:

On a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest in 10 being the highest, how
confident did you feel and the solution that your group came up with?

Speaker:

Seven, maybe. I don't know. It seemed kind of like wild. And there are some
parts that probably didn't work. But we didn't have enough time to fix them.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And on that same scale, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the
highest, how competent were you in the physical prototype you produced?
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Speaker:

I think that looked very nice. Like we spent a lot of time making it look nice,
but also like there were some things that maybe it wouldn't actually work that
well.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And how did you feel producing something that necessarily didn't
have things that might not work, how that make you feel?

Speaker:

Well, there's some I don't know-- It kind of it was kind of a bit annoying
knowing that, like, it probably would never really see it there, but it was nice
also just make making it.

Interviewer:

We have just one more question, so how did you feel about the brainstorming
process in the dotmocracy voting where you had the stickers? How did you
feel?

Speaker:

I thought the brainstorming process was kind of fun. Some steps were like, I
didn't get why we were doing them exactly. And then dotmocracy was like, I
thought that was actually a really good way to solve it. Even though sometimes
we had ties and then one person would just choose the solution we were gonna
choose.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And how did your group decide on the idea that you decided to
prototype?

Speaker:

Well, we kind of—like we had the two different ideas and then we kind of all
just like chose one. We're like, well , this is the one we really actually want to
do. So when we chose that one and then I think one of the girls just pulled a
couple of like post-it notes often said that they were the ideas we were gonna
do, but we ended up doing a lot more ideas that were on the thing than just the
ones we had the dots on.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. Oh, that's cool. How long would you say that it took you to come up
with your final idea?

Speaker:

Like five minutes maybe.
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Interviewer:

And did that how did the five minutes like did that make you feel? How do it
make you feel like doing it kind of in a quick timeframe?

Speaker:

I'm not exactly sure. It was-- it wasn't really rushed because we already knew
what we wanted to do. And like, we all had, like, ideas and everyone chose like
ideas that they wanted to. And then we kind of just like incorporated them all
together and then talked it over.

Interviewer:

Is there anything I didn't cover that you want to talk about Innovation Nation?

Speaker:

No, not really.

Interviewer:

Okay. So you're good. Thank you so much. Have a great day.
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High Perfectionist 9
Interviewer: I'm gonna have you sign this document, but I'm gonna tell you what's in it first. So
basically it just says that my name's Catherine and that I'm doing a project for
Bryant University. I'm gonna be a senior next year. And so like I said, your
parents in your school both agreed that it was okay for you to participate, but
ultimately, it's up to you. And I won't share any of your responses with anyone
here or with your parents. Don't worry about that. There's no right or wrong
answer to any of the questions, so also, don't worry about that. It's not graded. It's
not going to affect your school in any way. I just want to learn more about the
program and practicing design thinking. It's more about how you felt going
through the program and less about the structure of the program itself. If you don't
want to answer a question, just say pass. If you don't want to finish the interview,
you can say no, thanks. It can be done. All right. So if you do agree with that, you
can just sign that. All right, so just to reiterate, nobody is going to hear these
answers except for me, and I just need you to be super honest if you can. All right.
So I'm just going to start off with easy questions, softballs. Here we go. So what
grade are you in?
Speaker:

Eighth grade.

Interviewer: How long have you been at Lincoln?
Speaker:

This is my third year.

Interviewer: So I'm just gonna do a quick review of the program, just what we did each day,
just to jog your memory because it was over a month ago. So on the first day, we
learned about the design thinking process and you got your project reveals, so we
unwrap the present. Then you went on your field visit. You wrote all your
observations on the sticky notes. The second day you came up with your how
might we question. You started to brainstorm your solutions and then you voted
on them. We went outside and played the ballpoint game, which was with the ping
pong balls. And then you made your storyboards and you received feedback. Then
on the third day, you got into making your physical prototype. You received some
more feedback. You made your final tweaks. Then you presented your ideas to
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maybe your parents, teachers and some of your friends. All right. So can you just
tell me a little bit about your experience with Innovation Nation? Was it your first
time in the program? What cohort were you in? And kind of just like the solution
that you guys came up with?
Speaker:

It was my third time and I was in cohort four, I think, and we went to Wayland
Aquare. So our solution was.... We had an event like a community center thing
and it had two-- three stories and there was a toy store and then a community room
and then like a playground/ coffee shop store on the top.

Interviewer: Cool. What was your favorite part of the program? What did you find most
enjoyable?
Speaker:

Probably like the Bryant people who came to hang out with us and help us. They
were really nice. And like I thought that was like, helpful.

Interviewer: That's awesome. And were there any parts of the program that you disliked? Or
wished were a little bit different?
Speaker:

The storyboards. Kind of hard for us because we didn't have any time at all to
make them. So it's really hard to make them. And then like we were rushed into
presenting them and then we just had to like kind of show it, talk about it quick
and then like people ask us questions, but we weren't allowed to answer them. So
that was kinda hard.

Interviewer: You might remember on the first day we asked you to fill out a team contract
where you had to write your strengths and your weaknesses. Can you tell me a
little bit about what you wrote for your strengths and for your weaknesses?
Speaker:

I think for strengths, I said, like, I've done it for three years, so I kind of know a lot
about an experience. And then weaknesses are probably being like a leader and
like talking to people, expressing ideas.

Interviewer: As you look back on your program, where do you think as you look back, like on
that three day program, where do you think your strengths were during the three
days?
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Speaker:

Probably like building the final thing and coming up with the ideas because I think
our group worked together really well and like we were able to get our own ideas
to make the final project that everyone liked.

Interviewer: And how did you help your team the most?
Speaker:

Probably with like coming up with ideas, but also keeping it organized because we
came up with-- we ended up coming up with a ton of ideas. And then like the
sticky notes were kind of everywhere so I kinda helped organize that.

Interviewer: And what tasks did you personally end up taking on and how did you feel that you
did with those tasks?
Speaker:

Umm like tasks?

Interviewer: So kind of like did you take on anything that like you personally did? So I know
you talked a little bit about the building, so maybe you can talk about that and how
you felt that you did with the building?
Speaker:

Going back to the storyboard thing like we kind of split it up. So I kind of drew
like one whole storyboard and then I built like the stuff inside the second floor of
our project.

Interviewer: And how do you think you did?
Speaker:

I think it was pretty good. I could have had more time to do better, but I think did
a good amount in the time.

Interviewer: And how did you feel about working with your team during Innovation Nation?
Did you like the team aspect, or would you preferred to work alone?
Speaker:

I like the team thing because, like, they had other ideas that worked well. It could
be hard to agree on stuff. And if somebody has a crazy idea they really want to do
is kind of hard like "we can't do that". But I think it was better with teams.

Interviewer: And that kind of leads me to my next question. Do you recall a time when you
disagreed with your team members decisions or a time where you guys had trouble
coming to a consensus? And if there was, can you tell me about it a little bit?
Speaker:

I think like after the storyboards. We had two different ideas and some people
were leaning towards one and other people were leaning towards the other. But
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like we kind of decided on one because we knew it'd be easier to do. And like
people gave more feedback, like better feedback to it, I guess.
Interviewer: And how did the people who had come up with the other idea, how did they take it
when you guys decided to go with one idea instead of the other?
Speaker:

I think it was like a group decision. So they weren't like upset or like we didn't just
force them to do and they kind of agreed too.

Interviewer: So after brainstorming, I know you talked about this a little bit. We asked you to
do the storyboards for me, and we gave you about 30 minutes to do that. Did you
feel like we gave you enough time to make the storyboards look the way that you
wanted them to?
Speaker:

I think like we ended up doing something else which cut into the 30 minutes. Our
group, we need actually time to use the bathroom, whatever. So like we didn't
have much time really having 10 minutes to draw them. So that wasn't really
enough. And again, not being like really sloppy and hard to get our ideas down. So
iwhen it was time to present them, it was hard to explain everything because you
can only see it.

Interviewer: So how did you personally feel at the time constraint?
Speaker:

I thought it wasn't very good for our group because we wanted to-- kind of figure
out our idea more and think about it more. But like, we didn't have time. We just
like drawing pretty quickly and like, I don't think that was good forour group.

Interviewer: And since we only had three days to complete the entire design thinking process,
we had pretty fast moving days. Over the course of the three days, did you feel any
time pressure? And if you did? Can you tell me about it a little bit?
Speaker:

I thought the last day was better than it had been in previous years. Like we
weren't as rushed. But then, like the second day we were kind of-- we spent a long
time like doing everything. And then the part where it was finally time to come up
with ideas, I didn't think we had enough time to do that because in previous years
we had like longer to come up with ideas than we did this year. So I thought it was
better when we had more time to think about our ideas.

Interviewer: And how did you feel with that shorter amount of time to come up with the ideas?
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Speaker:

It was that kind of pressuring, but also like really quick. So we were just throwing
ideas and thinking of them.

Interviewer: So when you receive feedback from your cohort after presenting your initial two
storyboards, how were you personally feeling?
Speaker:

Probably like ready to build the next thing, but also like we need to go back and
consider more. And then I don't think we got the best feedback because it was the
end of the day. And like some people to leave for tennis, so like we only got a few
feedback things. So I don't think they help us very much to be better-- like make
the idea better, but it's still better to practice presenting it.

Interviewer: Gotcha. In general, do you like the format of what do we love and have you
considered for feedback?
Speaker:

I liked like the what [have you considered'? Like that kind of stuff. But then when
people give constructive feedback and you're not allowed to like explain your idea
more, that kind of felt like a bit weird to me because people would say like, well, I
don't think this makes sense, but then we weren't allowed to say what we thought
more about it.

Interviewer: Gotcha. And so yeah kind of going off that. What was it like when your group
received feedback during that have you considered portion?
Speaker:

We always tried to say like something back to them, but then they'd be like no,
you have to say thank you.

Interviewer: So you kind of wanted to like answer them because you probably have answers for
it?
Speaker:

Yeah becuase our storyboard wasn't complete. So people would ask, like, what
about this? And then we'd be like-- And then, you know, to say thank you.

Interviewer: What kind of emotions did you experience when you had to start adjusting those
rough storyboards based on your feedback?
Speaker:

We were kind of not that disappointed because an idea wasn't finished, like adding
stuff on to it wasn't that hard. And like we always kind of went with it. So I think
we weren't that upset or anything.
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Interviewer: Gotcha. And so when you presented your initial prototypes to the other groups on
Thursday morning, so when you got to see everyone else's ideas, how were you
feeling about your idea and your prototype at that point?
Speaker:

I thought we actually did a good job on our first presentation of our prototype
because we were able to get a lot done in the morning. So like it wasn't like super
simple or anything. Like we kind of had all our ideas down and ready, so we were
kind of ready to present. And then like the feedback from that I thought was a lot
better than the storyboards. So that kind of helped us a lot more.

Interviewer: Gotcha. And how did you feel about your idea after you sort of solutions from
people in other cohorts?
Speaker:

I thought our idea was like, good. But other people had like some really cool ones.
So maybe like in different problems in other groups, they were able to make like
cooler solutions, but I thought idea was good to fit our solution.

Interviewer: Let's see. And was it easy or difficult to kind of touched on this a little bit, but did
you find it easy or difficult to modify your physical prototype based on that
feedback?
Speaker:

I thought is pretty easy because people gave us like small suggestions instead of
like major change things. So people were like and lights here. Maybe you don't
have a trashcan or no storage. So we kind of added those little things that kind of
made it better, so that was helpful.

Interviewer: And for you personally, was it easy or difficult for you to come up with feedback
for other groups?
Speaker:

I thought it was easy because a lot of people who were there were coming up with
feedback. So fine-- It kind of felt easy. Just join and add one little thing of your
own. Like I don't really give a lot of feedback, but like just one little thing per
group.

Interviewer: For you personally, was it easier to come up with stuff that you've loved about
ideas or stuff that you wanted people to consider for their ideas?
Speaker:

Probably consider because it was like, oh, if I tell them that I like this, it's kind of
obvious. I don't know. But if you say like you love, it doesn't really help them.
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And a lot of people are saying they loved stuff. And I just felt like a constructive
little thing is really more helpful for them.
Interviewer: And so when we went outside and played the ballpoint, came out with the ping
pong balls. Roughly, how did your team do during the first two rounds?
Speaker:

How many rounds did we do?

Interviewer: So we did five.
Speaker:

So our team was not--Really do that well, because our system wasn't like not
going well. And then like our Bryant people were like not saying anything for us
to do. So we were kind of confused the first two rounds. So we figured it out after
that. But like the first two rounds, we were kind of random and like everyone was
getting mad because people were dropping them and like some of the other eighth
graders were getting really upset. Then, we didn't know what to do then they
helped us.

Interviewer: And then how did you feel when Haley and Toby said that some people get over
200 balls after the second round?
Speaker:

I kind of remembered it from playing other games. So I knew, like, why aren't we
doing as well as we could? But other people were super surprised. And I think it
helped us move forward. Some other people who weren't really caring like go into
it more.

Interviewer: Gotcha. And how did your team come up with the new strategy within the two
minutes?
Speaker:

I think like one person like-- I think other people are thinking. But one person kind
of said it like there is one girl who's like kind of leading our group. So they
mentioned that and then they got on board with that and then they told everyone
else to do it.

Interviewer: And so what would you say worked best for your team in terms of planning and
preparing for the next round?
Speaker:

Probably just having that one person like lead us and then people telling them their
ideas and then giving us the final thing to do instead of everyone is shouting now.
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Interviewer: I mean, how did you feel having your teachers, maybe your family and other
classmates come to see your idea? What was that like for you?
Speaker:

It was kind of like nervous and like for people to come in like you had to tell them
everything, and it was kind of overwhelming. There was a lot of things you need
to tell them and then they would ask questions and then you'd get off topic from
what you need to tell them that you tried to say everything because if you miss
something, they might take points off. So it's kind of overwhelming for our group
and everyone adding things on, but usually, we did a pretty good job.

Interviewer: And how did you feel during the judging process? What was it like for you to
interact with the judges?
Speaker:

Sometimes, like other people in the group would keep talking. So I went and got a
chance to get say something and then I would end up like getting stuff in at the
end. And then I was kind of nervous to talk to, like, the judges, but I think the
group made it easier for us to talk to the judges. And I think everyone kind of
contributed and then....

Interviewer: What made you a little bit nervous about talking to the judges?
Speaker:

When they were like-- Like their facial expressions, kind of. And if they were
confused or like they didn't really think it is a good idea or something like that,
kind of be like, I don't know what to say now.

Interviewer: Um, how did you feel when the winners were announced? Do you think that your
team might win?
Speaker:

I actually had to leave at the end. I sprained my ankle but the day before. But I
thought our team would do well. But like, I didn't know if our problem was that-like the initial problem we had I didn't think was like a good thing ee could come
with like a very creative solution to. So I knew like people from other cohorts
would probably win I think our group was like one of the better ones in our cohort.

Interviewer: And so on a scale from 1 to 10 with 1 being the lowest in 10 being the highest,
how confident are you with the solution to like the idea that you guys came up
with the solution?
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Speaker:

Probably like seven or eight because I liked the solution. I just and I thought it
would be a good solution to the problem. It just wasn't as creative or innovative as
I've seen other solutions be.

Interviewer: And then with the same scale, with 1 being the lowest, 10 be the highest. How
confident are you with a physical prototypes of kind of like the diagram off or
what you came up with?
Speaker:

I thought it was pretty good. Like a 9, like we felt like how when we built how I
envisioned it and like the physical structure was like stable and that we painted it
nice. So I thought it looked pretty good.

Interviewer: All right. So one more question for you. How did you feel about the brainstorming
process and the dotmocracy voting?So, when you put the stickers on...
Speaker:

Uh, the brainstorming-- Our group had like so many ideas that like our sticky
notes, were like falling on the ground and they weren't sticking to the thing. So I
feel like some of our ideas got lost. But then when we did, the dot thing it was
really overwhelming because you couldn't read like all the hundreds of ideas and
then you can finally which ones was the best because there were so many. So like
you could pick two, but like you wouldn't know if those are the best two. But like
we picked some and we had like a lot of blue sky ideas which were like we just
picked the craziest ones but I don't know if that ended up helping us because we
just had some crazy ideas.

Interviewer: How did your group ultimately decide on the idea that you prototyped?
Speaker:

I think we were all thinking it the whole time, like we kind of were talking about
our idea at the beginning of the second day. I think we all kind of knew what we
were going to do. But then like adding this smaller things kind of came when we
did the dots and like the little things and got feedback, because we had a lot of
ideas. And then we narrowed it down to how we're going make it. Like we always
knew we're gonna have a community center, but we didn't know what like what
we're gonna have on each floor. So that kind of helped us decide.

Interviewer: Gotcha. How long, about, did it take your group to come up with the final idea that
you guys did?
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Speaker:

Like, we kind of had like the idea of the second day, but then we narrowed it
down. And I'm pretty sure-- when we finally decided on the final idea, it was
probably the morning of the third day. So I guess it took us like two days from the
start of the Innovation Nation.

Interviewer: And then just ending with this, is there anything I didn't cover that you want to
talk about? Any last comments about Innovation Nation or anything?
Speaker:

The only thing I felt was that it was a bit repetitive from other years, like the same
kind of problems. So it wasn't as interesting like this year and last year as it was
like when I was in sixth grade. But I just felt like it was a little bit repetitive.

Interviewer: That totally makes sense! Well thank you so much!
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Interviewer:

Low Perfectionist 1
So basically, I'm going to go over this with you just to make sure that you're
okay with everything, so basically just as my name's Catherine, that I'm a
junior at Bryant and I'm doing my project on Innovation Nation. I was your
student mentor in Innovation Nation. Basically, this form is asking you to
participate. Both your parents and your school said that it was okay for you to
participate and I just want to be double check that it is okay with you. I won't
share any of your responses with your school or with your parents. Don't worry
about that. So, I do just ask that you're super honest with me. My questions are
super open ended and there are no right or wrong answers. I just want to look
at the design thinking process as a whole. So I'm looking more about your
feelings going through it and less about the structure of the program. If you
don't want to answer a question, that's totally fine. You can say pass and any of
the questions I'm on. Then if you don't want to continue the interview at any
time, that's totally fine too. You can just say it and then we'll be done.
Basically, that's what it says. So what grade are you in?

Speaker:

Sixth grade.

Interviewer:

And how long have you been at Lincoln?

Speaker:

Since fourth grade. So my third year.

Interviewer:

Okay. So I'm just gonna do like a quick review of the program. On the first
day, we began learning about the design thinking process and you got your
project reveal and we went on the field visit and you wrote down all your
observations. Then on the second day we thought of the how might we
questions and you started brainstorming and then you voted on the solutions
using the dots in the dotmocracy. Then we went outside and played the ball
point game, which was with the ping pong balls. Then we made our
storyboards and received feedback on them. The third day, that's when they did
the prototyping and everything like that. Okay, so can you tell me a little bit
about your experience in Innovation Nation Nation last month? Was it your
first time? What cohort were you in and ultimately what solution did you come
up with?
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Speaker:

So I it was my first time and I was in Cohort-- I was in Cohort Four. And so
we got the Wayland Square one. So our solution was we were going to do a
kind of like, I think it was a community garden kind of on the roofs of the
houses. And I think that was it. But I came up with two ideas. So then the other
one was like a kind of-- a kind of nature playground where they use trees and
stumps and rocks and stuff as the playground kind of in the middle.

Interviewer:

That's really, really cool. So what was your favorite part of the program or
what did you personally find most enjoyable?

Speaker:

I liked the kind of team building activities like that-- the ballpoint game. And
because it was really fun. We got to collaborate with our team and come up
with ideas together. And it was kind of fun because we had to like we
competed against each other and it was fun.

Interviewer:

Would you say, like, generally you're a pretty competitive person? Yeah, I
think so. Do you play sports?

Speaker:

I do fencing and kung fu..

Interviewer:

Oh cool. And were there any parts of the program that you disliked your
wished were a little bit different? And if there were, can you tell me why?

Speaker:

I think at first before we kind of got into it, it was-- it was kind of hard to get
into it. So we also moved very quickly, but it was like a very short amount of
time. So I don't know. I think it was pretty-- I think it was good. It was very
quick paced.

Interviewer:

So, you might remember on the first day you filled out the team contract and
you wrote down your strengths and your weaknesses. Do you remember what
you wrote down?

Speaker:

I think my strength was maybe like creativity or something and my weakness-I, I think it might've been-- I don't....

Interviewer:

So even if you don't like remember in general, what would you say like your
strengths and weaknesses are?

Speaker:

I don't like change and I don't know. I don't know if I'm very good at, like,
putting everybody's ideas together. Yeah.
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Interviewer:

Do you tend to like your idea? And then just kind of what would you say-- do
you not like combining as match?

Speaker:

I like umm, it's-- I'm not very good at working with other people who have like
totally different ideas because. Yeah, I am because then we start like arguing
and stuff because our ideas are different. But then I think at the end we usually
get along or you combine ideas that make sense

Interviewer:

As you look back on the program, what would you say your strengths were
over those two days?

Speaker:

I think. I think I actually did well collaborating with the other people in the
group.

Interviewer:

It's really good. How did you help your team the most?

Speaker:

I think. I think I had some good ideas for it. Yeah.

Interviewer:

And do you remember kind of what tasks you personally took on and how did
you think you did doing those tasks?

Speaker:

Mm, can we skip that?

Interviewer:

Sure. How did you feel about working with your team during Innovation
Nation? Did you like the team aspect? You would have preferred to work
alone?

Speaker:

I liked the team because it's-- I think it's too much work to do by yourself. And
it's good to have a team and get to know some other people had different
grades.

Interviewer:

Did you like your team?

Speaker:

Yes.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. Were there any times where you as your team kind of
disagreed or you disagreed with something that a decision that your team
member made? And if there was, can you kind of tell me about it?

Speaker:

I think we all pretty much agreed, except I don't know if we could really at the
end-- with the two options, I'm not sure if we agreed on the two options that...
yeah
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Interviewer:

So after brainstorming on the second day, we asked you guys to draw the
rough storyboards. We give you about 30 minutes to do that. Do you feel like
we gave you enough time so that the storyboards looked the way that you
wanted them to? Or how did you feel about that time constraint in general?

Speaker:

I think it was fine. Yeah. We didn't do our best art thing, though. It was just
like the basic idea. I think it turned out pretty well.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. And then so over the entire program, our days were pretty
packed and they were pretty fast moving. Was there any time where you felt
like a lot of time pressure during-- during those two days?

Speaker:

I felt-- not really. I think it was fine. It was just very quick. Got it moving from
activity to activity. But I do think we had enough time for each activity.

Interviewer:

How did you feel about the quickness?

Speaker:

Kinda tiring, but I think it was fine for me. Though, some of my friends kind
of wish that we had like a break in between a few things.

Interviewer:

So after you pitched your story boards, you received some initial feedback.
How did that feel when you received the feedback?

Speaker:

I think it was very helpful because we could get we could change your ideas
and to make them better. But I think some of the feedback wasn't like relative,
I guess to it. So we didn't really need to pay attention to it, but it also is really
good when they complimented you.

Interviewer:

So did you kind of like the format of having the what did be love or have you
considered did you like the format?

Speaker:

Yeah. Mhm.

Interviewer:

Can you tell me why you like that?

Speaker:

I liked it because I kind of for every good thing they gave you something that
you could work on so that-- it's like so that nobody's project was perfect.
Everyone had places that they could work on and it was kind of good. This was
a balance.

Interviewer:

What was it like when your group received feedback during the. Have you
considered portion for you? How are you feeling?
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Speaker:

I wasn't-- I first I kind of thought I might be insulted a little bit, but I actually
didn't, I didn't it-- wasn't that bad because I just realized that I had actually
been really thinking about those things. But when the people said them, it
actually like made me-- helped me realize that they actually did need to have
those changes made.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And what kind of emotions did you experience when you had to adjust
your storyboards based on the what we love? And have you considered
feedback that you got?

Speaker:

I think I left by then.

Interviewer:

Okay. And for you personally, was it easy or difficult to come up with
feedback for other groups?

Speaker:

I think it was kind of difficult because I didn't want to insult them, I guess. And
they are really good. Yeah.

Interviewer:

And like in general, was it a little bit easier? So I know you said it was like a
little bit difficult to come up with feedback. Did you find a little bit easier to
come up with feedback? And what do we love portion or have you considered
portion?

Speaker:

I think those are easier in the what we love because everybody had really good
ideas and they're-- like they're all the base and their things were all really good.
So it was easy to compliment them.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. Let's see. So we went outside. So I know you said you really
liked that ping pong ball game. So we went outside and played that game
roughly, how'd your team do during the first two rounds? So that was before
we gave you any feedback or anything.

Speaker:

We did not do well. We got, I think like 11 and then 18 or something like that.
But then after that, we changed the the-- our setup and we started doing
multiple balls and then that really helped.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel when Haley and Tobi said that some groups get over 200
balls after the second round?
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Speaker:

I was like, really surprised. And I-- I guess I didn't even know it. I didn't know
if he was kidding or not. But I don't know it was just. I also helped, like,
motivate me and made me want to, to like get that achievement like they did.

Interviewer:

And let's see, how did your team come up with the new strategy in two
minutes?

Speaker:

I think one-- a couple of people kind of went to the front and were kind of like
organizing it. And then everyone like said a bunch of ideas, but they would
kind of like organize, like put all the ideas together, I guess, and then organized
us into a position. And they, they would kind of direct us, but nobody-- they
didn't like, they were kind of leading, but they weren't like bossing, I guess. So
they were just like making it organizing and keeping control and stuff.

Interviewer:

Did you feel like that was an effective strategy?

Speaker:

Yeah. Cause if everybody had just been doing what they wanted, then it
would've been like a big blob and it wouldn't have been as effective. Yeah.

Interviewer:

And so would you say that that was what what would you say works best for
your team in terms of planning and preparing for the next round?

Speaker:

I think we all just like listened to each other and then put the ideas together.
And we came up with the idea to do like two circles, one on the outside and the
inside, when we had originally been in a line and it really, just really made it
easier and we all knew who we're going to be passing to. And yeah, it really
worked out.

Interviewer:

So you feel like your group did a good job with that?

Speaker:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. All right. Let's just have a few more questions for you and
then I'm skipping over the ones that go on the third day since you weren't there.
So how did you feel about the brainstorming process in a dotmocracy voting?
So with the stickers...

Speaker:

I think, oh, some of them were easier. I'm pretty sure I don't remember exactly
the ones-- I think the ones that were the dots that were the ones, how like it's an
easy thing to do were very hard because a lot of ideas weren't like something
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you could do very easily. And then the ones I think we had a lot of the farfetched ones were that we couldn't do like hovering like something or
whatever. Yeah, that. And because we came up with a lot of those ideas and
yeah, I really liked it and it helped narrow it down because I think we had one
of each-- one of two different kinds of dots for our problems.
Interviewer:

So you think that that was like a good way to vote within your group?

Speaker:

Mhm

Interviewer:

That's good. So I don't know if you were there, so you can tell me whether or
not you were. How did your group ultimately decide on the idea that you guys
prototyped?

Speaker:

Oh, I wasn't there.

Interviewer:

OK. So I guess maybe let's talk about how did your group come up with the
two ideas that you decided to put on the storyboards?

Speaker:

I think our group had kind of split into two like tasks to work on two
storyboards. So we all agreed on the first one because a lot-- a lot of us had
kind of come up with that idea. So we all agreed that it was a good idea that we
should do our thing. So they started working on that and then me and the other
person were left and we were looking over the boards to see something that
was like, a very different idea in that. And then we came up with one and we
asked the other team, the other part of the group, and they we all agreed
on that. And then we started working on our storyboard.

Interviewer:

Is there anything when I didn't cover it you want to talk about for Innovation
Nation like any last comments?

Speaker:

No. Okay.

Interviewer:

Well, I think we're all set then. All right. Thank you so much for helping me
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Interviewer:

Low Perfectionist 2
Ok, so we are just going to review the document, so this is something that you
have to fill out. Your parents so that it was okay for you to do this and your
teachers did too. So I'm just gonna go over what it says. So it basically says
that I'm going to talk to you about Innovation Nation and what you say, I'm not
going to attach your name or anything like that. I'm going to ask you some
open-ended questions about Innovation Nation. And I want to know about your
experiences, less about the structure of the program and more about your
experience. And if you don't want to answer some of the questions, you could
say pass and we will pass. And then if you ever want to just stop the interview,
you can do that, too. All right. If you agree to that, you can sign it. So I'm just
going to ask you the same questions that I've asked everyone else. I just ask
that you be super honest because nobody will hear these except for me. So
what grade are you in?

Speaker:

Sixth.

Interviewer:

All right. So I'm going to start with like a review of the program itself, and
then we're going to talk about how you felt going through it. Okay, so on the
first day you began learning about the design thinking process, it has those five
steps. Then, you got your project reveal when you unwrap the present and the
poster board. You went on your field visit and you wrote down all the
observations that you made on the post-it notes. And then on the second day,
you came up with your how might we questions and you began to brainstorm
your solutions as a team. You did dotmocracy, when you started to vote on the
solutions. Then you went outside and you played the ballpoint game, which
was with the ping pong balls. You made your storyboards, which were the
poster boards where you made the four-frame comic strip and you received
feedback. Then on the third day, you came up with your prototype. You
received more feedback from other groups. You made your final tweaks. And
then you presented your ideas to the parents, to the teachers and your other
classmates at the expo. All right. So can you tell me a little bit about your
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experience in Innovation Nation last month? Was it your first time in the
program? What cohort were you in and what was your final idea?
Speaker:

It was the first time I did it and I was in Cohort Three.

Interviewer:

Sure. So, what was your what was your team's question and kind of what did
you come up with for the final solution?

Speaker:

The question was like, how might we make a playground, that is for like
physical play and learning. Stuff like that. And creating things

Interviewer:

Okay, so what your team come up with?

Speaker:

Well, we made like a playground with like a lot of structures that was
connected to… the question. So we made like a chalkboard play structure and
like a game to play with the parents. We noticed that a pain point was
bathrooms, so we put like… bathrooms. And yeah…

Interviewer:

So what were some of your favorite parts of the program? What did you find
most enjoyable?

Speaker:

I liked going out and making observations and I liked making the structure.

Interviewer:

Were there any parts of the program that you disliked and wish for a little bit
different?

Speaker:

Umm- Well , got the grade that we-- . Actually no, not really.

Interviewer:

You could say if you want. No worries.

Speaker:

Hmm. Well , we had more like time to make this structure because we had like
not a lot of time.

Interviewer:

So, did you feel like what did you feel like? Did you feel like there was too
much pressure or how did you--?
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Speaker:

Yeah. Because, like, we had like a little bit. Well, we had like a lot of time in
the beginning to first do it. But then once we got our feedback, we didn't really
like have that much time.

Interviewer:

So can you talk me through how it felt after you got your feedback?

Speaker:

Well, it kind of felt rushed and we couldn’t really take our time.

Interviewer:

Okay, so as you might remember, on the first day you filled out a team contract
where you wrote down your strengths and kind of what you brought to the
table and some of the challenges , you remember what you wrote down? Or
can you speak to like what you what do you think your personal strengths are
and what some of your challenges are?

Speaker:

Well. Some strengths are that I can like build things and uh—yeah.

Interviewer:

Are you like creative? Is that something you like to do?

Speaker:

Yeah

Interviewer:

And then what are some of your challenges just like in general?

Speaker:

Well , like in the gang , I don't really talk too much because I wasn't really with
anyone that I knew.

Interviewer:

And as you look back on your experience, what did you say your strengths
were like in your final project? You know, looking back on the three days,
what-- what did you bring to the table?

Speaker:

Well . Building I helped a lot with. I made a lot of things and-- I found a lot of
like things wrong with playgrounds that like needed work and like yeah.

Interviewer:

So you hopefully get into the user’s shoes. And what tasks did you end up
taking on? And how did you feel that you did in those tasks?

Speaker:

Umm, wait for the final thing what I did?

Interviewer:

Yeah, just like, yeah.
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Speaker:

Well , I made the bathroom and I made--. We had a garden in our thing, so I
made the garden . I made the picnic table and a bubbler and—um, yeah.

Interviewer:

And so how do you think that those turned out?

Speaker;

I think they turned out good…

Interviewer:

That's awesome. Okay, so how did you feel about working on a team on--with your team during Innovation Nation? Did you like the team aspect or
would you have preferred to work alone?

Speaker:

I liked the team aspect and I liked how it was mixed grades.

Interviewer:

And were there any times when you disagreed with some of the decisions of
your teammates? Or were there any times when your team kind of had a
trouble coming to a consensus? Can you speak about that?

Speaker:

Not really. Like—like we kinda agreed on everything.

Interviewer:

And how did you come to your final idea?

Speaker:

Well, we all chose a few structures to put in the playground and we just put it
all together

Interviewer:

So, each kind of like brought your own idea and pulled it on? Okay, so after
brainstorming, we asked your team to draw two rough storyboards and we
gave you about 30 minutes to make two. So how did you feel doing this? Did
you feel like there was enough time to make your storyboards and make them
look how you wanted them to?

Speaker:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

Okay and how did you feel about that time constraint in general?

Speaker:

I thought we had a good amount of time.

Interviewer:

Okay, so since we only did have three days to complete the entire design
thinking process, we had fast moving days. I know you talked about this a little
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bit before, so if we could expand on it. Did you feel like there were any time
pressure? And then if you did kind of talk about which portion of the process?
Speaker:

Like the building part. And I think that it would better if it was a whole week
to do it. So on Friday we would, like, present everything.

Interviewer:

Okay, So you wish that it was just like two days longer so that you had-- where
do you feel like you could have used the most time?

Speaker:

In the building.

Interviewer:

All right, so when you received feedback within your cohort after presenting
your two initial storyboards, how did you feel?

Speaker:

Good, I felt like we need a little bit more information about the like users from
the park.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. Did you get to interview many users when you were there?

Speaker:

Yeah but there wasn't a ton of people there. But if we went out like maybe two
days, maybe… like different parks…

Interviewer:

Did you like the format of what do we love and have you considered for the
feedback?

Speaker:

Yeah

Interviewer:

What did you like most about that?

Speaker:

Just like it's nice. Not really-- It's not really saying no to that one idea. It’s like
giving you an opportunity to share more things.

Interviewer:

And what was it like for you personally when your group received feedback
during the have you considered portion?

Speaker:

I thought we did well and yeah….

Interviewer:

What kind of emotions did you experience when you had to adjust your
storyboard based on the feedback?
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Speaker:

Well, uh, I was fine with it because I knew we had to do it and it was good that
we got feedback.

Interviewer:

Were there ideas that you ended up not including in your final one?

Speaker:

This was about an idea which was like chalkboard water bottle to write your
name on and you can leave it at the park and they clean it for you. But it
doesn't really have like Physical play with it, so we couldn’t really use it.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And did you come up with that idea?

Speaker:

No.

Interviewer:

But that was when you guys ended up scrapping. When you presented your
initial prototypes to the other groups from other cohorts on Thursday
morning, how were you feeling?

Speaker:

Oh . I was feeling good. I thought we could have used more time, but it was
good.

Interviewer:

How did you feel about your idea after you saw the solutions from the other
groups?

Speaker:

Well, my whole cohort not like my whole little group. Kind of like thought
ours was not the greatest. But then we worked on it and we did really well.

Interviewer:

That's good. So what made you guys think that it wasn't the greatest?

Speaker:

The other people is very good.

Interviewer:

Did that motivate you or how did it-- Did that make you want to work harder
or did that kind of--?

Speaker:

It made us want to work harder.

Interviewer:

And was it easy or difficult for you to modify your physical prototype based on
that feedback that you got during that time?

Speaker:

Um, wait what?
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Interviewer:

So , you know how the groups like told you when you went to go talk to the
other ones , how they kind of talked to you about yours. Did you find that it
was easy to take their suggestions?

Speaker:

Oh, yeah.

Interviewer:

And how was it for you personally to come up with feedback to give other
groups? Was it easier or was it difficult?

Speaker:

It was difficult because I didn’t really know what to say.

Interviewer:

Did you end up like did the format of what should be love or have you
considered was that helpful for you coming up for feedback?

Speaker:

Yes.

Interviewer:

And why would why did you think it was difficult?

Speaker:

Cause I didn't want to say that an idea was bad or something like that.

Interviewer:

And was it easier for you to come up with things that you loved about other
people's ideas or things that they needed to consider?

Speaker:

Consider.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And why was that?

Speaker:

Cause I had a lot of ideas for theirs like I want to share. And it was easier to do
that than saying love I don’t know why.

Interviewer:

Gotcha and so when we went outside and we played the ballpoint game, which
was the game where you had all the ping pong balls in the bucket, roughly,
how did your team do during the first and second rounds?

Interviewer:

Well, our group kind of knew about it and what to do. So, they kinda told us.
The eight graders told us, so we just did it the first try. But then we had to do a
different way.
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Speaker:

All right. And then how did you feel when the mentors told you that some
teams were able to get over 200 balls right after the second round?

Speaker:

Surprised.

Interviewer:

And did that make you want to work harder? Or did that?

Speaker:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

How many did you guys end up getting? Do you remember?

Speaker:

I think like one hundred something.

Interviewer:

And how did your team end up coming up with your strategy? What was the
strategy or like the method that used to come up with it?

Speaker:

We did circles—that circle thing.

Interviewer:

And then how did you guys brainstorm together to do that kind of formation?

Speaker:

Well, they just—just kinda said it out loud.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel having your teachers, your family and other students
come to see your solution on Thursday afternoon? What was that like for you?

Speaker:

Well, my mom didn't come because I don't think she really knew about it. I
thought it was fun to share to people who I didn't really know.

Interviewer:

How did you feel during the judging process? What was it like for you to
interact with the judges at your table?

Speaker:

It was good.

Interviewer:

Did you like explaining your idea? Did you feel confident in explaining the
process?

Speaker:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel when the winners were announced? Do you think that
your team had a chance at winning?
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Speaker:

Yeah, but we didn’t but that's okay.

Speaker:

There's always next year, right? Okay, so on a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being
the lowest in 10 being the highest, how confident were you in the solution that
your group came up with?

Speaker:

Eight.

Interviewer:

Why?

Speaker:

Cause there could be some more work on it , but I liked the overall thing. But
we could add some things.

Interviewer:

And then on the same scale, with one be the lowest in 10 being the highest,
how confident are you in the physical prototype? So the build that you guys
made of your idea?

Speaker:

Nine and a half.

Interviewer:

Why nine and a half?

Speaker:

Cause there could be more work added.

Speaker:

And then I'll just end with this. So is there anything that I didn't cover that you
want to talk about for Innovation Nation or anything like that?

Speaker:

No.

Interviewer:

Okay, well, thank you so much.
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Interviewer:

Low Perfectionist 3
So, we're just gonna go over what's on this document and then if you agree to
it, you can sign it. Basically what it says is, my name's Catherine. I'm a junior
at Bryant. I'm just working with this data for a project. Like I said, your parent
said that this was okay for you to do this and so did your school. It's not going
to affect anything-- I'm not going to share any of your answers with your
school or parents. All my questions are open ended, so there's no right or
wrong answer. I'm asking the same questions to everyone. If there's a question
that you don't want to answer, you can just say pass. And if at any point you
don't want to continue the interview, that's no problem. So, if you do agree
with everything, you can go ahead and sign it. Just kind of like what I said
before, nobody will hear your answers except for me, so I just ask that you are
super honest with me. So what is your name?

Speaker:

My name is [redacted].

Interviewer:

What grade are you in?

Speaker:

Eighth.

Interviewer:

How long have you been at Lincoln?

Speaker:

Since I was two.

Interviewer:

Oh wow, So basically what I'm going to do is I'm going to just go over the
basic format of what Innovation Nation was just to jog your memory. I know
you've been through three times, but I just want to go through it. On the first
day, you learned about the design thinking process as a whole. You got your
project reveal. So then you unwrapped the present. You went on your field
visit and you wrote down all your observations on posts-its on the second day.
You thought of your how might we questions. You brainstormed your
solutions and you voted on them. Then we went outside, played the ball point
game and you made your storyboards and you got some feedback. And then on
the third day, you came up with your physical prototype, you received more
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feedback. You made your final tweaks and then you presented it to your
friends, family and teachers at the Expo. So can you tell me a little bit about
your experience in Innovation Nation this year? Like, what was the project you
worked on? What was your final solution that you came up with?
Speaker:

So we worked on-- I think it was like how to bring like more families to
Wayland Square. And yeah, we went to Wayland Square and interviewed a
bunch of different people and asked them if they thought it was a kid-friendly
place or not. Yeah, I think the experience was pretty good. I went to elsewhere
last year too. Oh, it was a little similar two years in a row, but other than that,
it's pretty good.

Interviewer:

And what did you guys come up with for your final solution?

Speaker:

We came up with an idea that would kind of like incorporate like a play area,
like a grass-- grassy area, so that like the kids could play there because there’s
no really like grass area. And, Wayland Square is like really urban and citylike. So we made, umm, green grass spot with like a playground.

Interviewer:

That sounds really cool. So what were some of your favorite parts of the
program? What did you find most enjoyable?

Speaker:

Um, probably like the site visit, like going there and like asking people and
walking around.

Interviewer:

And were there any parts of the program that you disliked or wish you were a
little bit different? Can you tell me about that?

Speaker:

Umm, I wished that, hmm-- Sorry, just think about the words. I wish that each
problem was a little bit more different because I feel like the past couple of
years or there have been like some that are brand new and some are kind of
similar but changed a little bit. So maybe more that are very different.

Interviewer:

So now we're gonna dive a little bit deeper into like what we like, what we
went through in the program. So you might remember on the first day, you
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came up with a team contract, um, and you had to write your strengths and
your weaknesses. Even if you don't remember specifically what you wrote on
there. Can you tell me a little bit about what your strengths and weaknesses
generally are?
Speaker:

Like mine? I think my strengths are like communication and, like,
organization, and I think my weaknesses are like sometimes like creativity or
like drawing.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And as you look back on this experience of this year for Innovation
Nation, can you tell me, like how your strengths came out and what your
strengths were during the process?

Speaker:

I think, like, the communication, like, organizing a team and just making sure
everyone has their ideas out, kind of like throughout it. And then sometimes
just like organizing the idea. So like we'd have an idea, but like people would
fight over which idea. Then just like combining them, or something like that.

Interviewer:

And how would you say that you helped your team the most? And what tasks
did you end up like personally taking on?

Speaker:

I think I helped my team the most by kind of like putting the ideas together,
like someone will come up with a really great idea and then I could help
organize it or put it into like a more of plan. And yeah...

Interviewer:

And how did you feel that you did overall as a contributor of the team?

Speaker:

I think I did a good job. Yeah.

Interviewer:

So how did you feel about working with your team during Innovation Nation?
Did you like the team aspect or would you have preferred to work alone?

Speaker:

I like the team aspect. I think like working in groups is just more fun than
working alone.

Interviewer:

Why would you say that?
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Speaker:

Because like there's other ideas coming from other places. And it's not just
your ideas. And it's nice to have other people, like help you. Like if you have a
weakness, like other people might have it as their strength. So, yeah.

Interviewer:

And were there any times where you disagreed with the decisions of your
teammates or when your team had trouble coming to a consensus? And if there
were, you tell me like a story about that?

Speaker:

Yeah. So I think one time, I think two people had different ideas or something
little like one person when we were warming up to the idea , like making the
wallets. I know you heard about that, but we're trying to make a wallet. And I
think one person wanted it to have like a pocket and another person didn't want
to pocket. And I think they just kind of-- I mean, I never really got in, like I'll
fight or like an argument with anyone. But I think these like two girls say like
one person wanted a pocket and one person didn’t. And I think they just ended
up on agreeing to pick a pocket on the inside so like people wouldn’t see it as
much or something like that.

Interviewer:

So, there was like a little bit of a disagreement on your team, but not with you.
After brainstorming, we asked you to draw like two different rough
storyboards on poster boards and we gave you 30 minutes to do this. Did your
storyboards come out the way that you would've wanted them to? How did you
feel about the time constraint in general?

Speaker:

Well, we had four people in our groups and two people worked on one and two
people worked on the other. I think that it was smart, but also not because I
was working with someone and we kind of had like a separate idea on ours.
And then they had—the other two people had a separate idea of theirs. So we
didn’t really communicate that well. But I think-- like ours came out the way
we wanted it to, but then we didn't really see each other till the end. So we
weren't too happy about that because we had some suggestions for them, but
then it worked out in the end.
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Interviewer:

And then just as a general statement, we had three days to complete the entire
design thinking process. So we had pretty fast moving days over the course of
the three days. Did you feel any time pressure? And if you did, could you tell
me about it?

Speaker:

I think like the last day. It was kind of intense, like it probably usually is. But I
think just like building the prototype, some of us had to like leave lunch early
to fix it. I think this happens every year, though. People have to leave lunch
early, yeah, should work on it a little bit more. There's like final touches.

Interviewer:

Did you leave lunch early?

Speaker:

I didn't, but two of my group members did.

Interviewer:

Okay, so when you received feedback within your cohort after presenting your
two initial storyboards, how did you feel?

Speaker:

So, wait, can you repeat it?

Interviewer:

Sure. So, when you were pitching your story boards and your teams within
your cohort gave you feedback, how do you feel?

Speaker:

I think it was hard-- to like, you couldn’t defend your ideas. So, it's hard to say
like, thank you if you have, like an explanation for that. But I think it was
really good feedback, especially from the group leaders or the Bryant students
gave really good feedback too. And yeah, it just helped your design.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And did you like the format of doing the how to-- or what do we love
and have you considered?

Speaker:

I liked it, but I mean, sometimes I wish you could just—like, I liked ‘what do
you like?’. But I feel like the, like, ‘have considered’, is more helpful. But
yeah, I like them both. Gotcha.

Interviewer:

And what was it like when your group received feedback during that have you
considered portion? How did you feel?
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Speaker:

Well, it was hard. Like I was saying because you couldn’t, like, defend
yourself. But it also, like, opened your eyes to like new ideas or how to better
your prototype.

Interviewer:

And what kind of emotions did you experience when you had to adjust your
storyboard based on the feedback that you had received from other groups?

Speaker:

Sometimes it was hard to like let something go that you really liked, but if it
didn't work out or the feedback was kind of negative to that, you kind of had to
change it around to make it better. So I guess it was hard, but helpful too.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And was there like any instance in particular or any element of your
solution that you had to scrap that you remember kind of being like, ‘oh, that
stinks’ or ‘that has to go’?

Speaker:

I think that it was kind of-- One idea was like how would someone maintain
the grass space or kind of, like, keep track of it. And that was kind of weird to
think about that or what would happen realistically. But we didn't-- we never
really let go of anything, which was good.

Interviewer:

Let's see. So when you presented your initial physical prototypes to the other
groups on Thursday morning, how were you feeling?

Speaker:

Um, I think I was feeling-- you mean, like, when we presented the final piece?

Interviewer:

So on Thursday morning, we like got all Group A's together. So kind of how
were you feeling going into that?

Speaker:

I was I think I was feeling-- I mean, it was my third time doing it so I kind of
understood what it was like. I was kind of excited to see what other people had
made and what their ideas were. And yeah, a lot of my friends were in my
group, so I wasn't really nervous or anything.

Interviewer:

Gotcha and how did you feel in terms of your idea?
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Speaker:

I thought her idea was really creative, but I definitely think like after we-- like
the first time we presented to our group, I thought like, oh, really good idea
and theirs might be better than ours. But I think in general, we had a pretty
great creative and kind of realistic idea , like giving them like—realistically,
like, it didn't really matter like money and stuff like that. But yeah…

Interviewer:

How did you feel about your idea when you saw the solutions that other groups
were doing, so say maybe from the supermarket or from the assisted living?
How did you feel?

Speaker:

Well, I felt-- it felt-- it was like really creative space because I know like one
person did like fish tank walls for the assisted living area and I thought that
was really cool. And so, a lot of creativity and a lot of other good ideas. But I
also feel like people probably thought that our idea. You know, thinking like,
well, their idea is pretty cool. So, yeah, I thought it was cool to see other
people's.

Interviewer:

And was it difficult or easy for you to modify your physical prototype based on
the feedback that you got?

Speaker:

I think this year it was pretty easy. I know, like in the past years, it was a lot
harder. But I think this year we had kind of a pretty set plan. Obviously, we
modified it, like, over time. But I think from the beginning it was like pretty
good idea. And then we did change a little bit. So I think from the beginning to
the end, there wasn't too many changes.

Interviewer:

Was it easy or difficult for you personally to give feedback to other groups?

Speaker:

I think for me it was pretty easy because I, like, saw their idea and I thought,
oh, it's really great, but what if something else happened or something else
change it? Yeah, so for me, I think it was pretty easy.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And why do you think that it was easy for you?
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Speaker:

I think it was easy because I think sometimes I can be kind of creat-- creative
even though I think it's like more of a weakness. But sometimes I can see
something when I kind of like organize or add onto it. So I think it's just easy
for me to build up on ideas. So, yeah.

Interviewer:

And easier for you to come up with things that you loved about people's ideas
or things that they needed to consider?

Speaker:

Probably things they need to consider.

Interviewer:

Do you have any idea why?

Speaker:

Because I think sometimes it's easy to look at something and find the things
that are wrong with it instead of thinking, Oh, that's right, that's right. Like on a
task, like they usually just like x out things that are wrong. So kind of like,
yeah, you just look at the things that are wrong, like first.

Interviewer:

Let's see went we went outside and played the ballpoint game, which was the
game with the ping pong balls, you'd obviously done it before. So how did
your team do the first and second times? Did you kind of step back or did you
kind of take a leading role?

Speaker:

I kind of took a leading role, but I kind of forgot how to do it like the first time.
I think I the first or I don't think we did the first year. For the second year, I did
it . I forgot how we did it. So then this year, I didn't really know how . But I
think it's just kind of like like everyone has good ideas. So let everyone talk
and then like make a plan after. So I think-- we definitely got better along the
way. But there were lots of like disagreements during that game and kind of
like one person idea had an idea but another person had an idea, like one
person wanted to do a circle and pass balls around and one person want to do
like two lines and like throw them zigzag. So I think it was kind of hard, but in
the end, it was good.

Interviewer:

And how did you guys end up working through that with your different ideas?
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Speaker:

We kind of just would try one idea. And then if—if it didn't work, we’d say
okay, let's try that person's idea. So we, like, tested each one, which is why it
kinda took us a while to find the right one because we'd never really built up
on an idea. We kinda just said, oh, we'll scratch that and do a whole different
idea, like the two circle—like a circle on the outside and circle on the inside
and then we did like a zigzag. And, yeah.

Interviewer:

How did you guys feel when your mentors told you that some groups get over
200?

Speaker:

We kind of felt-- I think we felt really shocked because we only got like 50 and
we didn't even think it was possible to get two hundred kids because like
compared to other groups, we heard one group got like 12 one time or one
group got like 20. So comparing ourselves to them was like, really great. But
then like two hundred we were like, what were we doing wrong? Or like, what
happened? So yeah.

Interviewer:

How did you feel having your teachers and maybe your family and other
students see your solution on Thursday afternoon? What was that like for you?

Speaker:

Um, I think it was fun because you got to show your ideas without like being
judged, like you were judged. But then to those people, you didn't really have
to be judged so you could explain it in kind of a simpler way, I think. And just
I guess it must be really great for them to see all the different ideas, too.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel during the judging process? What was it like for you to
interact with the judges at your table?

Speaker:

Oh, I think it was like a little nerve-wracking because you didn't want to leave
out like a piece of information. And there were so many papers and
organizations. I think I was a little bit hard in that way. But it was it was kind
of fun to get judged on your piece, to see what other people thought in like a
scoring way.
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Interviewer:

And how did you feel when the winners were announced? Did you think that
your team might win?

Speaker:

No, I didn't think so, because I looked at a lot of other ideas and even in our
group , like I thought our idea was good, but I saw I think I saw other ideas in
our cohort that were better. And then walking out when we shared with the
diff-- when we did the poster board , what's it called like the four drawings
and we shared with other cohorts like I saw a lot of other really good ideas
there. So I just think that like it, like, depended on the problem you got and you
got to that. And yeah…

Interviewer:

On a scale from 1 to 10, with one being the lowest in 10 being the highest, how
confident were you in the solution that you came up with?

Speaker:

Probably like eight.

Interviewer:

And why would you say that?

Speaker:

Because I thought our idea was good and I was feeling pretty confident with it.
But there were a few things that I weren't sure about. And just like comparing
myself to others, I wasn't too sure about that.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And then on a scale from 1 to 10 , on the same scale so 1 being the
lowest and ten being the highest, how confident were you in the physical
prototype that you came up with?

Speaker:

I think probably more of like a seven because it was kind of simple and we
were missing pieces. We didn’t really have enough time to make all these
different pieces, but I think it worked out in the end.

Interviewer:

And then one more question for you. So how did you feel about the
brainstorming process and the dotmocracy voting? So dotmocracy is when you
put the stickers on each one?

Speaker:

Oh yeah, I really liked it because like one: people couldn't really see. I mean,
they could see, but they couldn't really tell which one you were actually putting
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on. People just kind of in general thought like, oh, some yellow dotted that or
someone like blue dotted that. And I think that was like, cool, because then you
have like the most-- it's kind of like the most votes get picked. So , yeah, I was
just like overall what most people thought was best or good, which was more
fun than like one person saying like this has to happen . And then no one else
saying like that—like, that ideas isn't really good because this way it's like kind
of more anonymous, I think.
Interviewer:

For sure. And how did your group decide on the idea that you ultimately
prototyped?

Speaker:

Well, I think if you people out a bunch of different ideas and then we were all
like a really easygoing group, like no one I guess no one really took the lead or
was like, we need to do this. We all just kind of were like, oh, like, whatever
you want. And the other people were like no, whatever you want. So we just
all decided as a group to like combine a bunch of ideas together.

Interviewer:

And how long would you say that that took you combine all those ideas
together?

Speaker:

Probably like 20 minutes at the beginning. And then obviously like along the
way, it worked itself up . And yeah, during the storyboard we changed things.
But the initial idea probably took like 15 minutes to talk about it, or like 20
minutes

Interviewer:

Is there anything that I didn't cover that you want to talk about?

Speaker:

No.

Interviewer:

All right, we're all set. Well, thank you so much.
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Interviewer:

Low Perfectionist 4
And then I'm going to run you through this document right here. So the first
paragraph just says, I'm Catherine, I go to Bryant, and I'm doing a project on
Innovation Nation. Then it says that your parents and your school agree to this,
but I'm not going to share the data with them or your parents either. There
there's no right or wrong answers to what I'm going to say. They're very open
ended. So if you could just be as truthful as possible, I would appreciate it. If
at any time you don't want to continue the interview, you're more than
welcome to step out. And if there's any questions you don't want to answer,
you can just say pass and we'll skip over it. So if you do agree to that, then you
can go ahead and sign that for me. And then I'm just going to ask you the same
questions that I've asked everyone to. So I'm going to start with some super
easy question for you. So what's your name?

Speaker:

[redacted].

Interviewer:

And what grade are you in?

Speaker:

I'm in seventh grade.

Interviewer:

And how long have you been at Lincoln?

Speaker:

Four. This is my fourth year.

Interviewer:

So I'm just gonna give you a quick overview about the program, just because
it's been over a month. On the first day we learned about the design thinking
process. You got the reveal and you opened up the present. We went on the
field visit and you wrote down all your observations on the post-it notes. Fast
forward to day two, you thought of your how might we questions you
brainstormed solutions and you voted on them. Then we went outside, played
the ballpoint game. We made the storyboards and then you received more
feedback. And then on the third day, you came up with your final prototype.
You received your final feedback. You made those last minute tweaks and then
you presented your ideas to your parents and your classmates. So can you tell
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me a little bit about your experience at Innovation Nation last month? And was
this your first time in the program? What cohort are you in and what was your
final solution on?
Speaker:

So I did it last year as well. And my group, we got along very well. And we
had the question then about the assisted living centers and our solution, we sort
of came up with two ideas. And when we presented them, one was a
personalized schedule for their day and then another was a room with music
and just instruments that they could play. And after getting feedback from the
rest of our cohort, we decided on just focusing on the music room idea and we
sort of turned it into an all sort of arts room.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. What was your favorite part about the program? What did
you find most enjoyable?

Speaker:

Well, this year, my team especially, we got along very well. And one of the
girls on our team, she made like these little paper boxes and she taught us how
to do it. And we incorporated that in our design. And just we used a lot of our
experiences into our final product.

Interviewer:

Oh, that's really cool. Were there any parts of the program that you disliked or
wish were different? And if there were, just tell me about it?

Speaker:

I think that it was a lot better last year in terms-- than last year in terms of
getting outside more. I liked this year's presentations more and if there is
anything to improve, I think probably just more like more of the games like the
ballpoint game to more just like getting up and doing things.

Interviewer:

All right, now we're going to kind of dive into the questions. So you might
remember on the first day we came up with team contracts where we were able
to write your strengths and your weaknesses. Do you remember what you
wrote for your strengths and weaknesses if you don't specifically remember,
just like what are your strengths and weaknesses?
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Speaker:

I think I wrote down that I was a good leader if I needed to be, but I could also
step down. And for my weaknesses, I said that I was-- I lose interest in things
when it comes to art or anything like drawing and that I'm indecisive.

Interviewer:

There you go. And as you look back on your experience over --- over the three
days, what would you say your strengths were during the program?

Speaker:

Umm, I think presenting our ideas in front of the class and different people and
just getting feedback was one of my strengths in our group and, uh,
formulating ideas.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And how did you help your team the most?

Speaker:

Like I said, presenting and I don't know. We sort of all helped each other in
every area

Interviewer:

How did you feel about working with you? So I know you touched on this a
little bit, but I have to ask the same questions. So how did you feel about
working with your team during Innovation Nation? Did you like the team
aspect or do you would you have preferred to work alone?

Speaker:

So like I said, yeah, I really liked my team, especially more than last year, too.
We got to-- it was nice to bounce ideas off from each other and just get more
points…

Interviewer:

So compared to last year's team, did your personalities click better or did your
strengths weaknesses click better? Like what? What overall can be a better
experience for you?

Speaker:

It was our personalities, like last year I was with these two girls who they were
friends outside of Innovation Nation. And then that we were sort of-- it was
like the two of them and the two of us. And our personalities didn’t really
click.
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Interviewer:

So it was a much better experience this year, that’s good to hear. So were there
any times where you disagreed with the decisions of people on your team and
if they're working, you tell me about it?

Speaker:

Um, wow, I don't remember any specific thing that stood out to me. I'm sure
there was like a couple of minor things.

Interviewer:

And was there any time when your team had trouble coming to a consensus?

Speaker:

More with the two ideas. We were-- because we got a lot of feedback from the
residents about our one. But the rest of the feedback we got was from people in
our cohort was more leaning towards the music room. So we were trying to
balance that out.

Interviewer:

So after brainstorming, we asked your group to draw two rough storyboards.
We gave you 30 minutes to do that. Did you feel like there was enough time to
make the storyboards look the way that you wanted them to? And how overall
did you feel about that time constraint?

Speaker:

No, I don't feel like there has a lot of time because we got to finish one of ours
well. And the other one, we just got to sketch out and we didn't get to color
that one in and we didn't have enough time to make a final one either-- fully.

Interviewer:

And how did that make you feel at that timing?

Speaker:

It was pretty stressful. But we also two of us did one, two of us did the other
poster. So it wasn't as stressed, but it was like we didn't get to bring our poster
out to the final thing at the end.

Interviewer:

So you said that 2 and 2, so was your group the one that ended up sketching or
like which poster board did you work on?

Speaker:

I worked the with one other person I forget who, but we worked on the music
room storyboard and then like I was like coloring in it-- Oh, no. I worked on
the other one.
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Interviewer:

And so, I know that you talked a little bit about the time constraint overall. So
we had three days to complete the entire design thinking process, so we did
have pretty fast moving days over the course of the three days. Other than the
storyboarding aspect, did you feel that there was time pressure in other facets?
Or at other times?

Speaker:

Not necessarily, because what we did was one person went down stairs from
our group and made the entire, like, outside sort of diorama room sort of thing
and the rest of us did-- worked upstairs making the pieces that would go inside
. And then we met together. There was a little at the end where we didn't get to
like fully glue everything on, but I think it was pretty good.

Interviewer:

So I know you talked about the feedback a little bit before. So when you
received feedback within your own cohort, so within that room, after
presenting your initial two storyboards , how did you feel?

Speaker:

I felt good because we got definitely more feedback from the music room. We
got a lot more than what they were giving to other people. And I liked that
even constructive because it made them formulate ideas and it gave them ideas.

Interviewer:

Gotcha . And did you like that format? You're like anticipating my questions
here. Did you like the format of what do we love? And have you considered
how do you feel about that format?

Speaker:

I liked that. Yeah, I like that because you get to hear what people like and then
what other ideas that you could work on.

Interviewer:

What was it like when your group received feedback during the have you
considered portion? How did you feel during that?

Speaker:

I was getting really excited with how many people were talking for our music
room one. But for the other one, no one really said anything. So it was a little
awkward, but it was like, ehh.
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Interviewer:

And what emotions did you experience when you had to adjust that storyboard
based on the feedback?

Speaker:

I felt honestly really excited because that's where we got the idea of making it
all art, you know, painting and stuff. And so, it kind of shifted our thing, made
our idea less broad or more broad. And I felt excited because I got to see
something form that I liked even more than our original one.

Interviewer:

Let’s see. So when you presented your initial prototypes to the other cohorts,
so when you went in like Team A, Team B, Team C, you know, that kind of
thing on Thursday morning, how are you feeling in terms of your emotions and
how are you feeling about the prototype that you were bringing to that room?

Speaker:

I felt pretty good about our idea. Our prototype wasn't really completed yet. It
was very empty. So I felt-- I didn't feel as good about our prototype, but about
our idea, I felt good.

Interviewer:

How did you feel about your idea when you saw the other groups present
theirs?

Speaker:

So after that, I thought there's a very interesting and I thought ours might not
have been as innovative as other people's. But I still felt confident that it was
what the people at the assisted living centers would like.

Interviewer:

It totally makes sense and wasn't easy or difficult for you to modify your
physical prototype based on the feedback that you've gotten on Thursday
morning?

Speaker:

All we had to do really was just add more stuff, so it was pretty easy.

Interviewer:

How was it for you personally, was it easy or difficult to come up with
feedback to give to other groups?

Speaker:

I found it difficult because I wasn't given-- we weren't given a lot of time
because you're not going to think about it for a long time. But it was difficult to
think because when you were working on your own, it takes an extremely long
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time to not extremely, but longer than like a couple minutes to form ideas and
it sort of seemed rushed.
Interviewer:

In general, you say that would you say that you'd like to think about things for
a long time before you present them and give them out, like show them to
people? Or are you the kind of person who can think of something pretty fast
and then show it to people?

Speaker:

It all depends on the subject or what we're talking about. Gotcha.

Interviewer:

What do you think ? What kinds of subjects does are you faster within which
ones? And which ones take a little bit longer?

Speaker:

Well , like literature or reading something and then they're asking for feedback.
I usually am pretty quick with that stuff , but more concepts like math or
science concepts, I try and think about the concept fully in detail before I start
saying something.

Interviewer:

And what's it easier for you to come up with things that you loved about
people's ideas? Or was it easier for you to come up with things that people
needed to improve on?

Speaker:

I think it was easier to come up with things I loved because a lot of times what
they were talking about, you know, you all that the people would have said, I
forget what she said . Exactly but Professor Butler, about the faster horses. Oh,
yeah. Yeah. It felt like that because you can't think of another whole other
thing to improve their design.

Interviewer:

So then when we went outside and we played the ballpoint game, which was
the ping pong ball game, roughly , how did your teams-- how'd your team do
during the first and second rounds?

Speaker:

First and second rounds? Pretty bad. We got, I think the first round like for
ping pong balls in and we didn't know who put it in-- who started it off, so who
would be have to put it in . We didn't know that.
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Interviewer:

So how did you feel when your mentors were like some people get two
hundred in two minutes? How do you feel?

Speaker:

I was like there has to be a right way to do this. Like, I thought we were doing
it so wrong and there was some fancy way.

Interviewer:

How did your team come up with a new strategy in two minutes? What kind of
worked best for your team in terms of planning and preparing?

Speaker:

Some of the 8th graders really took charge in that and sort of were explaining.
And then we found the circle idea was good. And one time, it just like-- we
were so confused and there was this one person who had I catch balls from
three different people , and so we were like, so one person you to go to the
outside. It was just based on previous rounds.

Interviewer:

How did you feel having your teachers, maybe your family and other students
see your solution on Thursday afternoon?

Speaker:

I was really excited. It was a lot of fun. It was like everything's over now. We
ended up getting second place.

Interviewer:

How did you feel when you won? Describe to me. Talk me through that.

Speaker:

I was really excited because I really liked like I’ve said this a lot I know, I
really liked our team that year and that it was a lot of fun just to have that
reward at the end.

Interviewer:

And that's really, really good. And how did you feel about the judging process?
What was it for like for you to interact with the judges?

Speaker:

Oh, it was pretty good because I'm very comfortable speaking in front of
people and it was really hard to hear each other because of all the loud noise.
But we had a system worked out, so one version would talk about the first step.
And then the next person…
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Interviewer:

So I know that your team did win, but leading up to it, did you guys think that
you were going to win? How what was your feeling going into the ceremony
where they kind of named the winners?

Speaker:

I didn't really think about it that much. I don't really think about that stuff that
much. But when we were getting the feedback for the first time for our cohorts,
I was like, wow, this is good

Interviewer:

That’s good. All right. So, on a scale of 1 to 10 with one being the lowest, ten
being the highest. How confident were you in the solution that your group
came up with?

Speaker:

In the end, one being the lowest? Can I do half? I would say about to have
seven and a half.

Interviewer:

And why would you say seven and a half?

Speaker:

Because I was pretty confident, but I also knew that ours, like wasn't as fancy-like technology, like STEAM-wise, you know? But I felt like it was a good
idea for what they could do with the open space and…

Interviewer:

And then on the same scale, with 1 being the lowest , ten being the highest ,
how confident are you in the physical prototype that your group came up with
?

Speaker:

Um, five, because there was this girl on our team and she was very art-oriented
and she made like a beautiful piano in our thing. But it also just seemed empty,
kind of because we worked on like the little details.

Interviewer:

Yeah. Gotcha. Okay, have one more question, so how did you feel about the
brainstorming process in a dotmocracy, which is when you put the stickers
everywhere? How do you feel about that process?

Speaker:

I found it-- I really like that way of coming up with ideas, but also just trying
to get out of that sort of.
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Speaker:

This is what it is now. This is you know, where it sort of can expand. It's kind
of difficult to think of like the car. That whole thing would give a whole
different idea. And I like the idea that there's like no bad ideas. But it was hard
to write down like a super crazy idea, just like in a couple of minutes, a couple
seconds.

Interviewer:

And how did your group ultimately decide on the music room that you ended
up prototyping?

Speaker:

Well, it was one it was one of the ones that got a couple yellow sticky notes on
it. And then the green sticky note-- the green stickers was the sheet where it
was from the make your own schedule, that was the green sticker and then the
yellow. And then I think our blue idea was having a pool. So, it was just
seemed to be the most interesting idea out of all of them.

Interviewer:

How long would you say that it took your group to come up with the final
idea?

Speaker:

Like, overall, for the final prototype or?

Interviewer:

Yeah.

Speaker:

It took the whole time all three days because of all the processes of getting
feedback and building upon our idea. But I'd say by the second half of the last
day, we had it like a solid.

Interviewer:

That sounds good. And then is there anything that I didn't cover that you want
to talk about for Innovation Nation?

Speaker:

Don't think so.

Interviewer:

All right, well, thank you so much for helping me, I really appreciate it.
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Interviewer:

Low Perfectionist 5
So basically , I'm going to go over this with you just to make sure that you're
okay with everything , so basically just as my name's Catherine , that I'm a
junior at Bryant and I'm doing my project on Innovation Nation. Basically, this
form is asking you to participate. Both your parents and your school said that it
was okay for you to participate and I just want to be double check that it is
okay with you. I won't share any of your responses with your school or with
your parents. Don't worry about that. So, I do just ask that you're super honest
with me. My questions are super open ended and there are no right or wrong
answers. I just want to look at the design thinking process as a whole. So I'm
looking more about your feelings going through it and less about the structure
of the program. If you don't want to answer a question, that's totally fine. You
can say pass and any of the questions I'm on. Then if you don't want to
continue the interview at any time, that's totally fine too. You can just say it
and then we'll be done. Basically, that's what it says.

Speaker:

Should I write my name here?

Interviewer:

Yes, If you don't mind. And today is the 30th too. So basically I'm asking you
the same questions I've asked everyone else. So it's super standard. So what
grade are you in ?

Speaker:

I’m in seventh.

Interviewer:

And how long have you been at Lincoln?

Speaker:

This would be my second year. So I started in sixth grade.

Interviewer:

And has your year been so far?

Speaker:

Good.

Interviewer:

Are you excited for summer? Got any big plans?

Speaker:

Going to camp!
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Interviewer:

That's fun. So, I'm just going to start with like a quick review of the program.
So, on the first day we learned about the design thinking process just as
whole, you got your project reveal and you open up the present. And we went
on our field visit when you wrote down your observations on your stickies.
Then on the second day, we came up with the how might we questions, you
started brainstorming the solutions. And then you voted on them. Then we
went outside and played the ball game with the ping pong balls. We made our
storyboards and then we received some feedback. Then you came back with
your physical prototype on the third day that you received feedback and you
made your final tweaks and then you presented it. So, basically leading into
that. Can you tell me a little bit about your experience on Innovation Nation?
Was it your first time in the program? What cohort were you in and kind of
what was on your final solution?

Speaker:

That was my second year and we were in Cohort One this year. And it's fun
because you can look honestly-- it's fun because you get to learn about all that
kind of stuff and you get too-- There's a lot of freedom in thinking about it.
And the different subjects like there is , in my opinion , what my favorite part
is brainstorming because you can really brainstorm anything and it doesn't
have to be wrong and it you can actually incorporate it feeling final thing even
though it would-- It's not like possible, possible. There's a lot of freedom in it
because you don't, you're not given like a budget or anything. So it's easy. And
I also it also gave you confidence to talk to other people. Like when we had to
go on the field visits. Yeah.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. So were there any parts that you disliked about the program
or were a little bit different?

Speaker:

Well, I personally didn't really like the wallet game thing like we did last year
too. I wasn't like, I didn't really get anything from it. So, I personally didn't
really like that part.
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Interviewer:

Gotcha. On the first day, you might remember that we filled out a team
contract. I mean, you wrote down your strengths and weaknesses, even if you
don't remember specifically what you wrote. Can you speak to kind of what
your strengths and weaknesses are in general?

Speaker:

Well, my strengths is that I personally think I'm outgoing and I'm very
positive. But my weaknesses, if I could also be a little bossy. I try to control it,
but sometimes it's hard to, because it's a team effort and it's not just you. So,
you have to let other people think and talk.

Interviewer:

So as you look back on this experience or the three day Innovation Nation
program, what do you say that your strengths were during those three days?

Speaker:

Probably like away from my weaknesses, probably um, probably like actually
working with the people because if they're mixed grades and you've got to
know them and you get to know the people. So like it was easy for me to work
with them and understand how they worked and it was… yeah.

Interviewer:

How do you feel like you helped your team the most?

Speaker:

I feel like I helped my team the most in kind of helping them understand more
of what Innovation Nation was, because there were two people who didn't do it
beforehand. And I remember it was just like explaining to like what the
program was. Like because it was a lot related to what we did last year. So I,
like, helped to explain that.

Interviewer:

And were there any tasks that you personally took on? Um, how do you feel
that you did with them if you didn't take on some personally?

Speaker:

Like, what do you mean?

Interviewer:

So like, if there were anything like over the three days like that, you kind of
took charge of? Or that you were kind of in charge of doing?
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Speaker:

Well, I feel like I helped a lot with the prototype and where to place stuff. And,
like the main idea of what we're going to have in the prototype and that I was
kind of like… yeah.

Interviewer:

How do you think like how do you felt that it came out? Or how do you feel
like you did?

Speaker:

I felt like I did pretty good. Like I incorporated from what we did last year,
and, like and like my team. We had a really good team and I like my little
[Group] A. and so we they were understanding and I don't know I’m answering
your question right….

Interviewer:

There's no right answer. So, yes, you're good.

Speaker:

So, but like I felt I did pretty good. Like, I was not being too bossy, but also
incorporating other people's ideas in it, too. So it was really good.

Interviewer:

So how did you feel about you kind of touched on this , but we're just going to
ask you this question directly. How did you feel about working with your team
during Innovation Nation? [Speaker begins to talk] Go ahead.

Speaker:

It was really fun. And I got to. It's a lot it's a lot more fun, especially since
you're mixing with other grades, because you don't, we don't really get to know
each other a lot during the like during the actual school year. We do make like
talk to them, but we don't get to know them as well as we got to know them in
Innovation Nation. And I feel like we collaborated a lot and now we talk a lot
more and like and I know who they are and I know that they're not scary. So
you make more friends.

Interviewer:

So did you like the team aspect or would you prefer to work alone?

Speaker:

I liked the team aspect because they felt like they had really good ideas that I
wouldn’t have thought of. And I like the four teams, like I don't like big teams.
But I like small four teams. So, it feels like our whole cohort as a team and not
individual teams. I don't know if I would like that as much because there are so
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many people talking and there are so many ideas that like some we couldn't do.
And it's just like it gets unorganized in my personal opinion.
Interviewer:

Gotcha. And were there any times where you disagree with the decisions of
your team members or any times when your team kind of had a trouble coming
to a consensus?

Speaker:

Well, not that I remember. But I feel like we all we wanted to incorporate
many of the ideas that we brainstormed. So, but we had to cut down a couple.
And like, I really want to do this idea. But like, I knew that it was probably not
like the like it wouldn't incorporate what we were also doing. So, we just
ditched that idea and went with ideas that we were mainly doing.

Interviewer:

And how did it feel when you had to ditch that idea that you liked?

Speaker:

Well, I started there and I was like, oh I was sad because I really like the idea
and I wanted to do it like it would… I was okay after awhile. I was like, oh,
this is fine. It would have incorporated with our project and like what we
wanted to do anyways. So, I kind like it was okay. I was okay after awhile.

Interviewer:

I gotcha. I was just like the initial thing that it's like a little hard?

Speaker:

Yes.

Interviewer:

So after brainstorming, we asked you to draw the two rough storyboards. We
gave you about 30 minutes to do that. Do you feel like there was enough time
to make the storyboards look the way that you wanted them to?

Speaker:

Well, I mean, I think me and my partner, we split up sort of, but we did good.
And like, I felt like it wasn't the ideal time we wanted. Like, I felt like it was
45 minutes. We would have gotten over a little bit better than we did before . It
would have been… Just like not stressful because really , my gosh , we only
have 15 minutes to do all of this because usually you have to plan out what you
want it to look like and what you want on the board. And that takes time, like it
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doesn't take a lot of time and it doesn't like not to doesn't take any time, so it
takes time to do it.
Interviewer:

Gotcha. And so, kind of talking generally about the three-day program, we
only have three days to go through the entire design thinking process. So, we
had pretty fast-moving days. Over the course of the three days, did you feel
any time pressure, and if you did, can you tell me about it?

Speaker:

Well, I felt like we felt a little time pressure, like especially when we were
prototyping or just finalizing our ideas because we only had like an hour like to
do the prototyping. And in my personal experience from last year, we had like
almost a day and a half to do it because you guys change it up a little bit. So it's
a lot more stress, it's a lot more stressful. Plus, we did not have a lot of
materials like we have the materials that some people need it. So it was-- it was
hard to work around.

Interviewer:

What a good word! You learned! So, you had to do a little bit of a work
around? And how did that make you feel like? Initially, when there wasn't
enough material, it wasn't enough time?

Speaker:

Well, it kind of it was hard to like kind of incorporate, not incorporate, but I
don't know the word. But it was--. Well, it was hard to kind of pass on and say,
‘oh , this is like what work and it won't be like ideal to what we wanted , but
it's good enough’ . It was hard to do that because I remember the boxes like we
needed a specific box. And then like, either they were reserved for a team or
like it wasn't the correct size or anything. And that was hard for us because we
did a diorama of the store, and we needed a specific size. And I felt like it
came out well, but like we still could have used a different box or there's like
different not as many glue sticks. Like, I swear we went through so many glue
sticks. And, yeah.

Interviewer:

So when you receive feedback from your cohort after presenting your two
initial storyboards, how did you feel?
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Speaker:

Well, some of them felt a little, you know, hard to take in because, you know
you’re like, oh no, I thought this was such a good idea. But even though, like,
if you're just supposed to take them and say thank you, it was hard to tell
people that, like you're planning to do something if you forgot to add it. And
also, if they didn't like if they-- there was a lot of critical feedback. It was hard
to take that because you have to, like fix it, like all. And you wanted to fix it
all, but some things you can't fix . So it was hard. But then like we went
through it, we got through it.

Interviewer:

And did you like the format for the feedback? That was like how what do we
love or have you considered?

Speaker:

I liked it, yeah. It was easy or it wasn't easy, but it was like it was organized
and it was… And you need it was good because you've got a bunch of like
good feedback in the beginning. And then it went on to critical like thinking…
Or asking the critical question. Critical feedback. And then and then it like you
kind of see what people like about your idea. But you also see what people
think you can improve on. So it was a good balance of what you wanted to
hear, what you didn't really want to hear.

Interviewer:

What was it like for you personally when your group kind of did receive
feedback for the critical feedback portion?

Speaker:

Well, we were kind of nervous at first because like it was a competition or we
were kind of sad, but then we went through it and we did what we could. And I
felt like it came out pretty well after the feedback, because the feedback did
help a lot. But some of it, it was just like if you got we kinda got medium
amounts, you know, people like think our idea is bad. But then we went on and
fixed it and it was better. So…

Interviewer:

So initially, it kind of hurt? And then you kind of were able to make sense of
it?

Speaker:

Yeah.
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Interviewer:

And what kind of emotions did you experience when you had to adjust your
storyboard?

Speaker:

Well, I don't really know. So honestly, I don't know how to answer your
question.

Interviewer:

That’s okay. When you presented your initial prototypes to the other groups on
Thursday morning, so kind of when you went off with the other group A’s that
time, how are you feeling about your idea and your prototype at that point?

Speaker:

Well, I felt like it was and it was I felt we were feeling really proud because it
was our idea. I think we had a really good idea of the cohorts, not the other half
of the other ideas were bad. But like I felt I was just coming together really
well. And then when we went to see the other cohorts we were like, wow,
those are really good. So we've had some self-doubt. But then we were like,
no, this is good. We fixed it what we need it to fix. And then we went to go on
and present.

Interviewer:

So that was kind of my next question. How did you guys feel about your idea
when you saw the other groups?

Speaker:

Well, we felt we still felt like it was good, but then we also felt like others
might have been better. So we had some self-doubt. But then kind of after the
critical feedback, it was, um, we got better, our idea got better. And that's
mainly because our idea wasn't fully put together and people couldn’t really
see the full thing. So like when I was completely done, we were like, oh, this is
good because like we saw the other people's were almost all done. But ours, we
still needed to add so much. So then after when we looked at it like fully, I
think we did a pretty good job.

Interviewer:

Was it difficult or easy for you to modify your physical prototype based on the
feedback that you got?

Speaker:

Well, it was hard to physically do it because some of the stuff was already
glued. Ae already glued on some stuff. So like we had to kind of think of a
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plan B of like how we do it. So we would like we have a button and it was too
low. And so we, in our presentation, we said that it was going to be higher,
but-- so we kind of improvised with it if it was already done and we couldn't
really fix it physically. So...
Interviewer:

And for you personally, was it easy or difficult to come up with feedback for
other groups?

Speaker:

Well, I feel like it was easy because I like--- I like thinking of cool ideas.
Personally, I like thinking about how things could be better and like how it
could be a better design. And even though it's a really good design I like, I like
to tweak stuff. But like only if they want to, it's not like, oh, you have to. If
they want to.

Interviewer:

And would you say that it's a little bit easier for you to come up with stuff that
you love about other people's ideas or stuff that they should consider and to
work on?

Speaker:

I feel like, to consider and work on. I don't know. I don't really know why. But
just for me, it's easier for that.

Interviewer:

Gotcha. And so, we went when we went outside to play the ballpoint game,
which was the game at the ping pong balls, how did your team do during the
first two rounds?

Speaker:

Okay. So, our team did really bad. And but in some like, we didn't have
enough time to talk because a lot of times we tried to control it, but it's hard
because everybody wanted to talk. So like people were talking to each other-over each other and then we kind of changed it over time. We kind of got the
idea of what we need to do and we changed it in the final one and we did pretty
good. So, yeah.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel when Katie told you that some groups get over 200?
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Speaker:

We felt it was we felt like it was impossible. So, because we were just like,
how did they get both of these boxes of ping pong balls without like dropping
any? Like, so how is this how are they so perfect? And we're just like over here
jumping over 200 balls.

Interviewer:

So, what would you say worked best for your team? Like in terms of planning
and preparing for what to like change your formations? Like during those two
minutes, what plan worked best?

Speaker:

I feel like when we, after a couple of the trial and error, we got the idea of
what, we needed to do. So we I think what worked best was we tried to talk
like one by on . So , yeah. And what worked best was seeing what didn't work
and seeing what did work and improvising or like adding a little bit to it to
make it work fully.

Interviewer:

So how did you feel having your teachers and maybe your family and other
classmates come to see your idea? Can you talk me through that experience a
little bit?

Speaker:

So it was a little stressful because you're afraid. Since they’re just staring at
you , judging you and looking and you're not sure if they like it or not . So you
won't really say anything. Like usually they'll just say, oh, I like it just
sometimes to make you feel good. Sometimes if they don't want to be mean.
But it was hard because like you had to talk and like say everything, but then
you only have limited time to say it. So it was a lot of times, we had to take
away some of the stuff that was hard. But like we took it, we took it away
anyways because it wasn't as important as the main thing we had to explain.

Interviewer:

And how did you feel during the judging process ? What was it like for you to
interact with the judges?

Speaker:

So I feel like it was hard to get everything that explained what the project was,
explain what we had, explain what we did and everything and plus our
prototype . So I felt it was a lot harder to do that than to other people because
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it's more stressful and you see it's a judge, then you have more free way when
it's not a judge because it has to be perfect to be able to be, like, a good
explanation. And it has to take like less than five minutes or it was a eight.
There was a time there was a time restriction and it was hard to do that. Like
get all the information in just eight or five minutes.
Speaker:

And how did you feel when the winners were announced? Were you thinking
that your team might win?

Interviewer:

Well, yes, I was thinking that my team might win. But even that my team
didn't, someone from my cohort did. And we felt really proud. I personally felt
proud for them. And in the end, I was like, it doesn't really matter if we win or
lose . It just matters that we like trying and learned in the process.

Interviewer:

And do you feel like you did that?

Speaker:

Yeah!

Interviewer:

That's awesome. So on a scale from 1 to 10, with is 10 being the highest , how
confident did you feel like the overall solution, an idea of what your group
came up with?

Speaker:

Probably an eight. It was like I felt pretty confident, but then I was like, but
there are other people who had, I think, better ideas . But you can't steal ideas
because that's just mean and cheating. But like some people had better ideas.
So, yeah.

Interviewer:

And then on that same scale with 1 being lowest and 10 being highest, how
confident are you in the physical prototype? So kind of the diagram that you
made?

Speaker:

Probably like a night know an eight point five because it was pretty good and it
came out really well in my opinion. But there were some roadblocks where we
had we tried to make the kiosk. But it didn't we didn't have enough materials,
like decent materials that we wanted. And plus, we only had a limited space, so
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we had to squeeze everything in. And so that was hard. But I feel like an eight
point five it was a little bit more. Yeah.
Interviewer:

So you have one last question for you. So how did you feel about the Britain's
drawing process in a dotmocracy? So the sticker voting.

Speaker:

Oh , I like the sticker voting , but I feel it was it was fun because it's stickers
and also but it was hard because you only have a limited amount of stickers
and you couldn't ,like , go on like all the ideas you had to. It was hard to
choose between two sticky notes when you add one more sticker left. So it was
just it was hard not having a limited amount of stickers that you could put on
the sticky notes or your brainstorm.

Interviewer:

How did your group decide the idea that you ultimately prototyped?

Speaker:

I feel like we ,I think, we kind of took some of the ideas that we liked and then
we put them together and took some out that we didn't think would go together
with our main idea. And we kind of like added some, we took some away, and
then combined them all to make the big prototype.

Interviewer:

How long would you say that took?

Speaker:

Probably like 20, not 20 minutes. Like 15 minutes. It didn't take that long, but
it also didn't take… It wasn't like that [snaps]. It was like it took a little bit of
thinking and seeing what we would like, what it could what would be good in
having this idea and what would be the best.

Interviewer:

All right. So here's my last question: is there anything that I didn't cover that
you want to talk about for Innovation Nation and anything like any closing
comments or anything?

Speaker:

Well, I feel like the topics were the same then from last year. And I feel like I
remember one time we talked about innovation nation and the topics in class in
like my class said it would be a cool thing to maybe do it other than just like
the like Wayland Square and stuff like that. But also like globally and like
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come a kind of like climate and like it could be like how might we like I forget
what it was, but like more like a bigger picture. But I take your picture kind of
thing, except that it's not like, well, stuff that you see in the news. But I kind of
was like how the world is changing and stuff like that and like how we could
do something. I felt like my class liked that idea. So it was like a bigger range
of questions. I know you guys put together a lot. We worked really hard on
this.
Interviewer:

But like a bigger range of questions, I think that's really important feedback.
No, I really appreciate that. Thank you so much.
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Low Perfectionist 6
Interviewer: Just before we start, we are going to go over a few things. What we are going to
do today is I'm just going to ask you a few follow-up questions about your
experience with Innovation Nation and all you have to do is just tell me you're
feeling. The questions are open ended, there are no correct answers. I am not
going to share your responses with anyone. It's more about how you felt during
the process and less about the structure. If you don't want to participate, that’s ok.
If there’s any question you don't want to answer, you don't have to. If you agree,
could you just sign this. I asked everyone the same question so I'm just going to
ask you. Please just give me your honest answer. What grade are you in?
Speaker:

I’m in seventh grade.

Interviewer: How long have you been at Lincoln?
Speaker:

Since I was two.

Interviewer: Oh wow. So first, we’re just going to review the program overall. So remember
on the first day, we began learning about the design thinking process. You got
your project reveal, so you unwrapped the present. We on our field visit, you
wrote down all of your observations on post-its with your group, you thought of
your ‘How Might We’ questions, you brainstormed your solutions, you voted on
your solutions, you went outside and played the ball point game, made your
story boards and received feedback. Then on the third day, you came up with
your prototype, received more feedback, you made your final tweaks, presented
your ideas to your parents, teachers and classmates who were at the expo. So, we
are going to start off with our first question: so can you tell me a little about your
experience with Innovation Nation. Just tell me kind of about it you know what
team you were on, what cohort you were in and what you final solution was, and
like those kind of things.
Speaker:

Umm, I was paired with two 6th graders and then one eighth grader and at first I
kind of like wasn't too open because I didn't have another person in my grade. It
was like some of the groups were kind of not match right. So like some groups
had like six people and we only have three, but it was easier to get comfortable
with the amount of people in our group. So first we kind of did these like
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introduction games and I'm not too much a fan of introduction games, so it was not
very fun but. I'm not really sure I don't remember that.
Interviewer: Don’t worry. I am going to ask you some promopter questions. You participated
last year, how does this year compare?
Speaker:

I liked it much better this year than last. Last year, I was the only six grader on
my team so like, while I did know the people in my team but it wasn't like I could
actually disagree with stuff you know? Since I was the youngest.

Interviewer: Ok, do you remember which cohort you were in?
Speaker:

I do not remember the number, but the one that did Wayland Square. We created
a rooftop garden going over all of the stores. How much should I explain?

Interviewer: As much as you want. You can keep going.
Speaker:

It’s kinda hard to remember now that everything is kind of gone now.

Interviewer: That's cool that's awesome what were your favorite parts of the program what did
you find most enjoyable?
Speaker:

When we actually got to go outside. My favorite time was the activities. They
were fun and plus I don't like the brainstorming that much.

Interviewer: You just said you did not like the brainstorming, were there any other parts that
you did not like, or wished were a little bit different?
Speaker:

I didn't necessarily dislike this part, but like I got kind of, I don't really know, but
when we had to go outside and interview people. They kind of told us questions
to ask but they didn't really help us on how to actually approach people and like
what kind of people we should approach. They didn’t give us do’s and don’ts
kind of things.

Interviewer: That makes sense. It can be kinda stressful to talk to people you don’t know. So
you might remember, as a team, you filled out a contract on the first day. So you
recall what you wrote down as some of your personal strengths and some of your
personal challenges?
Speaker:

Ahhh. One of the things that I wrote down as my challenges was like coming up
with ideas and brainstorming. I wrote down for my strengths, I wrote down that I
am artistic.
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Interviewer: You look back on your experience in the program what do you say that the
strengths that you brought to the table during those three days.
Speaker:

In the group I was kinda the mediator and I kind of like made sure everyone on
the team was on the same track together because we were kind of confused on
what we were going to do. I was a bit stressed out about it and then I was like
this a mess and then we it would just still But I kind of just worked to make sure
everyone's on the same page.

Interviewer: So you were like the mediator. What tasks did you end up personally taking on
and how did you feel that you did and complete those tasks?
Speaker:

Most of the stuff I remember was kind of just from the building part. It was one
of my favorite things so I did a lot of building. I also made sure that I did a lot of
just helping plan it out and assigning jobs. We had one of those giant task lists
and we would just cross everything off. So If anyone came up with or gave an
idea, I was the one to write it down in like cross it off the list. So, I was a general
helper.

Interviewer: And was it your idea to come up with the general task list, or someone else's?
Speaker:

Ummm… I think it was my idea to come up with the general task list, but I am
not completely sure.

Interviewer: How do you feel about working with your team during Innovation Nation? Did
you like the team aspect or would you have preferred to work alone?
Speaker:

I liked the team aspect like I really enjoyed working with all the people in my
group this year and it wasn't like people I didn't like, so that was good. I don't
think I would have preferred to work alone. Working alone would have been
challenging since this is a pretty big project .

Interviewer: Were there any times that you disagreed with the decisions that your teammates
made or any times when your team had trouble coming to a consensus?
Speaker:

Like as I said at the beginning of the project, we were not sure what scale we
were going to build the building. We were going to do model and like how we
were going to do the buildings. The eighth grader in our group was like ‘we
should make it smaller’, so she just kinda went off and she got the cardboard and
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started doing stuff. And everyone else was like we are going to do something else. I
had to run between and make sure that there was no annoyance between people
because they're not doing the things they wanted to do. People weren't really willing
to just sit down and talk they were all going to rush to do everything so that was a
struggle. We got them to understand our idea.
Interviewer: I got you. So you talked alot about your brainstorming, so after your
brainstorming, we asked your group to draw two rough storyboards. We gave you
about 30 minutes to do this. Did you feel like we gave you enough time to do
your storyboards and they came out the way you wanted them to?
Speaker:

Well I feel like the time constraint was okay because we didn't feel like the
storyboard had to be something that was just like really extravagant or like a
well-thought-out. We didn't know exactly what to do because there was no
example of what a storyboard should be like, a completed one.

Interviewer: Gotcha! Since we had only 3 days to complete the entire design thinking process,
we had some really fast moving days. So, over the course of the three days, not
just thinking about the brainstorming, did you feel any time pressure?
Speaker:

I feel like, it wasn’t bad. When we were starting the project but then as we kind
of got together and became okay but during the first day and the beginning of the
second because it wasn't like we were working on anything with time constraint.

Interviewer: When you received feedback within your cohort after presenting your initial to
storyboards how did you feel?
Speaker:

I feel like we didn't have enough time to plan out what we were going to say so
it was just more annoyance, that like the questions we had with solutions to but
we didn't have time to explain that. Then, also, we were at that point we weren't
sure if this idea we had was good or not so… For some of the times, we actually
talked about the idea and sometimes we didn't but then they had questions that
like the idea would have solved. But one of the teammates was kind of a little
bit against it and she thought it was stupid. So, she just said something different
when we got up there.

Interviewer: So you weren't always on the same page on what you were pitching?
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Speaker:

Yeah

Interviewer: Did you like the format of what did we love and have you considered for the
feedback?
Speaker:

When you say, “Have you considered”, it just makes it seem like it's not sincere
because like, personally, I wouldn't take any offense if you just didn't say it like
“how you considered”, it makes it more straightforward and meaningful to me
but this format makes it sound really fake.

Interviewer: Ok! That’s totally fair! What was it like when your group considered feedback
during the “how you considered” part? How did you feel about it?
Speaker:

Umm, it was fine. It was just feedback, it was nothing special.

Interviewer: Yeah! That makes sense. And what emotions did you express when you had to
make adjustments to your storyboard?
Speaker:

Uhhhh, I don't know I was fine with it. I didn't really care.

Interviewer: Ok. When you presented your initial prototypes to the other groups from other
cohorts on Thursday morning how are you feeling about your idea the first time
you presented it?
Speaker:

It was okay. Because since we were making buildings and stuff there was a lot of
time spent in the beginning just cutting everything out so compared to everyone
else, who had their stuff kind of like already getting into like the little details
stage we felt, I felt, like a little bit behind but other than that, I guess it was a
little hard to present something that wasn't fully completed. The details weren't
there for the type of those kind of you compare yourself to other people's stuff.

Interviewer: And how did your stuff compare?
Speaker:

At that point, I was kinda like this is kinda crap. It got better for the second
presentation. Definitely, it was better for the second presentation.

Interviewer: I know on the Storyboard you guys weren't all on the same page, but did you get
more on the same page when you were making your prototype?
Speaker:

I mean never really got on the same page. Just like sometimes we told different
things to different judges. If we could get that in then we just talk about it but….
During like the official final presentation, we were able to, since the idea was
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actually on the thing, sometimes the one girl, I mean the eighth grader again was
not actually doing that because that’s so stupid. But then like I kind of thought it
was a good idea so we still were not on the same page.
Interviewer: Was it easy or difficult to come up with feedback for the other groups?
Speaker:

Well for me, it was kinda easy because I could think of ways people could
improve their ideas.

Interviewer: Was it easier for you to come up with things that you loved, or things that you
think people needed to think through?
Speaker:

Things people need to consider.

Interviewer: Why do you think that is?
Speaker:

I am more of a pessimist, and I am more practical (reluctantly)

Interviewer: That’s okay. When we went outside and played the ball point game, so that was
the game with the ping pong balls, roughly how many balls did your team get on
the first and second rounds?
Speaker:

Okay, well we are a team, like the whole cohort?

Interviewer: Yeah.
Speaker:

Well I think that the thing is that we didn't really listen to each other people's
ideas very well.

Interviewer: And, how did you feel after then the mentors told you that some teams were able
to get over 200 balls after the second round?
Speaker:

Ahhh. It didn’t really impact me that much.

Interviewer: How did you guys like come up with a strategy in two minutes. What was your
form of communication?
Speaker:

We just kind of ran and formed a circle. They just said their idea. Well basically
they just said their idea. I feel like we just gravitated towards an idea, went with
it and ignored the rest. It was kinda like an unspoken thing.

Interviewer: What do you think worked best for you team in terms of planning and preparing
for the next round.
Speaker:

Umm, I’m not really sure.
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Interviewer: How did you feel having your parents, teacher and other students come to see
your final solution on Thursday afternoon? What did that feel like for you?
Speaker:

Nervous. It was like a little bumpy preparing what we were going to say for our
pitch. My parents didn’t come, so I wasn't nervous. I wouldn’t get nervous about
this type of thing. Just presenting to strangers wasn't a problem.

Interviewer: Would you have gotten nervous if you parents were there?
Speaker:

Well, really I really get nervous over projects for English where you have to like
share what your feelings are and put it down on paper and people come and
judge you. But this was just an idea, so that's fine.

Interviewer: Ok. And how do you feel during the judging process what was it like for you
personally to interact with the judges at your table.
Speaker:

The one thing that stood out as I thought like really far ahead we'd only really
thought about this idea for one sort of season. Then, they were talking about like
parking and winter. I was like ahhhhh.

Interviewer: Ahh, so you just thought about it when it was like sunny and nice weather? How
did you feel when the winners were announced? Did you feel like your team
might win?
Speaker:

I mean I didn't think we were going to win. But, like, I liked our thing so I didn't
really think it would win but I was happy about it.

Interviewer: On a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest, how
confident did you feel in the solution and why?
Speaker:

Uhhh, 7.

Interviewer: Why?
Speaker:

Ummmm, I don't know. I just really liked our solution.

Interviewer: How come you didn’t score it higher?
Speaker:

Ummmm, I don't know.

Interviewer: Back to pessimist thing? On a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest and
10 being the highest, how confident did you feel about the physical prototype
and why?
Speaker:

Yeah, I just really like how our prototype came out. I would give it an eight.
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Interviewer: One last question, how did you feel about the brainstorming process and the
dotmocracy voting system?
Speaker:

Ahh. The thing with the dotmocracy voting, ahh, a lot of good ideas get blocked
out just because of that and like if you don't have because it's like such a giant
mess on the paper that like people might not see stuff in a lot of ideas but at least
I like they didn't get voted on and they kinda just got buried.

Interviewer: Makes sense. So, how did you group decide on the idea you ultimately
prototyped?
Speaker:

I think we just like we talked about it for a while and then general consensus we
thought this was the best idea.

Interviewer: How long did it take you?
Speaker:

Uhhh, I don't remember.

Interviewer: Umm. Is there anything that I didn’t cover that you want to talk about?
Speaker:

No.
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Low Perfectionist 7
Interviewer:

So basically what it says is my name is Catherine and I was a student mentor
for the Innovation Nation program. And I'm gonna do a study just about the
program in general. And your parents said it was okay and so did the school
for you to participate. We're going to talk about how you felt going through the
program, less about the structure, more about your feelings. There's no right or
wrong answer to any of these questions or super open ended. If you don't like a
question, you can say pass and we'll skip it. If there's any time where you just
don't want to be interviewed anymore, you can say we can be done and we can
be done. So if you do agree to that, then you can go ahead and sign that right
there. So I guess we're just going to start off the interview by just saying, I'm
not going to share any of your answers with anyone. And I just have to you be
super honest with me. Okay, so we're gonna start off. So what's your name?

Speaker:

My name is [redacted].

Interviewer:

And what grade are you in?

Speaker:

I'm in sixth grade.

Interviewer:

How long have you been at Lincoln?

Speaker:

Four. This is my fourth year.

Interviewer:

How do you like it?

Speaker:

I really like it.

Interviewer:

Good. And how's your year been so far?

Speaker:

It's been really good.

Interviewer:

Good. That's awesome. So I'm just gonna review the program since it was over
a month ago with you just kind of go over the general structure and then we'll
get into it. So on the first day you began learning about the design thinking
process, you got your project reveal when you unwrapped the present and you
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went on your field visit. You wrote down all your observations on post it notes.
Then on the second day you thought of your how might we questions in your
group, you started to brainstorm your solutions, and you voted on them using
dotmocracy. We went outside and played the ballpoint game. You made your
storyboards and you received your feedback. And then on the third day you
came up with your physical prototype, you received some more feedback, you
made your final tweaks, and then you presented your idea to the parents,
teachers and classmates who came to the expo. So can you tell me a little bit
about your experience at Innovation Nation? Was this your first time in the
program? What cohort were you in and what was your final solution?
Speaker:

So I was in Cohort Four. I had a lot of fun with my two cohort leaders, Tobi
and Haley. They were really nice and they really motivated us to just continue
to do what we were doing. And I think it was really fun to just like keep
brainstorming new ideas. And I also really enjoyed going to the field to the site
visit, and I got to interview a lot of different people and I had a lot of fun.

Interviewer:

So what was your favorite part about the program? What did you find most
enjoyable?

Speaker:

I really liked going to like the site visit. It was really fun to-- because I've
never done this before. It's my first time. It was really fun to experience, like
just like hearing what other people thought-- I went to Wayland Square. So it's
fun to hear about what they thought about WaylandSquare. And yeah, it's just
really interesting.

Interviewer:

And were there any parts of the program that you disliked your wished were a
little bit different? And if there were, could you tell me about them?

Speaker:

Not really. The only thing is that maybe we could of had a little bit more time
interviewing, maybe like-- not long, but maybe just a few more people to get
interviewed.
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Interviewer:

Sure. So you may remember that at the beginning of the first day you filled out
a team contract and we just asked you to write down your personal strengths
and weaknesses. Do you remember what you wrote down?

Speaker:

I -- not really. But I think I wrote maybe that I got a little bit like to look a little
bit too of a leader. That was one of my weaknesses and my strengths is that I
was really creative. I'm pretty sure that's what I wrote.

Interviewer:

And as you look back on your experience during the three days, what do you
say that your strengths were?

Speaker:

My strengths? Probably like so the thing that my group created. We created
something called the Wayland Square Creative Corner, and it was basically
like this whole different representation of what we think could be a very good
building that would be in Wayland Square. And it was like a creative place.
And I think that one of my strengths during that was coming up with the new
little things that we could put in there just to make it very detailed and yeah.

Interviewer:

And how would you say that you helped your team the most and what tasks
did you personally end up taking on?

Speaker:

I probably taked on the most during the interview. I feel like-- I feel like I got a
lot of information from a lot of different people because my friend and I, we
went around asking a bunch of people and I just felt like we had-- We work
well together and we had a lot of fun.

Interviewer:

How did you feel about working with your team during Innovation Nation?
Did you like the team aspect or would you have preferred to work alone?

Speaker:

I did like the group. My group was really nice. The only time that I felt that I
didn't like it was sometimes when my ideas sometimes just didn't really get
involved. I mean, many of my ideas were incorporated, but there was like very
few that didn't. But I was okay with that. But I still enjoyed working with my
group and they were very nice.
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Interviewer:

That's awesome. So were there any times where you disagreed with the
decisions of your teammates or any times when you felt like there was trouble
coming to a consensus and if there were? Can you tell me more about that?

Speaker:

Well, so we had this one little, not really an argument, but just like a discussion
about whether or not we should add a trash can to our-- like the rooftop
playground of our creative corner. And I had spent my time making the trash
can, like out of clay. And our group was just like discussing whether or not we
should use it. And we were just-- we spent a few minutes on. Just like deciding
whether or not that should happen.

Interviewer:

Ultimately, what do you guys choose?

Speaker:

We chose not to do it. I was with that.

Interviewer:

How did you feel?

Speaker:

Well, I was a little bit offended because like I had spent some time making
that, but I think it would have been fine without it.

Interviewer:

So, OK, so after brainstorming, we asked your group to draw two rough
storyboards and we gave you about 30 minutes to do this. Did you feel like
there was enough time to make the storyboards look the way that you wanted
them to? How did you feel about the time constraint?

Speaker:

Yeah, I think there is definitely enough time. We had a lot of fun drawing out
the little pictures and coming up with the new ideas that we had along the way.
And I think my group worked really well together while we were drawing the
pictures because we each had decided that we would draw like different things,
like I would get one picture and someone else would draw another. And I think
we work really well.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. And just overall, since we only had three days to complete the
entire design thinking process, we had pretty fast moving days over the course
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of the three days. Did you feel any time pressure at any point? And if you did,
can you talk about them?
Speaker:

No, I don't think I really had anything to worry about during that. I think I had
a really good amount of time because my group was working pretty quickly.
And since there were four of us, we could do things-- like do different things at
a different time, like someone could go upstairs and get supplies that we
needed while another could work on a part for our actual prototype. And yeah,
I think it was definitely enough time.

Interviewer:

So when you receive feedback within your cohort after pitching your initial
two storyboards, how did you feel?

Speaker:

I think that was really helpful that we got to go in like look at the other ideas
and get feedback on it. I think our group really benefited from that.

Speaker:

That's awesome. Did you like the format of what you love and have you
considered?

Speaker:

Yeah, I think I really enjoyed it.

Interviewer:

And what was it like for you personally when your group received feedback
during the have you considered portion?

Speaker:

I think we did really benefit from that because we took all those ideas and we
really just tried to incorporate them in our prototype because we really just
wanted to be the best that it could.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. And what kind of emotions did you personally experience
when you had to adjust your storyboard based on the feedback?

Speaker:

I sort of felt good to try and make it better and just-- we didn't win anything,
but we had a lot of fun just trying to make it as best I could.
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Interviewer:

When you presented your initial prototypes to the other groups from the other
cohorts on the third day on that morning. How were you feeling about your
prototype at that point?

Speaker:

We were feeling pretty strong about it. It wasn't like, it was pretty-- it is a little
bit far from done, but it was like close enough to be able to be shared with the
other cohort members. And I think, yeah, we were doing pretty well.

Interviewer:

How did you feel about your idea after you saw the solutions of the other
groups?

Speaker:

Well, some of the groups had like these bigger ideas that we were thinking
like, oh, there's gonna be so much better than ours. But really, ours was just
we-- when we saw those other ideas, it sort of just like inspired us to just keep
working, to make ours look as best as it could be. And seeing the other groups,
I think it really helped because we took all of their ideas and even though they
were different, like totally different from what we had and like researching and
interviewing people about, we still try to make ours look as best as it could be.

Interviewer:

And did you find that it was easy or difficult to modify your physical prototype
based off the feedback that they gave you?

Speaker:

I think it was sort of a little bit of a challenge since we'd already had some of
the things like already in our prototype. So it was a little bit of a challenge, but
it wasn't too hard to work with our group to make new ideas since we already
had so many.

Interviewer:

For you personally, did you find it easy or difficult to come up with feedback
to give to other groups and please explain why?

Speaker:

I think it was really easy for me because I just-- I would look at the other
people's prototypes and I would just-- raise my hand a lot during that to give
them like what their week-- weaknesses were and what their strengths were.
And yeah, I think it was pretty easy for me.
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Interviewer:

Was it easier for you personally to come up with what you loved about an idea
or what needed to be improved, what needed to be considered?

Speaker:

I think it was easier to tell the people what I loved about it. I think it was really
happy when we finally found an idea that was like, really great.

Interviewer:

And why do you think it's a little bit easier for you to find out and show what
you love?

Speaker:

I think maybe because I always try and look on the bright side of the ideas that
people create.

Interviewer:

And so when we went outside and played the ballpoint game, which was the
game where you had the ping pong balls, you can put them in the bucket
roughly. How did your team do? On the first and second rounds?

Speaker:

Well, on the first and second rounds, we were a little bit confused because
there were so many six who design team that really didn't really know how to
play that well because we hadn't really ever played it before. And it seemed as
though like the older kids were kind of like, like telling us what to do a little
bit. But towards the end, I think we definitely like we definitely got a little bit
better. Definitely in the second round, we even got like we got a lot of balls in.
And I think we just had to just keep working and we got really well.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. How did you feel when your mentors told you that some
teams were able to get over 200 balls in after the second round?

Speaker:

Well, it made me-- like I just was really surprised about that. I look at my
friend and I was like, oh, my gosh, I can't believe that because at first we'd
only gotten like like 12 balls. We were just like, oh, my gosh. And then we just
kept working hard after that. And at the end, I think we felt like sixty nine. We
got a lot more.

Interviewer:

Yeah. Oh, that's really, really good. How did your team come up with the new
strategy in the two minutes?
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Speaker:

Well at first we were just going through like a long line of people passing
balls. And I think that we just-- we eventually made like a circle of people
passing the ball around the circle back and forth from each person. And I think
that we worked well trying to create the new idea.

Interviewer:

And what worked best for your teams in terms of a communication strategy
when you were planning and preparing for the next round?

Speaker:

Well, since I said that there was a lot of sixth graders on our team, I feel like
we communicated very well. And even like the older kids were saying, like we
have to spread out, like not just be with just sixth graders and we listen to
them. And we were near seventh graders and eighth graders as well. And I
think we really communicated on how we think that the ball should go and
what how fast it should go and where the people should stand. And I think it
was it was good to have all of those people to talk to, not just like people in
your class. .

Interviewer:

And so how did you feel having your teachers, your family and other students
to your solution on Thursday afternoon? How did what was that like for you?

Speaker:

I really enjoyed that. I mean, my mom and my sister came and my sister's
really a little and she enjoyed to see all the little presentations. And I think that
when she is older, she's going to really enjoy doing this, too. Because she's
really a creative person. She loves art and doing all that. And I think she really
enjoyed it. And I also really enjoyed seeing her looking through our little
prototype and us telling her about it and also the judges. I really enjoyed telling
me about it, too.

Interviewer:

That's my next question. I was going to say, how do you feel during the
judging process? What was it like for you to interact with them?

Speaker:

I think it was really easy to just sort of explain it once it's all done because I
didn't have to worry about anymore creating like new ideas and just like
redoing old ones. And I felt like it was really nice just to, like, tell everyone
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our tell the judges, like what we had done and how it turned out. And I think it
was really good.
Interviewer:

That's awesome. So how did your team feel and how do you feel personally
when the winners were announced? Did you think that your team might have
won?

Speaker:

I think that we had a pretty good chance of winning. But I mean, we didn't win.
But that's okay because we had a lot of fun during the process. And I think we
work really hard and we had a good time together. And even though we didn't
win, we still congratulated the other teams and we had just we had-- just had a
little fun.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. So on a scale of one to 10 from 1 being the lowest and 10
being the highest, how confident were you in the solution that your group came
up with?

Speaker:

Probably like a 10. I was really confident in what we did. I felt like even
though there wasn't any sixth graders on my team. At first I was like, I don't
really know much about these people. Like, I don't know how they're going to
treat me in this group. But in the end, like, I had a lot of fun with them and we
got along very well.

Interviewer:

That's awesome. And then on the same scale with one being the lowest and ten
being the highest, how confident are you in the physical prototype your group
produced?

Speaker:

I think probably ten too. We did a really good job on it, I feel. And I think that
we all interviewed so many people, so we had so much good information and
really worked hard on it.

Interviewer:

That's something. I just have one more question for you. So how did you feel
about the brainstorming process in a dotmocracy voting, which was all the
stickers you put on there?
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Speaker:

That was really fun because we had some crazy ideas, like we were thinking
about the transportation in Wayland Square and some of our ideas were like
flying pigs was like crazy. And so some of those I forgot what color it was. I
was like the crazy ideas, but it had a lot of those. And yeah, I had a lot of fun
doing that, but I think that our best ideas for when we work together as a
group.

Interviewer:

That's great. How did your group decide ultimately on that idea that you did
end up prototyping?

Speaker:

Well, we had one other idea that we were really thinking about that we were
like, sure, we're going to do. But then we were like, I think we should do this
other idea because we really, really had started thinking about it. And I just
think that it was really important to try and incorporate it, since it was even
more important that the idea that we had before. And yeah, because we were
thinking about how children aren't really as welcome in Wayland Square as
they should be. And yeah, we really thought about that and I think the
storyboards really helped.

Interviewer:

And do you remember kind of how long it took your group to come up with
that final idea?

Speaker:

It didn't really take us too long. I mean, we-- as I said, we had the question
from before that we were kind of like debating whether or not we should go
with that idea or the other since we had like the storyboard for both. So we
could look at both of them and really see the strengths and weaknesses of both
of them. And I don't think it took too long, really, because we had all decided
that we should do the better one because we really started to look at the
strengths and weaknesses of them both. And we just had decided that that was
better.
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Interviewer:

That's awesome. And then just before we finished, is there anything that I
didn't cover that you wanted to talk about? Any comments about the program
or anything?

Speaker:

No, I think that's all set.

Interviewer:

Thank you so much.

Speaker:

You're welcome.

Interviewer:

Have a great day.

Speaker:

Thanks.
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Low Perfectionist 8
Interviewer: So basically what it says is my name is Catherine and I was a student mentor
for the Innovation Nation program. And I'm gonna do a study just about the
program in general. And your parents said it was okay and so did the school
for you to participate. We're going to talk about how you felt going through
the program, less about the structure, more about your feelings. There's no
right or wrong answer to any of these questions or super open ended. If you
don't like a question, you can say pass and we'll skip it. If there's any time
where you just don't want to be interviewed anymore, you can say we can be
done and we can be done. So if you do agree to that, then you can go ahead
and sign that right there. So I guess we're just going to start off the interview
by just saying, I'm not going to share any of your answers with anyone. And I
just have to you be super honest with me. Okay, so we're gonna start off. So
what grade are you in?
Speaker:

I'm in sixth grade.

Interviewer: And how long have you been at Lincoln?
Speaker:

This is my fourth or fifth year. I came in second grade.

Interviewer: Gotcha. Okay, so for 30 seconds, I'm just going to review the program with
you just so because I know it was like over a month ago. So on the first day
you began to learn about the design thinking process and you got your project
reveal when you open up the present. You went on your field visit, then you
wrote down all your observations on the post it notes. You thought of your
how might we question on the second day. That's also when you began to
brainstorm your solutions. That's when you voted on your solutions to you
went outside and you played the ballpoint game, which is the ping pong ball
game. You made your storyboards. You received feedback. And then on the
third day, you came back and prototyped. That's when you received your other
feedback and you made your final tweaks. You presented your ideas to your
parents, teachers and your other classmates at the expo. OK. So for I'm going
to start off with some refresher questions for you. So can you tell me a little bit
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about your experience at Innovation Nation last month? Was it your first time
in the program? What cohort were you in and kind of things like that?
Interviewer: Well, I was in cohort one team and it was my first year doing Innovation
Nation. I liked it a lot. I think it was really fun because I got to challenge
myself and I got to work with kids from other grades that I normally wouldn't.
Interviewer: That's awesome. And what was your team's final solution?
Speaker:

We design we made a prototype of a supermarket and we combined a lot of
ideas into one market. So we had kiosks that you could search for food
restrictions on. Like if you wanted to find gluten free items, you could search
those and it would tell you where they were in the store. And we also had
buttons, so if you needed assistance, you could press it and there were the staff
members. We had the staff wear bright uniforms because when we went on
our site visit to Shaw's, the staff members, we actually went up to them
thinking like they were customers. It was very confusing.

Interviewer: What were your favorite parts about the program?
Speaker:

I think my favorite part was prototyping because I like building. Yeah.

Interviewer: Gotcha. And were there any parts of the program that you dislike or you wish
were a little bit different?
Speaker:

I don't think so.

Interviewer: So as you might remember, we filled out a team contract on the first day and
we had you write down your personal strengths and your personal challenges.
Could you share with me what your personal strengths and challenges were?
Do you remember?
Speaker:

One of my strengths was that I knew how to, like, lead a group. I think one of
my weaknesses so I can be a little bossy sometimes.

Interviewer: And how did you help your team the most? Looking back on the experience?
Speaker:

Well, I think I generated a lot of ideas when we are brainstorming. Not all of
them were like logical, but we use some of them in our protoype.
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Interviewer: That's awesome. And you remember what tasks you personally took on to do?
So did you take on like a specific thing for prototyping or did you kind of call
the shots or what was your role?
Speaker:

We, we all kind of met up and decided to do different things to speed it up. I
think I worked on making like the interior of the market, like the shells and
then check out things.

Interviewer: And how did you feel that you did overall with your team?
Speaker:

I think we worked really well together.

Interviewer: And how did you feel about working with your team during Innovation
Nation? Can you speak like a little bit more about that kind of personalities on
your team and how did those all kind of fit together?
Speaker:

We had a lot of fun, actually. We've-- yeah, like I said before, we just got
along really well. We had a lot of the same ideas. So it was easy for us to
agree on things.

Interviewer: Did you like the team aspect or would you prefer to work alone?
Speaker:

I liked working in a team. I think if it was one person, it would have been a lot
to do and I would have needed more time.

Interviewer: Were there any times that you disagreed with some of the decisions that your
teammates were making or when your team had any kind of trouble coming to
a consensus?
Speaker:

Not that I remember.

Interviewer: So after brainstorming, we asked your team to draw two rough storyboards
and we give you about 30 minutes to do that. Were there-- did you feel like
there was enough time to make your storyboards look the way that you wanted
them to?
Speaker:

Yeah, I think there was just enough time for my partner and I, we finished in
time and it looked pretty good.

Interviewer: And how did you feel about the time constraint?
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Speaker:

I thought we didn't have enough time and they'd be like another hour or so for
like the whole project because some of our things in our prototype were like
falling over and things. We didn't have time to glue them, but that's it.

Interviewer: Gotcha. So you kind of touched on this, but since we had only three days to
complete the entire design thinking process, we had some super fast moving
days. And over the course of the three days. Can you recall a time where you
had a lot of time pressure or did you have any time pressure?
Speaker:

I think when we were brainstorming, we had-- I think it was like four minutes
or something to come up with as many ideas as we could. But it's hard because
sometimes the ideas just don't come.

Interviewer: I know you want to get a lot. It's like, oh, my gosh, I'm stumped. OK, perfect.
So as you remember, we started to receive feedback when you went to go
pitch your storyboards. So when you received feedback within your cohort
after presenting, how did you feel?
Speaker:

I was not there. I left for an orthodontist appointment. I never got to listen to
the feedback

Interviewer: And then on the second day, were you there when you had to go pitch to the
other cohorts?
Speaker:

No.

Interviewer: Let's see. Was it-- So when we went outside and played the ballpoint game,
which was the game where you had to get the ping pong balls into the bucket,
roughly, do you remember how many your team got? The first and second
rounds, the first round?
Speaker:

I think we got like two. But then we went up and it was like 80.

Interviewer: Oh, that's awesome. So how did you feel when the mentors told you that some
teams get over 200? How that make you feel?
Speaker:

It kind of made me feel a lot of pressure because we weren't really working as
well together as like just our small teams. And like, I know when we came
back inside all other groups that they got like one hundred and stuff. So that
made me a little bit disappointed.
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Interviewer: Gotcha. So would you say how did your team come up with the new strategy
in the two minutes when you had time to huddle up?
Speaker:

We listened to each other's ideas, like we just went around in a circle and
talked about the ideas. And then we, like, agreed on one that we thought
would work and then we tried it out. And then when our time was up, we did it
for real.

Interviewer: That sounds good. And what would you say worked best for your team in
terms of planning and preparing for the next round?
Speaker:

Yeah, I think just like listening to everybody talk. There were a few times
when it got kind of out of control. Everyone was talking over each other in the
beginning, but then came up with like a system and it worked.

Interviewer: How did you feel about having your teachers, your family and other students
come to see your solution on Thursday afternoon? Can you kind of tell me
what that was like for you?
Speaker:

Well, I think it was a lot of explaining, because our product, our prototype was
kind of complicated. There were so many aspects of it. And then people had a
limited time to look at our products, like the judges only had a certain amount
of time, so they couldn't hear everything. And then like the parents wanted to
see everybody else's, too. So it was a little stressful because we had to get it
done in time. But I liked having people, like, walk around and say what we've
been doing.

Interviewer: So how did you feel during the judging process? What was it like for you to
interact with the judges at your table?
Speaker:

Well, I like know them because they work here. So it felt just kind of normal.

Interviewer: So it's like you're your teachers and stuff kind of coming. OK. And how did
you feel when the winners were announced? To think that your team might
win me?
Speaker:

Another team from our cohort won like first place. And we were happy for
them. But we kind of doubted that we were going to win.
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Interviewer: All right. So on a scale from 1 to 10 with 1 being the lowest in 10 being the
highest, how confident were you in the solution that your group came up with?
Speaker:

I would say I was like a seven or eight.

Interviewer: Gotcha. Can you explain why a seven or eight>
Speaker:

Well, I think we can work hard to kind of prepare our product, but we were
exactly ready for it. We needed a little bit more time.

Interviewer: You know, like in which kind of facet you felt like you needed more time or
was it just like the entire program?
Speaker:

I think we need more time planning out what we are going to say, because at
some point when we were like talking to the judges, we were talking over each
other and we were like explaining different things and we were talking really
fast and it wasn't like efficient.

Interviewer: And then on the same scale, so one being the lowest, ten being the highest,
how confident were you in the physical prototype that your group produced on
the final day?
Speaker:

Wait, could you say the question again?

Interviewer: Sure. And then on the same scale, with one being the lowest and ten being the
highest, how confident were you in the physical prototype that your group
produced on the final day?
Speaker:

I think it was like an eight, it was pretty good.

Interviewer: Where did you feel like you could have improved or do you feel like you--?
Speaker:

I think we could have focused less on the details. I think we made this a little
Play-dough fruit and things, and we kind of focused more on like the structure
of our prototype, because when it was time to present, we had to assemble the
prototype in like the gallery.

Interviewer: How do you feel about the brainstorming process in the dotmocracy voting?
How did your group ultimately come up with the idea that you decided to
prototype and how long did it come-- how long did it take for you to come up
with that idea?
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Speaker:

Well, I liked the dotmocracy. Because it was like nonjudgmental. Like if
somebody, like, thought like this crazy idea, it was a really good idea that they
thought was like a possibility for their team, like no one would know who had
put it on or anything like that. I also like that it was stickers.

Interviewer: Exactly. It's fun. So I guess just to finish up, is there anything that I didn't
cover that you wanted to talk about, anything like overall that you want to talk
to me about with Innovation Nation?
Speaker:

I don't think so.

Interviewer: Do you want to do it again?
Speaker:

Yeah, yeah.

Interviewer: Okay, good. All right. So thank you so much for your help. I really appreciate
it.
Speaker:

Thank you.

Interviewer: Have a great day.
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